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'VOL. VIII — No. 16

Seek Writ Of Habeas Corpus:

*tight To Save Life Of Condemned Boy, 17
Death Date Set for Mar.1
In 2-year-old Murder Case

NAACP Urges Secretary Wirtz To
Halt Three Segregated Programs

ATLANTA — In a last ert L. Carter carried the case
of Jackson have been ap- kins cited this program as
minute effort to save a con- through lower courts up to
proved by Secretary Wirtz. another demonstration of how
demned 17-year-old boy from the United States Supreme
In a letter dispatched to the the Federal government gives
execution, ordered for March Court which, on Jan. 7 of this
Cabinet officer on Feb. 19, J. public funds to support Jim
1, NAACP attorneys this week year, refused to review the
Francis Pohlhaus, counsel of Crow institutions. He called
prepared to file an application judgment of the lower courts.
the Associatioa's Washington upon taxpayers to register
On Feb. 19, Superior Court
for a writ of habeas corpus
their protest against such
bureau, charged:
in the United States District Judge George S. Carpenter in
"This joint Federal-Missis- practices when they file their
Jasper County set the new
Court here.
sippi effort to administer and Federal income tax returns.
execution date for March 1.
operate a racially discriminaPreston
Cobb, Jr., the
Contending that young Cobb
tory program violates the prodoomed youth, was 15 years
has been improperly detained,
visions of the Fifth and 14th
old two years ago when he
Hollowell prepared to file the
Amendments to the Constituwas convicted by an all-white
application for the writ of
tion. It does not even meet
Jasper County jury of the
habeas corpus seeking an
the unconstitutional and judislaying of Frank Coleman Duorder from Federal District
cially discredited doctrine of
mas, 70-year-old white farmJudge Frank M. Scarlett re'separate but equal,' in that
The Memphis Chapter of
er. He was sentenced to death
leasing the youth.
it provides training in only the Morehouse College Alumand his execution set for Sept.
The original death sentence
one skill for Negroes and in ni association will present its
22, 1961.
imposed on Cobb aroused
additional skills for whites." first annual musical extravaAt the request of his mother, worldwide concern because of
Pohlhaus reminded Secre- ganza — "The Stars of Mem041111die
the NAACP entered the case his youth. Georgia law pertary Wirtz that he had already phis" — Friday night, March
more, of 394-C Wellington. Voted second al- and retained Donald L. Hol- mitted the execution of chilbeen informed by Mcdgar 8, at 8 p.m., at the Metropoli- MAGICIANS' QUEEN — Miss Homecoming
ternate spot is Mertie Mae Greer, left, a lowell, an Atlanta NAACP at- dren as young as 10 years old.
Evers, NAACP field secretary tan Baptist Church, 767 Wal- at LeMoyne College this year Is Alice Jean
junior, of 278 West Essex. Miss Turner was torney, who filed a motion for Since that time the state has
for Mississippi, that the two ker ave.
Turner, center, junior, of 420 Cambridge Ave.
a new trial. Hollowell and moved to raise the minimum
Mississippi junior colleges exTickets are available at all She was selected by members of the college's
crowned before a homecoming crowd during
NAACP General Counsel Rob- age to 16.
local ticket dispensers at dona- basketball team (The Magicians). First alclude Negroes.
halftime of the LeMoyne-Fisk game.
Under these circumstances, tions of $1.25 for adults and 50 ternate is Carole Ann Spight, right, a sophoPohlhaus continued, "your ap- cent for students.
Students of LeMoyne Col- proval of this program must The musical will benefit the
lege and other institutions be considered a denial of Memphis-Morehouse C 1 u b
planning to apply for Peace equality of opportunity for Scholarship Fund.
BROWNSVILLE, Tenn. — ,berger points out: "The money
Corps service beginning this those who need it most, col- Participating in the "Stars
"Tote Bags for Freedom," the they have earned has been of
some help in getting them into
summer can take advantage ored unemployed in Mississip- Of Memphis" musical program
CORE-Initiated cooperative to
of a special on-campus admin- pi, one of our nation's most will be:
economic repris- decent houses." The shareof
victims
aid
croppers, since their evictions,
istration of the Peace Corps economically &pressed areas. Mrs. Rosetta Peterson,
als against Negro voter regishad been living in tents, the
Aik Placement Test to be given "We respectfully urge that Leatrice Bell, Miss Esther Pule
and HayFayette
in
trants
last of which were taken down
Friday, March 1. The test will you qualify your approval of liam, Miss Charolette Brooks, Not even Rover or your othCounties, has just
wood
in January.
be given at 9:30 a.m. in the this training program by re- Miss Billie Jean Baker, M s er favorite dog is draft-free.
marked its first anniversary
The governor of the State'
Brownlee Lecture Hall on the quiring all institutions parti- Erma Clanton, Miss Barbara, The Armed Services urgentAlso, according to Weinis entering its second year
and
termed
r
was
"one!
Kentucky
of
i
ipating in it to offer all train- Whitley, Mrs. Hattie Swear- y need German Shepherd
LeMoyne campus.
berger's report, the police haof operation.
nation's most liberal
Dr. Floyd L. Bass, dean of ing to eligible trainees with- inger, Noah Bond, Erby Cox,!dogs for security guard service of the
rassment. which marked the
was pre
"We have sold about 3,000
the college and Peace Corps out restriction as to race, color Lee Cunningham, James Eas- at military de f ense sites persons" when he
Initial phase of the project,
with a Brotherhood
bags during the year, and
liaison officer for LeMoyne, or other discriminatory quali- ley, W. T. McDaniel, W. T. Mc- throughout the world, accord- sented
has subsided.
after the taxes and materials'
Daniel, Jr., Eugene Nesbit, ing to reports. A thousand Award by the Chicago Conurges students who are inter- fication."
'bills are paid, just about all
March 1 is the only day the In New York City, NAACP Omar Robinson, Harold D. dogs at the rate of 200 a month ference on Brotherhood Feb
the rest of the money goes to
test will be administered on Executive Sceretary Roy Wil- Whalum and Harry Winfield. will be "recruited" during the 24, for his "contributions to
human rights."
the people who make the
the campus during this acanext five months.
As Governor he has:
bags," reports Eric Weinbergdemic year.
The U.S. Army is responsiI. Provided the leadership
er, who instructed them in
To qualify for the test, a
be for obtaining these dogs,
for creating the
leathermaking and thereafter
prospective applicant should
either by purchase or donation, necessary
acted as advisor to the project.
bring a completed Peace Corps
for all of the Armed Services. Commission on Human Right
2. Sponsored the Governor's
volunteer questionnaire to the
To be acceptabe, the dogs must
"So well is the work going,
Memphis alumni of LeMoyne
be pure-bred German Shep- Conference on Human Rights
test site if he has not previthat recently we expanded our College will hold their regular
he
which
to
1961
1962
and
in
ously submitted one. Quesherd, with or without regisand billbelts
include
to
line
who daily risk their lives
GREENWOOD, Miss.—Samtration. The dogs may be of personally invited state civil
tionnaires are available from
folds, not to mention tote- monthly meeting this Sunday,
to bring democracy to
secretary for
Dr. Bass, and students wish- uel Block, field
any color, of either sex, but rights leaders to consider new
bags in three new leathers. March 3, at 5 p.m. in the facul.
Mississippi?
Student Nonviolent Coorincreasing
to
only spayed females are ac- approaches
ing to take the test or to se- the
Each person in the group is ty lounge of Brownlee Hall.
reported
Committee,
dinating
of
equality
opportunity.
other
and
he
said
Block
ceptable. They must be from
information
cure
further
slowly building up a supply Hosts will be Mrs. Fairy Peythat four Negro busi- SNCC workers had distributed one to three years of age, 3. Provided leadership in
should contact him at his of- today
of basic leather workers' tools
as food to 561 persons yester- with minimum shoulder height the enactment of a merit sysblock
same
the
on
nesses
ton Austin and the Washburn
fice. His telephone number
and skills. If we keep on a few
here were day and that two loads of of 23 inches and minimum tem in state employment
office
SNCC
the
WH 8-6626.
more years, we will have the twins.
to the ground yester- food had been sent to Negro weight of 60 pounds. Dogs which forbids, among other
GOV. BERT COMBS
The Peace Corps Placement burned
ability to make almost any The bodY will hear reports
families in Sunflower County, accepted by the Army must be things, racial discrimination in
Test is non-competitive and day morning.
hand-made leather product."
on plans of the General Alumauthorizes
is used primarily in the place- Block said that Mrs. Nancy where the Justice Department physically and mentally sound, state employment practices. 210. This legislation
make these
to legislate The "people who
annual meetment of successful trainees, Brand, a worker in the SNCC filed suit last month charging alert, aggressive and vigorous. 4. During the first 15 months Kentucky cities
who have ni Association's
families
71
are
bags"
Combs'
administration, in the areas of racial discrimPersons interested in offer- of
rather than as a selective de- office here, reported an anony- voting violations.
into the cooperative. ing and reunion of graduates of
joined
*ice.
mous telephone call yesterday "We still need food," Block ing their dogs for sale or do- number of Negroes on state ination.
endeavor does not pro- all '3' classes scheduled for
Another Kentuckian, Abra- Their
morning in which a man's said, "and appeal to Ameri- nation to the Army are urged employment rolls increased by
full living but, as Wein- May 31 and June 1.
a
vide
de his m ark
voice asked her if she ever cans to aid Negro citizens to get in touch with the Army one-third. Now more than h am Lincol n ma
American
came to the office. When she here in Mississippi who are Animal Procurement Office, 1,000 Negroes are on state upon the pages of
history 100 years ago. Bert T.
said yes, the voice said, "You suffering because of their be- Lackland Air Force Base, Tex- payrolls.
5. Significant increase in Combs is writing his own ilas, for further information.
won't be going down there lief in democracy."
number of Negroes in non - lustrious chapters in the unno more. That's been taken
traditional jobs has occurred precedented History volumes
care of."
during Combs' administration, of the 20th century.
Block said that the burned
Annual Negro History Week
le.g. appointment of a Negro
and the Centennial Decade businesses were Jackson Gadistrict supervisor in the LouCelebration of schools found- rage, George's Cafe, Porter's
isville office of the department
ed by the American Mission- Pressing Shop, and the Esof Child Welfare.
ary Association are being ob- quire Club. He said that a
beaten by a mob of 6. Appointed Frank L. Stanserved jointly this week on pressing shop is next door to PINE BLUFF, Ark. — keen, were
Studentlwhite youths, according to re- ley, Sr., editor and publisher
the campus of LeMoyne Col- the SNCC office, and that it field secretary for the
of The Louisville Defender, as
was his contention the busi- Nonviolent Coordinating Corn- ports.
lege.
Several fire bombs — crude- consultant to the Commission.
• The Observance got under- nesses were burned by mis- mittee was called a -profes-1
er of personnel. Stanley's dusional agitator" by Arkansas ly - made Molotov cocktails —
way Wednesday and continues take.
ties are to encourage qualiGovernor Orval Faubus recent-lhave allegedly been hurled at
through Friday.
Block said, "I believe it was
Methodist Church, fied Negroes to seek careers
Floyd Wardlaw Crawford, their intention to burn this ly73Vhen asked about sit-ine St. James
to Eariie Mae Biles
3415
demonstrations here, Faubus where students meet each day in state government and
head of the history depart- office."
act as a liaison between such
a news conference in Lit- before beginning their sit-in.
told
3340
Randle
Carolyn
Ment at the Norfolk Division
He said that field secreinformation No extensive damage has been persons and hiring authoriof Virginia State College, will taries had been sleeping in tie Rock, "I have
ties in state agencies.
3315
Purnell
Shirley
yet.
church
the
to
done
white
a
Hansen,
iikaddress a general assembly the office, but they would no about William
7. Sent a personal letter to
1835
leader. He has been arrested Fourteen students, formerly
111Friday morning at 10:30 in longer do so.
7,000 managers of places of Beverly Allen ..
16 times over the country for at Arkansas AM&N college public
Bruce Hall. The public is in1760
Terrell
Patricia
accommodation urging
SNCC Chairman Charles Mc- similar activities. He is a pro- here, have been put on "indefvited.
suspension" by the college them to provide equal service Katherine Woods
1620
Attorney General fessional agitator."
Dr. Floyd L. Bass, dean of Dew wired
to
all
citizens.
Kennedy today:
SNCC worker Hansen, who administration, despite previ935
e Mo yne, began the observ- Robert F.
Carney
Joyce
Comsupported
the
Has
We protest the burning has been jailed 19 times, ac- ous commitments that off- 8.
morning
Wednseday
ance
730
- segrega- mission on Human Rights in Eunice Logan
anti
in
student
businesses
campus
Atlanta-based
our
of
the
to
cording
when he addressed students
Mississippi. SNCC, has been working with tion activity would have no every effort in which such Patricia Cummings
Greenwood,
660
and faculty at the weekly
been
has
requested.
support
Our field secretary there, the Pine Bluff Student Move- bearing on the students' aca565
chapel hour.
9. Appointed first Negro, Essie B. McSwine
Samuel Block, charges ment since before the group demic status. Dean Torrence
MILE HIKERS — These two NIKX cadets left Memphis.
Dr. Ralph Johnson, profes540 55
T. Early, as-,Rev. D. E. King, to Personnel Norma Jean Taylor
Violet
Mrs.
to
and
demonstrations
meant
arsonists
the
in
that
sit
began
at 11:30 a.m. At 11 p.m. they were In Joyner, Ark.
Saturday
sor of English at LeMoyne,
Board
Pubof
of
Department
past
430
Sandra White
burn his office from
here on Feb. 1, the third an- sistant registrar, walk
trip is just about an hour and a half drive. It took
the
Really
was scheduled to speak ThursSafety.
lic
405
Norrish Trueman
which he assists Negroes niversary of the sit-in move- Woolworth's lunch counter evand Edgar Ware II,Z hours, the reason—
Campbell
Rick
day morning in the lecture
a
spokesWas
10.
leading
take
cry day during sit-ins to
who have been denied
ment.
400 they hiked. Campbell said: "We decided to hike to Joyner
McGhee
Earnestine
hall on the works of two
with
for
compliance
man
state
Reportedly, members of the the names of students, accordthe right to vote and who
260 because we had read in a magazine about a Marine hiking
noted poets, Paul Lawrence
Federal Court orders at South- Patricia Ford
being starved out of group have been subjected to ing to source.
245 50 miles in 11 hours and 45 minutees. that was supposed to
Hollingsworth
Carolyn
Dunbar and Claude McKay. are
and
conference
Governor's
ern
Ben
Leflore County because beatings, attempted bombings. SNCC's Hansen and
240
had six
Exhibits are on display in
interracial team, publicly suggested that Gov- Amelia Gibson
an
Grinage,
have been the record." Ware commented, "We
they
since
FBI
register.
to
suspensions
tried
they
and
Gloria Jean Woodard .. • 240 sandwiches and one canteen of water between us." Both
the library and in the lobby
sit-in camoaign have also been prohibited from ernor Barnett stop playing
and
Memphis
their
in
started
offices
215
Sadie Hollowell
of Brownlee Hall.
campus. The "Custer's Last Stand."
at Booker T. Washington high school and
against segregation at Wool- appearing on the
Atlanta have been evasive
210 boys are juniors
Howard Sims, associate procar was 11. Sponsored successful pas- Shirley Smith
Hansen's
of
windshield
team which is number one in the elty
rifle
the
the
Will
of
worth's.
members
matter.
this
in
200
fessor of social sciences at the
smashed on Feb. 9, • after a sage of Senate Bill 193 which Mary Towns
several
9,
and
act
8
Feb
Gevernment
On
Federal
200 of Memphis.
college, is chairman of the
subsequently became KRS 82.- Marlon Greene
demonstrators, including Han- mass meeting.
to protect him and others
week.
NEW YORK — The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
has called upon Secretary of
Labor W. Willard Writz to
rescind his approval of three
segregated training programs
in Mississippi under the Federal Manpower Development
end Training Act of 1962.
Establishment of training
7eenters for whites only at
the Perkinston and East Mississippi Junior colleges and
ciee for Negroes in the City

•

Local Artists In
Benefit Musical

Peace Corps
Examination
At LeMoyne

What! Rover Is
Being Drafted
m„.,Into The Army

lip

One Of The Nation's Great
Rights Practitioners

Alumni Club To
Meet Sun.,5 p.m.

4 Negro Businesses Burned
After Anonymous Phone Call

Virginia Prof.
To Appear Here

'Tote-Bags For Freedom'1st Anniv.

'Some Nerve'-- Faubus Calls SNCC
Worker 'Professional Agitator'

Standing Of
'Miss Mid-South'
Contestants

mite

*Vote Every Week For Your favorite Girl Aliss-Mid South Contest
•
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Page 2

VOTE
NOW

SATURDAY,

MARCH 2,

1943

VO- 111
NOW

MAKE YOUR SELECTION AND
VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITE

OFFICIAL BALLOT
MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST THIS BALLOT IS WORTH 5 VOTES

Mr. and Mrs. Josh Malone, veil.
AT JOHN GASTON
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Taylor,
1209 Joseph; boy, Louis.
HOSPITAL
1232 Englewood; boy, Eddie
FEB. 18
FEB 16. 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie L. Rob- Mr. and Mrs. James Wilkins, Darnell.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hodges,
681 Yendleton, boy, Tommy
inson, 1106 Tully; girl.
237 Tully; girl, Canary Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. James Lyons, Earl.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Dun- Mr. and Mrs. Teb Richard1291 Airways; girl, Diane.
• Mr. and Mrs. Augusta C. can, 1550 Humber, girl, Sophia son, 136 Goodloe; girl, BeverTRI-STATE DEFENDER
ly.
Blake; 2229 Stovall; boy, Ron- Lorraine.
JOSEPH W. CHRISTIAN
Mr. and Mrs. Albert L. Wi- Mr. and Mrs. Willie F. Neal,
ald Essie. ,
ley, 548 N. Second, girl, Dawn 1209 Weakley; girl, Shelby
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie House,
Lynn.
Darcell.
1517 Victor; girl, Jacqueline
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton J. Mr. and Mrs. Marshall SamDenise.
Cleaves, 1346 Latham; girl, Va- uels, 392 So. Parkway; girl,
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Sills, lera Renee.
Michelle.
259 W.Dison; boy, Eliot Wayne. Mr. and Mrs. Willie Barton, Mr. and Mrs. Willie E. Sims,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. 1390 Ethel; girl, Tresa Ann. 973 E. Trigg; girl, Sharon DeHooks, 609 Huron; girl, Cecelia Mr. and Mrs. Will Boyd, 890 nise.
The purpose of Cummings' social workers and many well „•
Marcelle.
S. Fourth; boy, James Edward. Mr. and Mrs. James T. CarJoseph W. Christian, New
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. Guess, roll, 938 Woodlawn; boy, Gab- Recreation Center is to try tfained people to answer their
York market consultant, has
to
cultivate
questions.
We
feel
that
learnyoung
people
by
Keltner
Cir.;
boy,
Harper, 1805
1814 Hunter; girl, Constance ler Lynn.
been retained by American
letting them know and enjoy ing about life from people ;
William.
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt RatJoy.
Telephone and Telegraph comsports better and by teaching who are qualified to guide
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas L. Lin- Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jones, 389 cliff, 1392 Richmond; boy.
pany to engage in consultive
them the meaning of the old them will help them to grow
coln, 820 N. Second; girl, Va- Gracewood; girl, Sandra Kay. FEB. 21
work on the Negro market for
saying, "It matters not whe- to be better boys and girls.
nessa.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hudson, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Mason,
telephone services.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlue Brown, 191 Rowe; boy, Jesse Hudson, 2089 Farrington; boy, Arthur ther you win or lose, but The Tween Teens, also, has
Since Christian founded his
how you play the game," a special time to play pool,
2134 Ethlyn; boy, Charlie.
Louis.
Jr.
firm, it has specialized in insaid leader of the center.
dances, parties and many other
Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln Mc- Mr. and Mrs. Eddie L.
terpreting the Negro market
Pat- Mr. and Mrs. Climmie LivHere at Cummings Center interesting things. If you are
Kinley, 1424 Felix; girl, Karen terson; 61 Wisconsin; girl.
ingston, 1670 McMillan; boy,
for a number of national acwe have several clubs for a teenager and want to have
Denise.
Michael Todd.
FEB. 19
counts. It has done a great deal
girls and boys. To name a few special privileges come to
FEB. 17
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. McKin- Mr. and Mrs. Joe Cooper,
of work for the beverage and
Cummings Center and become
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Clayton, ney, 1270 Pennsylvania; girl. 278 Maryland; boy, Darrell Eu- for you,
food industries.
"Story Hour is a club that an active member of the
13 Geater; girl, Sandra Yvette. Mr. and Mrs. Joe W. Hud- gene.
Before establishing the conMr. and Mrs. Joe Yancey, 916 son, 1198 Krayer; girl, Linda Mr. and Mrs. Moses D. Ad- meets every Saturday for the TWEEN TEENS.
sulting firm, Christian oper"tots." The tots get to act The large boys have a
Alma; girl, Alfreda.
Kay.
ams 640 S. Orleans; boy, Terated an advertising agency
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny New- Mr. and Mrs. James E. Good- ry Mayor. Mr. and Mrs. Tom- in the story that is told them. swinging club, too. They call
and research company. Earlier,
man, 1382 Roberts; girl, Vala- en, 565 Boston; girl, Bridgett mie Coleman, 2199 Hiard; girl, Also they are the ones who themselves "The Viceloyds."
he worked on a number of
keep the board clean, the In this club we have what
rie Juliet.
Ann.
Brenda Joyce.
newspapers and magazines, ingame tables in order and we call Cummings' Court. A
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Jr. Craw- Mr. and Mrs. Gene R.
Baker,1 Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Johncluding serving as advertising
boy is the judge. There are
ford, 1055 Tupelo, girl, Linda 683 Baltimore; boy, Vincent son, 1952 Timothy Cove; girl, many other chores.
manager for the New York
TWEEN TEENS is a group jurymen, attorneys, clerks and
Jean.
Tyrone.
Pamela Elice.
Amsterdam News. For nine
Mr. and Mrs. Gannes Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. William H. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bob- of girls from 13 to 19 years many other fine boys that
years he was a national sales
old. They ask questions about make up this court. Once a
261 W. McKellar; girl, Mary Smith, 557 Gillis; girl.
bitt, 696 Polk; boy Michael
supervisor, in charge of ethnic
different things to people who boy cursed in the center. He
Elizabeth.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Al- Leon.
markets, for Seagram DistilMr. and Mrs. Willie D. Nun- dridge, 2430 Devoy; girl, Jo Mr. and Mrs. James Hunt, know the answers. We in- was put on tnl,il and lost.
lers Company.
vite doctors, lawyers, nurses, The judge sentenced him to
ley, 1645 Michigan; girl, Bar- Ann.
589 Hampton; boy, Randy.
Christian is treasurer of
washing windows for three
bara Annette.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Price, Mr. and Mrs. David P. Qualls,
Hudgins and Associates, the
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Mickens, 911 Willoughby; girl, Shelia 364 Vance; boy, George.
Rev. and Mrs. Spencer Saw- days, for two weeks. He did
first
Negro-owned small busi1089 N. Claybrook; boy, James Renee.
yer, 1058 N. Seventh, M, 2-7- it and now he is defcnse atFEB. 22
ness investment corporation.
HEART
FUND
GRANT
have
a
torney.
These
boys
Perry.
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Wilson, 62, Jerome.
He is vice president of the AsMr. and Mrs. Josh Gaither, FEB. 20
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bledsoe, special licur to shoot pool. Dr. Sanford Spraragen, associate professor of medicine at
54 W. Fay; girl.
sociation of Marketing Special680 Georgia; girl, Cassandra Mr. and Mrs. Willie Burton, Mr. and Mrs. William H. 209 Ashland St., F, 2-8-63, Pau- They give dances and do many
Meharry Medical College, has been awarded a grant of
ists and a former regional di2293 Frisco; girl, Paulette.
other interesting things.
Fay.
la Francine,
$7,000 from the Middle Tennessee Heart Association to do
Mildred;
500
Carpenter;
girl
rector
of the National AssociaMr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Cox, Mr. and Mrs. Johnny L. Jef- Karen Yvette.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. We, also, have a rook club. research related to the pathogenesis of arteriosclerosis. Dr. tion of
Market Developers.
To
be
a
full
fledge
member
743 Tillman; girl, Jacqueline. ferson, 1610 Rayburn; girl, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Davis,
1246 Gausco, F, 2-8-63,
Spraragen said he is primarily concerned with "foam cell"
Savage,
A native of Washington,
you
must
play
rook
at
least
Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. Johnny Yvette.
Patience
Annette.
1447 Chelsea; girl, Allison
formation which is believed to cause "arteriosclerotic lesions" D. C., Christian is a resident
twice a week.
Macklin, 2639 Park; boy, Eric
Mr. and Mrs. John Banks, Yvette.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie JimerWe have a junior boys and and with perfecting methods of diagnosis and treatment, of Hollis, Long Island. His
Bernard.
1250 Grand; boy, Teddy CarMr. and Mrs. Willester Clark, son, 524 Jenson Rd., F, 2-8-63,
and eventually total prevention of the disease. Assisting daughter is employed by the
girls club which has just
1787 Castalia; boy, Willester. Denetria Charet.
Dr. Spraragen is laboratory technician Mrs. Evelyn Gilliam. New York Telephone company.
started. We have elected ofMr. and Mrs. James Brown, Mr. and Mrs. James L. JohnHis son is a New York City por
ficers and are planning to do (Harvey Brinson Photo?
son, 1444 Ethelyn, M, 2-9-63,
3014 Shannon; boy.
liceman
"bigthingsth
"
is
year.
Mr. and Mrs. William Pep- Javan Valentino.
Once a week we have a platpers, 1372 Michigan; girl, Wan- Mr. and Mrs. Benwood
da La-Shun.
Brown, 1553 Rayburn, M, 2- ter party. That is when the
gang gets together for a
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mitchell, 10-63, Benwood, Jr.
Kindly send me the Tri-State
, spin
Last Sunday was a big day
1106 Swan; boy, Loring Mich- Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Roberson, swinging good time. We
The Memphis NAACP map ble living conditions were outin the Sunday School deael.
W. Olive St., F, 2-10-63, Karen records from 7 'til 10 o clock.,pea' plans during a meeting lined to the members.
Defender to address below
On Wednesday from 5 to 7!
partment of the Union BapMr. and Mrs. Willue F. Buf- Kaye.
Feb. 24, at Mt. Olive CathedRev. Theodore C. Lightfoot,
we have our music classes. rat
tist Church. The superintendpastor of Mt. Olive Cathederal,
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50: ford, 783 Mosby; girl, Katie. Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester The
ent of the Sunday School
recreation department
"
Mr. and Mrs, Reddie Lock- Jones, 753 Josephine, F, 2-11•
During
this meeting, the was the featured speaker. He
has sent us a very efficient Negro's community was ana- pointed out various psycholog- M. A. Young, who have been
hart, 659 Clinton; girl, Tam- 63, Shirley Faye.
my.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Davis, music instructor. She works lyzed and proposed actions de- ical factors affecting an in- away because of illness, reTHE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Mr. and Mrs. Hosea D. Clay- 867 North Seventh, F, 2-13-63, with us every Wednesday.
signed to eliminate undesira- dividual's behavior that have turned to his duties.
While Superintendent was
Our largest alass is on
I TO
ton, 1483 Silver; boy, Hosea Lisa Vernice.
evolved due to the caste sysaway and the pastor Rev. J.
tem in our community.
Olando, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. James Rodgers, Thursday. It's the day our
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Car- 1722 Marjorie St., M, 2-13-63. dance instructor comes and
Committee chairmen out- W. West (because of illness)
lined immediate programs in the Sunday School carried on
ter, 1766 Grand Opera; girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Massey, teaches dancing. Thsre are
Mr. and Mrs. Carter Mc- 1231 Effie Ave., M, 2-14-63, almost as many large boys
the areas of public facilities, a successful and expanding
Zone No
I Street Ad.:frets
as there are girls in our dance
education, industry, labor and program.
Cleod, 1191 North Evergreen; Mark David.
The Gospel Chorus of ColeIto?.
City
boy, Carter Jr.
plans for the annual memberMr. and Mrs. William Sweet, class.
man CME Church, 1159 Argyle ship drive.
THE E. H. CHUMP
1644 Bozelle Cove, F, 2-14-63, Another special instructor
St., has made plans for an Jesse H. Turner,
comes
on
Friday.
She
teaches
president of
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
Vali Chrisdia,
drama. This class is designed annual anniversary celebration the Memphis Branch NAACP
to discover and cultivate any Sunday, March 10. The pro- observed the 100th anniversary
acting abilities children have. gram is set to start at 3:30 of the Emancipation ProclaArts and crafts, hour tour- p.m. Choirs from Kura] local mation and the 50th annivernaments, and many other won- churches will appear on pro- sary of the NAACP. Noting
derful things are at Cum- gram.
that the Negro has not realized
Mrs. Lucile Stone is presi- his citizenship rights in many
mings' Center for girls and
dent of the chorus. Rev. P. A. areas such as education and
boys.
On Wednesday night after Hamilton is the church's pas- employment, the efforts of our
7 o'clock there are no 'boys tor.
organization in 1963 will get
and girls at Cummings' Recus measurably closer to our
reation Center, but the pool ter has something for every- goal.
table is being played on, the one. There is never a dull
ping-pang table is being used, moment at Cummings' RecreCards are being played. Rec- ation Center.
ords are being spunned, but Director of the center is
CALL US BEFORE YOU
no children. Why? This is Maurice Smith, Mrs. Sylvia
ARE EMBARRASSED
adult night. The Recreation Cooper is assistant director.
Center is used during this The center is open Monday
time for adults only.
thru Friday 4 to 10 p.m. Satur1239 N. Evergreen St.
So you see Cummings' Cen- day 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Name Of Contestant
Bring or Mail This Ballot To The

Memphis, Tennessee

236 S. Wellington Street

Telephone Co.
Hires Negro As
Consultant

Cummings Recreation Center
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New Subscription Order

NAACP Maps Plans For 1963

Union Baptist Church

Gospel Chorus To
Observe Anniversary

PEST

EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS

NEWSBOYS'! OLD AND NEW
HERE'S A NEW CONTEST FOR YOU

BEGINS NOW, ENDS MARCH 31st,
SELL ALL YOU CAN BETWEEN
THESE TWO DATES OR BURST

WIN MONEY FOR SPRING!
WHAT A GREAT THING!

1st PRIZE
2nd PRIZE
3rd PRIZE
4th PRIZE

$25 KAZOOS
$15 SMACKEROOS
$10 ALAKAZAMS
$5 DOUBLE WAMS

AND FOR THE FIVE AFTER THESE'FOUR
A PRIZE OF $2 EACH
WILL BE LEFT AT YOUR DOOR
A new Easter Contest for Tri-State Defender Newsboys....Win Cash Prizes.
by selling more papers between January 19th and March 31st. Winners
will be announced and prizes awarded April 6th, 1963.
1st Prize $25.00....2nd Prize $15.00....3rd Prize$10.00....
4th Prize $5.00....and for the five runner ups $2.00 each.
9 CASH PRIZES IN ALL
PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED PROMPTLY
Winners will be selected from the nine boys
selling the greatest number of papers above
weekly quota at the end of March 1963.
A picture of the First and Second prize winners and their families will appear in the TRISTATE DEFENDER following the presentation.

Pictures of the Third and Fourth Prize win ners will also be published.
Names of the 5 Runner Ups will appear.
Earn extra money for EASTER.
Contest open to current And future newsboys.

FOR

RENT

MORRIS
Beauty Shoppe

CALL

Clean • Mod•rnly Equl pp•d
2 Booths — Good Location
Just Walk In et Dort Working
Coll MRS. ALMA MORRIS

MEDICAL ASSOC. PHARMACY

BR 6-6741
Brefore 8 A.M. or A fr•ri1:30 P.M.

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES

Ph. FA 7-6033

1324 Mississippi
EVERYONE WILE ENJOY THEIR PROMPT COURTEOUS
AND EFFICIENT SERVICE
946-0411

04*

'WE KILL TO LIVE'

YOU CAN NOW GET YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED AT

Starts Saturday !
March 2 —
4 — Big Days — 4

htio DA ISY

AND IF NO ANSWER
IA 7-3311

The War Lover Doesn't Love — He Makes Love!

•

"JOBS FOR JOHNNY
AND JANE"
WHEN JOHNNY AND JANE FINISH HIGH SCHOOL,
WHAT NEXT? WHAT KIND OF JOBS ARE OPEN TO
THEM BOTH LOCALLY AND NATIONALLY? WHAT MUST
THEY
TO QUALIFY? WHERE CAN THEY GET THE
JOB TRAINING THEY NEED?
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FIND OUT!
MONDAY, MARCH 4, 1963 AT 7:30 P.M.
AT SARAH BROWN Y.W.C.A

1044
MISSISSIPPI BLVD.
THE PANEL WILL CONSIST OF WELL QUAL!FIED
INDIVIDUALS IN THE FIELD OF EMPLOYMENT.
HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS, PARENTS.
AND THE GENERAL PUBLIC ARE INVITED.

ADMISSION FREE

t.

Licensed and
Bonded

6

CUMIAPIL

.oso STEVE

ROBERT

SHIRLEY ANNE

McQUEEN • WAGNER•FIELD
PLUS

TO IIMANDBACK
A UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

•

SATURDAY, MARCH 2, 1963
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Two Memphians Complete Basic

I" Left Side

LACKLAND AFB, Tex. — Department, Mrs. L. R. WilTwo Memphis, Tenn., men are liamson, Mrs. A. L Gunn, and
being reassigned to new bases Hosea Alexander.
to attend technical training
The purpose of the commitcourses following completion of tee shall be to promote safe
United States Air Force basic living in the school and commilitary training here.
munity.
They are Airman Basic
The purpose of the • contest
Gillespie E. Hall Jr., son of is to teach Tennessee youth
Mr. and Mrs. Gillespie E. Hall the value of good health,
of 1108 Capitol ave., Memphis through a practical group and Airman Basic Edward E. project activity.
Williams, son of Mr. and Mrs.
This contest is being conJames A. Williams Sr. of 1050 ducted on a state-wide scale.
Walk Road, Memphis.
For eligibility, a school must
Airman Hall will attend a be a public, parochial or incourse for aircraft maintenance dependent high school of the
specialists at Amarillo AFB, state of Tennessee.

DOWN FRONT!'
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••2
TEA, TEA, TEA, and more !al lads from Booker T. Wash„ea was poured at 522 Linden ington did 10 better than
}List Sunday afternoon. The ad-'Brother Bob. The lads did a
dress is where the Beautician 60-mile walk last Saturday.
;orority house is located.
THE OFFICERS and their
ppears that someone got con-;ladies-fair at the third annual
used on dates. Two different
Ball and Banquet of
social groups were rented a the Memphis NDCC really set
hall M the building for the the tone for how one conducts
purpose of holding a tea.
oneself at formal social affairs.
PLEASE SEND '111E MAN Many local adults should Jake
a "get well” greeting. Brother, heed or our youngsters will be
he needs it. It all started when teaching some of you social
he suddenly became violently graces ... and a large number
ill at his girl friend's house. of you are badly in need of a
The poor girl panicked because lesson or two.
she was atraid he would die at' GUY-OF-TOWN guests have
her home. She rushed him to the manager of. the BIG M
his own home and left him ly-"gloating. He was congratulated
ing on a front porch. Later his.three times last Sunday for
wife, hearing his groan, snatch-the "quality atmosphere and
ed him inside of the house be- I service of his place." The conlore death got his hands on!grats were heaped upon him
him first. Fellows! be very by Billy Simpson of Oklahoma
careful. The flu is raging —'and Claude Demaphysiche Williams of Pittsburgh, Pa. Then
you know.
IT IS CATCHING ON here a man from Milwaukee, Wis.,
CENTRAL
— that is — this 50-mile walk- praised him for the atmosphere
ing bit put down by President of the place. He was Frank ,Cent.‘I Division of the Chickasaw Council Boys Scouts of
IAmerican's Sustaining Membership Campaign Committee,
Kennedy's brother Bob, sever- Johnson.
headed by Joseph Wilkerson, Iright) assistant principal of
Hamilton high school, is explaining the steps and procedures for the membership campaign which is scheduled
to start about middle of March. The campaign is expected
to terminate in seven to 14 days. The meeting was held at
LeMoyne college last Saturday morning. The next planning
meeting will he held Saturday morning, March 2, at Le-
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DIVISION

Moyne college at 11 a.m. In this meeting final plans are !
expected to be made. The goal tuts been set at $4.000. Plans
E. E. WILIJAMS
G. E. 1E11.1,
to contact schools, churches, business institutions, and inTex.
grand
totalofe $1,150 in
dividual persons interested in development of youth of !
Airman Williams will atwiil
this city. Other members of the committee, seated left-right I tend a course for finance and cash
to winning schools. A prize of
are, Ben G. Olive, Jr., J. T. Chandler. Dr. Hollis P. Price, ! statistical data specialists at
$500 will be awarded to the
Lonnie B. Briscoe. Rev. S. A. Owen, Sr. Standing, Rev. J. L. Sheppard AFB, Tex.
best project entered, as chosNetteres and Percy Ward.
; Airman Hall is a 1961 grad- en by the judges.
I uate of Manassas High school
Two representatives of the
while Airman Williams is a student group submitting the
1961
graduate
of
Geeter
High
•
grand .. prize winning pros7 1 More Multiples
i
atttended LeMoyne ect, along .with their project
_college.
COALHALL, Scotldan
sponsor, will receive an ex(UPI) — Mrs. Margaret Da- Students of Booker T. Wash-} pense-paid trip to Knoxville,
The 94-year-old Hampton Music Building and two dorm- vidson, 37, said doctors have ington high school are partic- lApril 8. There, the winners
Institute was established in,itories; one each for men and!told her she is expecting her ipating in the 10th Annual; will receive awards at a ape1868 by Brevert Brigadier Gen- women. Plans are on the sixth set of twins. She also Health Project Contest. They , cial
presentation, at the
have chosen for their project I °Tennessee State Medical Aaera! Samuel Champan Arm_ drawing boards for another has one set of triplets.
topic, "Safety in Our School."'sociation's President's Banstron,;
- with the , aid of the two more such dormitories. '
The theme for this project,quet."
American Missionary associa- Under the guidance of its•
Fires
5
D.
Die
I
n
Hut
tion. The purpose set forth was ninth president, Dr. Jerome H.1which will tie in the form of' Our principal, Jesse D.
training selected young men Holland, the college is gearing' PORT ELIZABETH, Southi a large scrapbook, is "Safety, Springer, has taken a direct
and women "who should go its development to accommo- Africa — (UPI) — Five Afri-I A Year-Round Project."
and perional interest in planout and teach and lead their date some 2,000 students by the ckns were killed when fire Supervising the production ning and carrying out a schoolpeople, first by example . . . beginning of its second cen- destroyed 12 huts in the near- of the project are the instruc- wide safety education proand in this way to build up an tury in 1969. New horizons, l by Walmer African township. tors of the Physical Education gram.
industrial system for the sake, within the frame-work of a
not only of self-support and in- one-world concept, are altelligent labor, but also for the ready appearing.
Historic Hampton "by the
sake of character."
with the
General Armstrong was ap- seal: faces the future
SHERIFF M. A. HINDS
pointed by the Freedmn's bu- mam outlines of her course
in mind the
sponsored.reau
to help solve the many chartered. Bearing
9
The annual 1963 Cookie Sale 125. Approximately 10 years
objective of the Founder of
problems
of
the
thousands
of
by the Tenn-Ark-and $400,000 will be required
s
school a center of
former salves who had gather- make the
Miss Girl Scout Council with to properly develop this camp
"Education for Life" in the
lines
on
ed
behind
the
Union
headquarters at 1556 Poplar A 60-acre lake will enhance
merantng of the phrase,
Virginia Peninsula. Employ- fullest
AK St., is all set to start March 1 ithe site. Four complete estabthe Board of Trustees and the
t A large number of guests
mg
by
dohis
in
"learning
faith
W and continue through March lished camps will be located
have formulated an i
!attended when the R4letta
and "education for life," he Faculty
on this site to house 500 girls I
12.
designed
program,
educational
ing"up a standard which not
set
:Social club sponsored a fashion
There are 6,789 girls and at once. Girl Scout family and '
to prepare Hampton men and
'show at the home of hks.
2,174 adult workers who will troop camping will be possible
The Christian Men's Fellow- only applied to the college as it women for life during the pre- i
early
be out to sell 184,176 boxes of at the Middleton site. Use by ship together with the congre- , existed in those
.
days,.
Marie Allen recently.
dieted vast social and economic
..
.
other agencies and connmuni- gation of the Mississippi Blvd.! u w lc is igh y adaptable transitions
cookies during the sale,
in the latter part of
WASHINGTON
— (UPI) tion for redress of grievances." Among those attending were:
to
the
changed
conditions
of
the
encouraged
Money from the 1963 Cookie ty groups will be
Christian Church will observe
the twentieth century.
i— The Supreme Court re- PROTECTED FROM STATES Mesdames Hazel Smith, PaulSale will go toward the de- when camp is not in use by "Law Enforcement Sunday" middle twentieth century.
i
has long been establishI versed as unconstitutional ea'"It
of
the
FredWith
the
help
velopment of the 1,150-acre ,Girl Scouts.
March 3. This is in keeping
that these first amendment ine Parker, Opha M. Fender,
breach
of
peace
convictions
and
northern
of
men's
bureau
Week
is
Scout
camp site two miles north of ' National Girl
with the general practice
freedoms are protected by the Elsie Hunt, J. Tucker, Versa
against 187 Negro students 14th Amendment from inva- Johnson, Janice" Pettis', Willean
Middleton, Tenn., on Highway being observed March 10-16.
' philanthropists, the school's
h
- '
h
classroom
building
—
the
who
demonstrated
against
segfirst
one Sunday during the year to
sion by the states."
Earl, Carol Dermas, Gertrude
regation on South Carolina's
ill attention to the importance Academy, since rebuilt — was
The students from the city's Mathis,
m
•
• •
Melon e,
Cristren
capitol
state
grounds.
The
vote
Hal1,1
erected
in
1871.
Virginia
of proper law enforcement.
high schools and Benedict Col- George Williams, H. O. HenI The Melrose High School
first
women's
dormitory
on
the
The
11
o'clock
services
will
8-1was
i
regular
c
its
marched
on
hold
had
the
will
lege
•
•
erected'TA
•
iek
- -- --e -aP-- derson, Robert Tern!,
- grounds carrying
Justice Tom C. Clark tol
feature Sheriff M. A. Hinds as the campus, was later
placards
meeting Wednesday Feb. 27, in With
William Tucker, Robert
guest speaker. Aside from be- through the use of funds raised the school Cafetorium, at 7:30 dissenting, the court said the inscribed "I am proud to be a Butler,
arrests at Columbia on March Negro" and "Down With Seg- Arnold, Roger Bailey, Donald
ing a law enforcement officer partially through Northern p.m.
A total of 165 years in servMore than 35,000 Channel Sheriff Hinds
Parker, John Taylor, Jr. •
tours of the Hampton Singers. i
2, 1961, violated the free speech regation."
is
also
known
as
Mr,
E.
will
be
Speaker
The
ice was represented when 11
proctuceCi
.
Also Misses Doris Norfleet,
LAND GRANT FUND
•
d
f and assembly rights of the deman
outstanding
churchman.
employees of Southern Bell by the Tennessee Game and
They were allowed to dem- Beatrice Obg, Elizabeth A.
Support in the early days dit Public' schools
onstrators.
There
will
be
music.
The
public
honTelephone Company were
onstrate for a half an hour, but Robertson, Mary L. Morris,
Fish Commission, have been
came from philanthropic and
ored at a dinner at the Uni- stocked in farm ponds in West is invited to share this special religious groups and individu- His subject will be "Bridg- Speaking for the majority, were arrested when they fail- Sarah Rubin, Johanna Sandservice
with
the
Christian
concedPotter
Stewart
justice
the
Home
Gap
Between
ling
the
last
versal Insurance cafeteria
ed to disperse then at police
Tennessee during recent weeks,
Men's Fellowship and the con- als, from Federal LandfGrant
Junior ed that the actions of the stu- order. Trial testimony contend- ridge, Teresa Armour and DeThursday evening.
according to E. S. Cobb, Su- gregation of the Mississippi funds (1872-1920), and numer- and the Schools. The
nice Webster.
breach
of
the
dents
constituted
will
School
of
the
club
Glee
were
presented
Agh Service pins
ed they sang, applauded, Mrs. Cerea Butler is the
pervisor of Fish Management
ous other sources. In 1878 a lead the Devotion and the sen- peace under state law.
11. to the honorees by the compa- Services for the Commission. Blvd. Christian Church.
shouted and blocked sidewalks. club's president, Miss Margaret
group of Indians was sent to ior Glee club will furnish
ny's personnel depoartment. The fish were produced at The regular first Sunday
But he declared that in em- Convicted in magistrate's
Morning's Men's Breakfast will Hampton to be educated with music for the program. There ploying the law against the court, the demonstrators were Deberry is secretary and Miss
Included was G. H. Booth who
Mary L. Armour is reporter.
the Commission's Humboldt feature Samuel Peace as the the help of federal funds. These will be a question and answer
is in the plant service division.
Hatchery, and were distributed guest speaker at 8 o'clock. The appropriations were continued period at the close of the ad- students, South Carolina in- fined from $10 to $100 and givEight of he honorees had comfringed on their "protected en jail sentences -ranging from
200 small lake snonsoring, committee for the until 1912, and the Indians dress.
pleted 10 years of service and to more than
who had re- Breakfast Meeting are William continued to attend Hampton All parents and interested rights of free speech, free as- 5 to 30 days. In many cases,
three had completed 20 years. and pond owners
sembly and freedom to peti- the $100 fine was suspended.
CAN YOU USE
stocking Nimes, B. G. Olive. Jr., A. al until 1923.
apb
ed
rso
en
estaze.asked to be present
Receiving service pins were quested the fish for
purposes.
Walker, H. A. Gilliam and E. The work of General ArmTheado Dixon, Audie Arm'
MORE
stead, L. V. Madison, Mrs. According to Cobb, channel; F. LaMoidue, Jr. These men strong was continued, after his Mrs. Mattie Suttles, presLula P. Vann, R. F. Williams, catfish have done much better are making preparations for a death in 1893, under the lead- ident and Floyd M. Campbel
Mrs. Alma Thomas, Mrs. In experiments when they were large attendanc at both the I ership of the late Rev. Hollis principal.
The Memphis Baptist Broth- held at the Greater Middle
Ladye Stokely, Mrs. Ruth Wal- stocked in new or reclaimed , Breakfast Meeting and the B. Frissell. Courses leading to
GROUND FLOOR
the bachelor of science degree
erhood will institute the first Baptist Church, 821 Lane ave.,
ler, Mayo Lewis, Earnest Rain- ponds, along with bluegil's or,regular 11 o'clock service,
STERICK BUILDING
in ponds where no other fish; Mississippi Blvd. Christian first were offered in 1922.
of its weekly Saturday Eve- at 6 p. m., each Saturday durer and T. J. Walthrop.
'WHIR! !DINS 1151 FOU
were present. On the other;Church is pastored by the El- Courses at the elementary and
ning Bible Study Hours begin- ing March.
GET PAFFIRINNAI
hand, results have been very I der Blair T. Hunt who enjoys a secondary levels gradually were i
Laymen of all denominations
ning the first Saturday in
Cilvc League Meets
SERVICE'
establish- successful pastorate of the dropped, and the entire reMarch. The study-hours will are invited and encouraged to
The Hyde-Park - Hollywood disappointing in old
especially
where
a
fellowship.
ed
ponds,
out,
study
and
institution
now
come
church continuously for more sources of the
consist of 45 minutes of Bible
Civic League is scheduled to
were l than 41 years.
;have become concentrated upmeet at the Springdale Bap- population of adult bass
A check for $650, represent- Study and discussion, followed
the
college
education
at
i
on
'
tist Church, 1193 Springdale present.
cost by coffee and fellowshiping.
'level. Accreditation as a Class ing final payment on the
St., Thursday, Feb. 28, an- Experiments with channel
of furnishing the main assemb- The following laymen will
1932-33.
came
in
began
"A"
college
kr
Tennessee
catfish
nounced the club reporter,
ly room in LeMoyne's new serve as teachers and devotion
Hampton met the challenge library, was presented to the leaders, respectively, for the
—
Mrs. Cornelia Brooks. Presi- when ten brood fish approxipounds
each,
were
mately
five
yea through fur- college's president, Dr. Hollis month of March:
of the war years
dent of the club is Charles B.
obtained from the state of
nishing some 1,800 Hamptoni- F. Price, by the LeMoyne Club
Miles.
Charles Ryans, Homer MitaArkansas in 1958. Since that The
Southern ans from past and current at the annual Alumni Day.
Tougaloo
ell, Bruce Boyd, Jimmy Wiltime more than 200,000 young Christian College Choir of classes to the armed forces,
furnishing
cost
of
Complete
liams, Benny Lewi s, A. E.
Proud Of Scrub Job
catfish have been produced at Tougaloo, Miss., is expected to and through the establishment
$1,650. The club Withers. W. H. Clarke, John
• STAMFORD, England — the Humboldt Hatchery and be present in concert here in of military and naval training the room was
payment Grant, Jesse Bishop and Paris
already
had
made
a
(UPI) — Mrs. Gladys Whincup stocked in ponds and lakes Memphis by the Mississippi was the first'such school at a
$1,000 for this purpose. Miller.
says she will not give up her operated by the Game and Blvd. Christian Church, 974 college devoted primarily to of
Club president is Mrs. Ann L. The fourth Saturday in each
stujob as scrubwoman even if Fish Commission.
Negro
education
of
the
Mississippi Blvd. on Friday
Weathers.
month will be given to leadershe is to become mayor of Although the supply of evening, March 22.
dents.
I Rain and cold weather ship and participation by the
Stamford shortly. The 57-year- channel catfish is exhausted The choir, called "one of the OFF TO 20TH CENTURY
old woman said: "I've been do- for this season, pond owners finest musical organizations in Hamptoninstitute continues reduced the Alumni Day au- young men and youth of local
ing it for 20 years and I'm may me applications now for the country," is directed by A to rise to challenges. There is thence at Second Congrega- Baptist churches and an inspirtional
certainly not giving it up now." the fall distribution.
-: Church, but those at- ational address by a local perM. Lovelace, whose services constant organization, planenjoyed an address sonality. Atty. B. L. Hooks will
is sought by some of the coun- ning and development for tending
inspirational admeeting the needs of students. delivered by Dr. Floyd L. Bass, deliver the
try's largest universities,
dean of the college. A recep- dress on Saturday, March 23.
Elder Blair T. Hunt is pas- Presently under construction
are a Communications Center- tion followed in the parish Bible Study Hours will be
tor of the church,

•

Hampton Institute- Hope 1

BUY GIRL SCOUT COOKIES
Girl Scouts To Sell 184,176
Boxes Of Cookies During Drive

men Fellowship
TO Observe Law the
Enforcement Day'

Top Court Frees
1 7S. C. Sit-In
emonstrators

Raylette Club
Holds First
Fashion Show

Saturday Bible Study Starts

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

Melrose PTA To
Hear Stimbert

11 Honored For Channel Catfish
165 Yrs. Service Distribution

Final $65° Paid
On Furniture At
LeMoyne Library

Tougaloo Choir
Ti Sing Here

GO BY BUS

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Wherever the choice is
equal... homemakers /
choose FOREST HILL itkeNen,
milk by an overwhelming majority!

1iiS11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
•
•
•
•
•
IF YOU HAVE ANY
•
•
•
TROUBLE WHATSOEVER
•
•
• IN GETTING DRIVER'S LICENSE 1111
•
NI
in
r„ll TENN. STATE
ii

• LEARN TO DRIVE

WE PICK UP AND DELIVER ANYWHERE
IN THE CITY
• SHIRT'S
• DAMP WASH
• FLUFF DRY

Wie DRIVING SCHOOL :
BR. 6-4121
•
U
or "WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN OUR FIELD"
ormilmonnuommummos

•

•
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'Woman's Club Establishes
Center For Youth At Church
EV. C. THOMAS PAIGE
zuvrem

Members of the &wore' Lu- ris, vice president; Mrs. Dimcis club of St. Andrew AME ple Levuson, secretary; Miss
church, held openhouse in the Rose Long, corresponding secretary; Mrs. Mai Helen Hunt,
new recreation room estab- treasurer;
Mrs. Cleora M.
lished for the church's Youth Neale, program chairman, and
Department. The room is high- Mesdames Alice Helm, Josephlighted by an eight-foot Brazi- ine Williams, .Essie Adair,
Hattie Jackson, Leona Jamilia Form, filled with lights
son, Frances Davis, Henri P.
and flowers.
Spann, Martell Jones, Mary
Equipment includes two ta- Sue Coleman, Willie Mae Hudble-tennis tables, a stereo, son, Ruth Parker and Thehna
snack bar, sofas and chairs Greene, and Misses Vearnealure Patterson, Gloria Massey
and games.
and Susie Jones.
The room was presented to
the church by the club's president, Mrs. Marilynn T. Halfacre. Accepting it on behalf of
the church was the pastor,:
Rev. Elmer M. Martin, who;
cut the ribbon which officially' The Harris Memorial CME
Church, 1608 Ely St., has made
opened the center.
plans to observe annual "Men's
The rooms open on Tues- Day,"
Sunday, March 10 at
days, Fridays and Sunday aft3 p.m., announces Walter
ernoons.
Bramlett, program chairman.
Members of the club include
F`eatured speaker is expected
Mrs. Marilyn T. Halfacre,
to be Rev. P. Gonya Hentrell,
president; Mrs. Marie G. Hanpastor of Trinity CME church.
The Trinity Male Chorus has
been engaged to supply music.
CLUB MEMBERS
as well as the New Allen ChapAlice Helm. Standing, Miss Rose M. Long, Mrs. Cleora
Club members of the Sorores Lucis club were photographed
el AME Church's Male chorus
Neale, Mrs. Essie Adair, Rev. Eimer, M. Martin, pastor,
immediately after the official opening of a recreation room,
The Charmettes Social club and the Pinkeston & Sons inMiss Vearneaiure Patterson, Mrs. Dimple Levison, Miss
which they established at St. Andrew AME church recently.
strumentalists.
Gloria Massey, Mrs. Frances Davis and Mrs. Marie G. Harts. recently held a party at the
the club is sponsor of the church's Youth Center. Seated,
General chairman of the
home of a member. Another
(Photo by B. T. McChristian.)
left-right, are: Mrs. Mal Helen Hunt, Mrs. Marilynn Haicelebration is B. T. Hedgers.
social
affair
is
being
planned
and
Mrs.
facre, Mrs. Leona Jamison. Mrs. Ruth Parker
Sr. Also participating in the
for March 22 at Oates Manor observance are Alford Prince,
Community Center, 1157 N. F. T. Tolbert, J. B. Long, B. F.
Washington's birthday.
Chicken
She said she didn't have the Manassas st. Miss Vera John- Dinner, Isaac Anderson, J.
FORT WORTH, Tex. — courage to name the boy son is president of the club. Robinson, Henry Anderson, A.
liver and Rev. C. Corckett,
(UPI) — Martha Washington George. She and her busband Miss Mary Gillard is club reRev. Henry C. Walker is the
Hudson gave birth to a son on decided Instead on Kenneth. porter.
church's pastor.

"Ye are the light of the evidences of such exposureS.
A city that is set on a hill We can never lay claim to becannot he hid!"
ing Christians and continuing
Matt. 5114 In our old worldly ,ways. A
should take place. We
change
Mr. Jesse Bishop of the
Morning View Baptist Church should light the ways of all
speaking at the Riverside about us. We should show
Christian Church recently re- forth something that will prolated this story: A strong mote better understanding and
healthy young man was mak- greater love in all people with
ing plans to go to Canada to whom we come in contact day
work in the lumber camps. by day.
He had talked with several It is a sad commentary for
people. Finally he went to his any of us to so lose our identiminister and told him his flY that no one sees a change
plans. The minister informed of something different in us.
him of the nature of the work We are the "Light of the
at the lumber camps and the World" and should conduct
men with whom he would be ourselves likewise.
In the light of all that God
working.
for each of us daily
He informed this young man is doing
that he was a Christian and we should be so grateful to
that all about us will be
this job afforded him a great Him
the things we are spared
opportunity to witness as a all
the things we are spared
Christian. The young man ac- all
people see
cepted the words of the min- daily we should let
difference in us and look
ister and left for the camp. that
to whom they too
After some time in the camp to someone
grateful. If we are
the young man returned and might be
Christian we will never
the minister asked him how truly
be able to say "They never
he made out. The young man
found out!"
talked of how he had made a
good amount of money and
the varied experiences he had.
The minister insisted how he
had made out witnessing as a i
Christian. To this the young !
man replied, "They never
found out!"
-• I wonder if this is not the
same impression that far too
many of us leave upon those
. with whom we come into contact. They never learn that '
we are Christians.
In this day of worldwide
sin each of us needs to witness
,for Christ. We need to show
to those about us that we have
something different to offer..
To live with and work with
. people daily who are sinners
and never show them anything different is a sad commentary on our religion. It
has been my contention down
through the years that we
should show people about us
BAPTIST BROTHERHOOD PLANNERS
something different — someJ. Armstrong, president. Standing,same order,
thing positive. Daily too many Executive members of the Memphis Baptist
people professing Christiani- Brotherhood mit recently to plan its activiHannibal Parks, treasurer; George C. Grant,
ty allow themselves to slip ties for the 1963 calendar year. Attending the
director of publicity; Robert S. Pamphlet,
in the same groove with sin- meeting were, seated, left to right, Robert
recording secretary; and Robert B. Hooks
ners. We lose our identity and
Jr., vice-president. (Hooks Bros. Photo.)
E. Brown, corresponding secretary; and 0.
and in the final analysis they
"never find out."
•
Speaking to the Christians
of ,His day Jesus told those Uses
listening to Him that they
*ere the light of the world. U
In the same token of thinking today we are still the
, Young Peop'e's Day was cele"light of the worIld." We can
po:brated at St. Peter Baptist
endvinegar
are
tionable greasiness of fried
never allow ourselves to be- ' The uses of
Church, 1410 Pillow St.. last
come so entangled with the less. Most people think, and tatoes is prevented by adding
world that people see no dif- partially right, that vinegar is a bit of vinegar to the grease. Sunday afternoon. Featured
Even poached eggs hold firm speech was made by Rev. Leroy
ference in us.
to be used mainly in salad
There should be something dressmg. Like salt and other,if a few drops of vinegar are Bailey.
add,-d to the
different in us that they
Youth Representatives came
water.'
basics, vinegar is so cornwill set up and take note. Our ,food
Vinegar use extends even from Zion Hill, Greater New
Imon people often overlook its
beyond the kitchen. For cen-.
lives should be a challenge to
1Salem, Pilgrim Rest, Can
importance according to Mr.
people in all walks of life that
tunes, vinegar has been a pop- Creek and Mt. Vernon Baptist
Paul Egerstrom, executive vice
ular home remedy for wasp
our contact with them should
churches.
president of the Speas Co., who
set the stage for a new dedichapped hands,;
have been making vinegar stings, bruises,
cation and commitment to all
sunburn and hives. Hippocra-, R. J. Spencer is advisor to
.
that is worthwhile and mean- since
tes, Greek father of medicine,:the Youth group. Miss Beverly
ingful. To the extent that we: Vinegar adds dash and verve prescribed vinegar for his pa- Bankston was chairman of the
relishfail to allow people to see to vegtables, casseroles,
tients. And just two years ago program.
something different in us we es — is vital for pickling or
best-selling book by a coun
meat
can
Tough
fail to live up to our expected preserving.
try
doctor, "Folk Medicine: A
T
a
placing
for
nderized
by
be
t
,
potential.
Vermont Doctor's Guide to
Obje
ig
tvinegar
s
If it is in a lumber camp, few minutes in
Gcod Health" (Henry Holt Co.,
diluted with water.
In a household, or on the
Inc.), placed vinegar on the list
streets there should be a diffolk medicine remedies.
ference. A Christian home
There are four basic types
.51
should be different. A Chrisvineg,ar: apple cider. wine,
fl
'
s Club
ree C
tian en the job should be difdistilled and malt. In America,1
ferent. A Christian walking
vinegar made from apple cider
l is by far the most popular.
down the street should be different. The old Christians
The B-itish Is:es prefer vif
lauded the fact that since
;egar made from malt, while in
'France and on the Continent..-- they met Jesus changes had
taken place. Nelt only was The weather was just right vinegar from wine holds the
this true years ago but it is last Saturday (bright, balmy number one position. Growing
equally true today. People day with a hint of spring in in popularity with American.
should see changes in us. To- the air) when the Three C's backyard salad makers, how.
day as never before we need memberstripped cut to Mrs. ever, is distilled white vineAutomobile, Furniture
people who have been exposed Dorothy Bowens' manse for gar. Its preferred by many
to the better things of life to its regular meeting. Hospitable gourmets for its greater,
Signature
give evidence of this exposure. "Dot" sent out the call to "iron strength and tartness which i There Is a reason why p•ople
Ilk, to do business with us. You,
This holds true in all of the your favorite casual wear" for result from high distillation.
positive exposures to which an afternoon of fun and relax- The Speas Company has pre. too, will Ilk• our courteous treatment and &Balm to h•lp you.
we are exposed.
at ion.
pared a -new recipe book with "Open Thursday and Friday;
The people to whom Jesus Lever n e Sesley presided wide appeal for all persons Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
spoke had been exposed to the over the brief business session, alert to imaginative ideas in
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
greater Light. We, too, have The gracious hostess presented cooking. If vou would like al
Horne Operated
been exposed to the bettering each guest a gift of jewelry. copy mailed to you, simply en- Hon's Owned
DIXIE
forces of our day should show Mrs. Bowens presented each close 25c for postage and han-1
,11:, member w;th a flacon of dling and address your request
FINANCE COMPANY
"We ilk.* to any yes to your
Guerlain's Shalimar perfume. to Recine Book, Speas Comloon requ•st"
After the pmes. a meal was pany, 2400 Nicholson ave.,
Esamin•d and Sup•rvised by
Usher Board, Deaconess,
served featuring Cornish Hens. Kansas City 20, Mo. Since the
th• State Department of
Mother of Chords,
Members present were: Mes- Speas Company is celebrating
Insurance and Banking.
Nurses, Missionary,
dames Pauline Bowden, Mar- its 75th year. this vinegar
Prayer Band
2 LOCATIONS
Helen
'ha House. Matti,- Hunt.
booklet is being offered as 161 S. Main, JA 7-8581
Nylon, Dacron, Cotton,
Tarpley, Ann Weathers, Sara part of their Diamond AnnPoplin, Sizes 3 to 52
152 Madison, JA 5-7611
I on,Short and /
3
4 Sleeves
ne.%member),
—
Washington
versary celebration.
and Bernice P. Williams.
IADGES Mt USHERS
AND ORGANIZATIONS
Guests present were: MesLowest Prices Available
dames Bettye Bishop, Mollie '
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG 7F7
Carter. Gladys Anderson, HatSPRINGER FASAION UNIFORMS tie Counts, and Milt; Lila
Smith, instructor at LeMoyne
701 N St., N.E. 77 Alabama St., S.C.
Washington 2,D.C. Atlanta 3, Smile
'College.
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
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ANYTIME Of THE YEAR!
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When it's gift giving time or time for
something new for your home you'll
be glad you depended on valuable
Quality Stamps!
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17 BEAUTIFUL AMBASSADRESSES
17 Beautiful Amhassadresses of goodwill front various countries, carrying out the theme. "Down Embassy Row," when
the JUGS hold its Ninth Annual Charity Bali, March 1.
The members of .1-C-(1-s re-empliasIge "that all proceeds

Kappa Debutantes Start 'Spring Training'

the

t!CS,

the

Ice,
F

A.

the

•

1110! e ague.lc 'mate of Floi ida and CallThe "Charm School" is an to demonstrate their charm
baseball players have started fornia to get in condition for intensive course in personall at
a formal tea and reception
their annual trek to the warm j the coming season, so have charm and the social graces given
for themselves and par— 140 charming high school sen- and is traditionally a part of ents on
Sunday afternoon,
CHAIRMAN OF THE LIVING ADS SHOW
iors of Memphis and Shelby the program leading up to the March 24. Classes
end on
county recently started their Debutante presentation. Its March 20.
Chairman of the Living Ads Show, Mrs. John Gordon, take "Living Ads" Ball to be held tonight at the city auditorium.
'"spring training" in prepara- faculty members include pro(See additional story on page 8.1
"ads" Sandra Taylor, Ann Burford, and Riddle McGraw
tion for one of the biggest so- fessional models, social work
through their final paces as they rehearse for spectacular
cial events in their lives which;ers, hair stylists, psychol.
is coming up soon.
gists, moke-up experts and
The Supieme Basileus of AlThe candidates are the 1963 others, directed and assisted pha Kappa Alpha
Sorority,
selectees of Kappa Alpha Psi: by Mrs. Addie Owen, YWCA 'Inc., Mrs. Julia B. Purnell
of
fraternity as this season's executive director. Kappa Sil- Baton Rouge, La., will be
"Am I my brother's keeper?" iMiss France, Bernice,Johnson:
the
"debutantes." The training houettes are also active far. Founders Day speaker of local
This question has in one way 'Miss Spain, Ava Hurd; and
camp is located at Sarah ulty members in certain areas. members of the sorority, SunI or another entered the minds!Miss Roman Empire, Naomi
Brown YWCA and called of- Course material will include day, March 3, at 4 p.m. at St.
of most people and its an- Reid all displaying the fascificially by the debutantes as personality development, eti- Andrews AME church. South
was again given to the nating and gay colors of fortheir "Charm School." The big quette and good manners, Parkway at Mississippi Blvd.
I Manassas student body last eign nations.
and
SCOTT
By PATRICIA
event, of course, is the Debu- hair styling and make-up, The public meeting will honweek by Herbert Mariochy of This Thursday night the
FAYE WEAVER
tante Presentation and Ball tce grace in sitting, walking, or the founders of the sorority,
Ithe Memphis chapter of the whole town is expected at the
SPOTLIGHT:
be held May 4 at Ellis audi-1 standing and boy-gorl relation- who started the first Negro
National Conference of Chris- Cora P Jaylor Auditorium
of
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
spolliOlt
our
This week
torium.
ships. The girls will be able sorority 55 years ago at Howand Jews. The assembly to witness the City-Wide Talmaroontians
on
a
falls
and gold
By BOBBIE JONES
ard University.
was held in honor of Brother- ent and Jazz Show featuring
7
young
talented
and
handsome
thelhood Week and achieved its'Onzie Home's Maestro Inc., The second week of school
Mrs. Purnell is professor of
l
member
of
man. He is a
Lettermen,purpose of stimulating the and one of the most up and has started and all concerned CHARESSA D. HORNER
psychOlogy and head of Ole
Gladiators,
Hi-Y,
bonds of brotherhood neces- coming young singers, Manas- on campus have settled down
Reading Improvement Center
Horner, the
Track Team, Baseball Team,i sary in maintaining a strong sas' own Sir Isaac Hayes, who to the business at hand • . . Charessa Dyanne
at Southern University.
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
daughter
one
number
the
and one of
:and free America.
She is the wife of Clifton
at present is doing very well With semester break over and
Educator Lorraine E. Gos- ed young tenor and Jonathan Purnell of Baton
stars of the basketball team., La No c he International, ; with his current sensation, no more vacations until April, Charles Horner of 3322 RochRouge and Is
citythe
sin,
former
broke
recently
chosen
teacher
.se
ester
rd.,
was
in
the
Brice
famed
pianist-accom- a graduate of Allen University,
This year.
there—is—nettling else to be
sponsored by the language de- "Laura."
scoring,
the
Memphis
school
system,
a
with
panist
in
the
Associations first holds the master degree from
wide record
done. Luck to all ... It's a long, "Miss Sophomore" of Mitchell
partment, captured the frolof 69 points in one game. He,icking spirit of the Roman,'"Laura." These and other tal- long hall . . .
high school, where she is a graduate of LeMoyne College Luncheon-Musicale at New
people
from
all
young
ented
homeand
New
York
12-2
University
and
York's
Americana
Hotel. Miss
is a member of the
There was a great deal of member of the Library club,
French and Spanish nations as I
room. He res:des at 981-A Mc- the students dressed in cos- over the city will be at Manas- excitement around Tiger Town N.H.A. and Social club. Her a member of Alpha Kappa Gossin was assisted by ChairDowell at., with his parent, Mr.:tumes representative of the sas Thursday night, Feb. 28.
this week with the coming off hobbies include sewing and Alpha Sorority continues to man of Affairs Aloncita J.
Let's not forget the Junior
Secretary
Placida
and Mrs. James Sandridge. He!people whose languages they
We were glad music. Her favorite subjects soar onward and upward artis- Flood,
elections .
of
tically and culturally.
Shearn Robinson and Di.
isnone othcit V% -it n Arnestare studying. Dancers from Spectacular March 8 at the Ti- to the candidates' interest in
Miss Gossin president of Gladys P. Graham, publicist
Sandridge, esptain of our won-leach nation and the Roman ger gym. very o y's gonna getting the Negro students out are Biology and Mathematics.
you make it too.
derful basketball team. We Empire, as well as performers be there, so
to vote ... We were more than She is also a member of WD- Interboro Civic Association along with other interboro's
presented Robert Henson gift- and hostesses.
would like to say to Sandridge:from Douglass and Melrose Breath-taking ele g a n ce glad to see so many of t,he Ne- IA's Teentown singers.
A high point of the cultural
life is a success only if you Wooed the students with ex- marked the fourth annual Of- gro students voting . . Also,!
event was the presentation
make it that way, so keep L'el ceptional realism. Even with ficers Ball held at Carver the preparations and scramble'
of 1963 Awards to the Lady
the good work.
the dynamic Rhythm Bomb- High School last Saturday for FREE tickets to the Dave'
of the Year Mrs. Estelle Noble
HAVE YOU HEARD THAT: era and the ball fights by Car- night, as the most gala and , Brubeck concert on the 28th ...
R o s i e hasn't found a new ol Wilson and Lester Phillips, successful affair our city has
A special "Hats Off" to Bob- By WILLIE MAE JOHNSON and Queen drive for two con- the first woman supervisor in
the field of international banklove yet? The initials E. .1. and!the high point of the evening seen since the origination of by Collins who was appointed gr BARBARA ANN FINLEY secutive years.
M. B. really mean something came with the introduction of NDCC in our schools.
2nd Lt. in this man's ROTC ...
Miss Senior and Mr. Senior ing Chase Manhattan Bank of
BROTHERHOOD WEEK
to Melvin Lee? Isn't that right
He's the first ...
are Mabon Lewis Hodges and New York a charter member
of the organization. Judge
Marge? Renata D. is trying to
"The Clan" had a "Pajama
Brotherhood Week was ob- Marlon Green. Mr. and Miss
get popular? Georgia cant
Party" to round out the the served by the Mt. Pisgah high Junior are James W. Jackson Harrison Jackson 1963 Man of
make up her mind? Really
;season's activities . . . Great
Marion Cunningham of the Year is a member of the
Ischool on Feb. 21 in the school and
Georgia you should. The Jive,
fun for all . . . Sorry fellas gym. It was sponsored by Miss Barbara Jean Ander- New York bench and an hon- MRS. JULIA B. PURNELL
orary member of Inter-Boro
Seven is fading away? Sandra ASSEMBLY
Martha Hunt has joined the maybe next time ...
Mrs. 0. Tate, Mrs. L. M. son's 11-4 Home Room. Mr. and
H. has a boytriend? Judy M. In keeping with Crime Pre- Horror club and is now called
No column is quite right Carnes and the Student Coun- Miss Freshman are L. T. Civic Association. His wife is Atlanta University, and is prelegossip . . . Marilyn
is getting sophisticated? Beryl, vention Week and Brother- Savinnie running buddy of with
Jackson and Vera Holloway. a member of the Association entI y at the University of
cil.
J. is getting to be neat? Bar- hood Week we had several as- Savod.
Michigan pursuing her doeAlexander is gradually achievMr. and Miss are Claudette and headed the hostess.
Congratulatory
telegrams torate degree.
Earnestine Anthony, Bobbie ing her "gold" . . . Emma J. Some of the highlights of the Grice and her brother. Scherebars C. is really popular over s em b 1 i e s. For Brotherhood
program were: Purpose of
have reached Lorraine Gossin
to F.T.B.?
In Baton Rouge, Mrs. Purnell
Week our speaker was Rev. Brown and Mondella are the Moore is -drop, drop, dropping Brotherhood Week by the zade Jones was MC. of the
at the Clubs headquarters 10 is chairman of her church
TOP COUPLES AND SONGS: Duff Green f Saint Mary's Man Hunters of Lester.
. Folks tell me that Mr. K. C.
program
Larry and Bernice — "YOU ,Cathedral. For Crime Pieven- THE WAY I HEARD IT
exaggerates, and greatly . . . president of the Student CounThe Mt. Pisgah PTA will West 135th Street, Suite 17 E board of trustees and church
In Cordelia Porter's con- Who is truly the "coolest cat cil, William Stokes, Jr. "The meet at Mt. Pisgah Feb. 27. from city officials and others organist. She is active in
Really Got A Hold On Me." tion our own students brought
Odell and Gloria — Our the honors home to dear ole versation, Eddie Walsh has be- on campus? Why "Toot" Yates, Colonel Bogey March" was All teachers and parents are unable to attend.
YWCA work and is an officer
played by the Mt. Pisgah
Day Will Come."
in the American Association of
.Lester by winning first and come such a conjunction it who finished with a 3.3 aver- 1 Band, instructed by Mr. Ar- asked to attend.
Anthony and Pat — "Rain- second Places in the poster connects every sentence.
University Professors.
age . . . Boot Hill of fiction,
Did you know that: 11-4
Bennie Jones has interests fame has far less occupantsjchie Bradley. The Glee Club girls eat dry bread every
bow."
Participating on the program
,:contest. The music was renTerry and Rosie — "can `lciered by our fine Glee club at Manassas.
will be members of Beta Tail
than another Boot Hill I know ,sang "Ezekiel Saw The Wheel" evening during the home room
Willie Fuller and Huddle of . . . Fellow members of the and Soona Will Be Donna class.
Chapter at LeMoyne College;
Take No More."
'SPORTS
Richard and Pat — "Mama:: THE LIONS FINISHED Taylor are still holding on.
and Beta Epsilon Omega chap"Knights of The Square Table"i With the Trouble of the
On Feb. 16, the Mt. Pisgah
World," instructor Mrs. Mai High School was presented in
ter, the graduate group. At-that
Didn't Lie."
ITHE SEASON BY CLINCH- ! Three Hearts in a tangle now that we have sufficently I Hunt.
Maurice and Garnett — IING THE CITY CHAMPION- (Mary Hill, Cornelus Freeman, discussed
the business of
time, charter members of the
the NBA West District Meets
an
Earlie Mae Biles read
two chapters will be honored.
"Happy Landing."
:SHIP. WE ARE NOW HEAD- Patricia Conner). One heart Miss A.R.P., who is 'in New I essay entitled, "What is the ing at Woodstock. Earlie was
C II'ED
Robert and Sheila — "Call
ED FOR THE TOURNA- will have to break.
York, "who" will be our topic
A Closed Founders Day banSignificance of the Word 'In- elected treasurer of the West
quet will follow the public
On Me."
MENTS. GOOD LUCK, BOYS. I Lenora Brinson and Walter for discussion next wee k.I divisible' in the Oath of Al- District NHA.
,Bulls are no longer keeping Please have the meeting TuesWayne and Margaret — WE'LL BE WITH YOU!
meeting at 6 p.m. the same
Other students from Mt. Pistheir love a secret.
evening.
day from 10 until 1. I have a:legiance to the United States." I gah who attended the meeting
"That's The Way Love Is."
l IT HAS BEEN SAID
And
we
might
add
that
she
Thomas and Edith — "He's, Rosetta Mckinney and Ken- ' James Nave has captured break then .. . Will D. F. touch
The public is cordially in:
wrote this herself. Earlie Mae were Scherezade Jones, who
vited to hear this dynamic perThe Boy I Love."
.neth Porter are beginning to the heart of a certain junior. You Know Who this week?
took part in one of the dispresented
an
award
for
Marcellus and Lucille — have a mutual understanding. Forrestine Ivory was left Tune in next week, friends and was
sonality.
cussions; Shirley Dodson, Clathis essay.
Mrs. Georgia P. Quinn is Oh
"Just As I Thought."
I Julian Banks lost his heart standing in the Gym door cry' see ... Until then ... Shooby I Introduction of the speaker ra Jones and Kather Chaffin.
chairman of the Founders Day
TOP GIRLS AND BOYS:
,to a certain junior at Lester. ing as Dallas McMclough and.(as I heard somebody say). w as by Principal Harris and Advisors are Mrs. A. Lofties
program.
Myrna Williams, Hattie Cole, Tommiestine Jones has noth- Shirley Henderson left hand
LORRAINE GossrN
the speaker was Mr. Black- and Barbara Anderson.
Lydia Campbell, Sarah Ruben, ing but leftovers, but what and hand.
[man, a representative of the
FAMOUS NICKNAMES
Rosie Bell, Ardie Ward, Lor- leftovers!
fir
raine Cooper, Ernest Harris,I John Jordan had been whisNFIt• ELIMINATION
Charles Paulk—Bo-ba-loo
Clyde Warren, Robert Smith, pering sweet things in DoroOn Feb. 20 Mt. Pisgah was
l
Marcellus How ar d, Johnny thy Bradley's ear. How about John Miller—Red
represented by James W.
Charles Wright—Pig
Lyons, and James Sandridge. that, Mondella?
Jackson, a junior, who won
Charles Bowers—Toy
B.C.N.U.
Margie Blakemore and
first place in the NFA Quiz.
Bennie Price—Burnt Baby
Charles Wright are two steps
Confidential to Jackie H.:
SOMERVII I F Tenn. —The John Shannon, also a junior,
Charles Logan—Yogi
We hear that you are losing Ifrom the altar. Claudette
1 Cartillion social club celebrat- won first place in talent (he
out to S. G., isn't that right,!Tucker has lost a good thing, ' Thomas Bethany—Droop
the
ed during a post-Valentine played "Stranger on
Bennie Jones—Mr. Cool
'namely Richard Jones.
Billy J.?
Party at the beautiful home Shore" with his clarinet.)
William Stokes, Jr., a senior,
of Mr. and Mrs. Ransom Perwon first place in Parliamen'son last week.
A compote designed with tary Procedure. We had two
I figures of cupid holding the second place winners and. one
I bowl, displayed a permanent one third place winner. The
arrangement in the center of first place winners will go to
the table from which coffee Nashville on March 7. They
and spiced tea were served. were at Barret high school.
A white lace cloth covered CORONATION
the table and silver trays were The Royal Family of Mt.
Pisgah was crowned at the
laden with refreshments
In the den where another Coronation Ball on Feb. 14.
table of refreshments were, a They were "Miss Mt. Pisgah,"
replica of a valentine cake was who is Carolyn E. Herring.
used as a centerpiece. Spring Mr.Esquire, who is Mr. Garvin
flowers accented the living Edding. They are members of
Mr. E. A. Cole's 10-4 Home
MOM.
Young
Peonle)
GARDENS
the
PARKWAY
delle
Northern.%
trained
YOUNG PEOPLE OF
Room class. Mr. Cole's home
elaborGuests
attending
the
for this observance. In addition. the Young
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH observed the
room class has won the King
People had their regular fun night on Friday ate affair were: Mr. and Mrs.
Universal Day of Prayer for Students Feb. 17.
Mrs.
William
and
Vasser,
Mr.
ond place) and Delores Tyler ithIrd place).
MISS BOBBIE GRAY. "Miss Sweetheart" of
Feb. 22. Mrs. Elaine Campbell is their recreaThe Young People conducted regular WorAlvin Brown Mr. and WA. James C. Shelton, Mrs. Glebe the Oates Manor Senior 1'-Teens Club. Miss
Miss Barbara Neal, teenage director of Sarah
tion director. The Fun Night included social
ship Service. Leading in the Worship Service
Sammuel Carpenter, Miss Eula J. Coleman, other members
Brown YWCA crowned the "sweetheart." Miss
dancing, games, dating and worship. Rev. Thurman and Miss 0. Thomp- were out due to illness. Mr. Gray (center) was crowned "Miss Sweetwere Beverly Simpson. Etta Sue ish, Cheryl
Dorothy Roach rendered music eluting inBlaygood
to
be
able
stated: "We are happy
Spight and Errol Johnson. The Young Peoson: Members are Mr. and and Mrs. Hermon Thompson. heart" at the second annual "Sweetheart
termission and Miss I.avon Ervin saluted the
to conitribute to their spiritual and social ad- Mrs. Rimy Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Rosie C. Jones is club Ball" at the Oates Manor auditorium. Also
ple's Choir sang the Choral Responses and
Sweetheart.
pictured above are Misses Patricia Roger )sec
justment."
Robert Pruitt, Mr. and Mrs. president.
Patricia Simpson played the niann. Mrs. Yee-
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from the hying ads ball go to charity, and this year's ball
Is being .taged to benefit a project Initiated several years
ago—the maintenance of a counselor for unwed mothers."
see addition.ii story on page 85
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A New Deal For Africa
The British seem gratified over
the growth of a pro-British lobby
among the other five of the European
Community since President de
Gaulle's fateful pronouncement. Not
even the most optimistic expected a
collective European reaction to the
French President's dictum to be quite
so forceful and united.
While the attitude of Dr. Adenauer himself is not clear, there can
be no doubt that leaders of all three
German political parties, including
the Chancellor's own party, and many
other powerful figures in Germany
are strongly in favor of Britain's entry into the Market.
Two concurrent developments,
however, that have gone almost unnoticed, are taking place as a result
of the hassle over the European Community. According to well-informed
sources, President de Gaulle plans to
summon to Paris Africah leaders
from the former French colonies. The

objective is a sort of economic integration of the multi-billion-dollar
African market with Europe's economic community.
If agreement can be reached on
this issue, the African states will
come in for a period of unprecedented
prosperity. African goods and produce will flow into Europe without
the handicaps of tariff barriers.
Great Britain has already taken
steps to widen the market scope of
her former colonies. Talks are going
on now in Ghana and Nigeria with
British experts with a view to facilitating the entry of African commodities in all the countries that belong
to British Commonwealth system.
All and all, these paralleled developments are a good augury for
Africa. Reciprocal trade agreements
are always beneficial, and for Africa
far more so. A new era of economic
cooperation is opening up for the
under-developed nations on the vast
African continent.

A Square Deal
A Madison Avenue advertising
agency has come out foursquare to
restore a six-letter word to its proper
place in everyday talk. The word is
"square." We think he's got hold of
something.
Adam Charles H. Brower reminds
us that back in Mark Twain's day,
"square" was one of the best words
in the language . . . you gave a man
a square deal if you were honest.(He
acids:)
"You gave him a square meal
when he was hungry. When you got
out of debt, you were square with
the world. And that was when you
could look your fellow man square
in the eye."
Then a lot of characters ran down
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the world. "A square today is a man
who never learned to get away with
it; a Joe who volunteers when he
doesn't have to; a guy who gets his
kick from trying to do something
better than anyone else can.
"This country was discovered,
put together, fought for and saved by
squares—Nathan Hale, Patrick Henry, Paul Revere, Crispus Attucks,
George Washington, Frederick Douglas, Kelly Miller, George Washington...."
Brower dares us to get with it—
get back to this nation's old beliefs in
such things as "ideas, pride, patriotism, loyalty, devotion—even hard
work. How alaout joining the club?

NOTWITHSTANDING
Thaddeus T. Stokes
February, the second month of
(1902); Dwight L. Moody (1857), the
the year is shore on days—only 28,
preacher; Aaron Burr, the politician
but it is long on anniversaries of imwho fatally wounded Alexander
portant events and famous men.
Hamilton in a duel; "Babe" Ruth,
Many, many years ago February
homerun king in baseball; Charles
was a long, normal month of 30 days
Dickens, who wrote a good story
until that little, insecure warrior,
about Christmas; John L. Lewis, the
Julius Caesar, attempted to add to his
bushy-brow labor leader; Susan B.
immature statute by stealing a day
Anthony, who fought for the right of
from February and adding it to July
women to be heard outside of the
which was named in his honor. Later
home; John Barrymore, American
the emperor Augustus, equally as inactor who was the brother of Ethel
secure as Julius Ceasar, robbed FebBarrymore, one of the greatest
ruary of another day to add it to the
actresses.
month of August which was name in
Also Montgomery Ward, of mailhis honor.
order renown; John Bunyan who
Thusly two greedy, insecure and
wrote Pilgrim's Progress; Jefferson
immature Roman Emperors shortDavis, the confederate president who
changed February.
attempted to conquer the Union;
I'LL BET YOU
"Buffalo Bill" Cody, then the fastest
Most Americans are thoroughly
gun on the frontier; Marian Anderfamiliar with certain special events
son, who sings "Nobody Knows the
which first occured during February.
Trouble I See" and many other songs.
Any American boy and girl, who has
I would go on and on copying
reached at least sixth grade, can tell
these dates and events from the you that the first president of this
World Book Encyclopedia — but time
country — George Washington—was
and space is limited products around
born on Feb. 22. But I'll bet you a
here.
coin with a hole in it that many a perHowever, I have reserved enough
son cannot inform you that not only
time and space during this writing to
in Feb. 22, the birth date of George
tell you about another event which
Washington "who never told a lie"—
took place on February 22. On that
who also "chopped down a cherry
date in St. Louis, Mo. — at the Stettree with a hatch"—is also the birth
ler-Hilton hotel the Mound City Press
date of Arthur Schopenhauer (1788),
Club, presented me a beautiful
the philosopher, Frederick Chopin
plaque, as a 1962 Award Winner for
(1810), the music composer. Also the,
this column. "Not Withstanding."
Boy Scouts Of America was founded
OTHER WINNERS
on this same date by Robert BadenI am very proud of the plaque. I
Powell(1857).
am very appreciative of the Mound
Two other U. S. Presidents were
City Press Club for presenting me
born during February. They were Old
the award. I congratulate the club's
Honest Abe — President Abraham
president, John M. Kirkpatrick of St.
Lincoln to you (Feb. 12, 1809); and
Louis, and club members. I cannot
William Henry Harrison, the ninth
forget Carl E. Morris, general chairpresident.
man of this year's Awards Dinner,
On the selfsame day another famand his charming wife. Rev. Leon
ous American was born, Daniel Boone
Howard Sullivan, pastor of the Zion
—frontiersman—who liked to scout
Baptist Church in Philadelphia, Pa.
about the country blazing trails; and
was the featured speaker. He is one
of 400 Philadelphia ministers who
Charles Darwin (1809) the great English naturalist, who said that the first
are waging a successful "selective paman was born into a monkey family.
tronage program" in "the City of
Brotherly Love."
, One could readily believe that if
Also I congratulate the other five
you were lucky enough to have been
award winners for 1962. They are:
born in February half of the battle to
attain greatness in life had been acWilliam E. Feaman of the St. Louis
Argus; Charles S. Hawkins, editor of
-:omplished on your arrival.
the St. Louis Defender; Larry Still,
FASTEST GUN
Listen to this list of other famous
associate editor of Jet Magazine of
men born in February — Horace
Chicago; Emory 0. Jackson, editor of
Greely, g American publisher (1811);
Birmingham, Ala., and Bennie C.
Charles A. Lindberg, the America%
Rodgers, city editor of ‘$t. Louis
Flyer of the "Spirit of St. Louis fame"
American.

JACKIE ROBINSON

Top TV Golf Shows Snub
Professionals Of Color
LIKE MANY thousands of enthusiasts, I often watch two network television
shows; one called "All Star Golf" and the
other "Challenge Golf."
Well - known and highly rated golf
pros appear on these shows. Since there is
national sponsorship, guests are very well
compensated. On "Challenge Golf" for instance, even a losing player can count on
earning $1,000.
We have yet to see a Negro golfer on
either show.
Just in case you might mistakenly believe that there are no Negroes of national
stature in golf who could qualify, allow
me to name one.

Sifford Is Topflight
CHARLIE SIFFORD is a topflight
professional who has won national Negro
championships eight times. Last year Sifford finished second in the Canadian Open.
Sifford has certainly done as well in
the game as players like George Bayer
who is often featured on All - Star Golf
which is hosted by James Demerit.
Sifford could be perfectly at home
with other pros like Bayer. Yet, it is my
understanding that no Negro golfer has
ever been invited to appear on this show.
I'd like to know why this failure to
recognize Negro golfers.
I once played a foursome in Hartford
with Arnold Palmer, who hosts the "Challenge" show. Palmer seemed to me to be a
pretty decent fellow.
It is hard for me to understand why
seemingly it has never occurred to Palmer
to suggest that a Negro pro like Sifford
be invited to participate.

Buy The Products
NEGROES PLAY golf and watch tel-

evision matches. They also buy tires like
the tires sold by General Tire Company,
one of the sponsors of "Challenge" and
Ford and Lincoln - Mercury cars whose
manufacturers co-sponsor the "Challenge"
show.
We also purchase aluminum products
like those sold by Reynolds Aluminum
which picks up the tab for "All Star Golf."
Why should the buying power of our
race be used to support manufacturers who
do not give just due to the Negro?
If the people who use these television
shows to sell their products want to run
Jim-Crow shows, that's their business. But
Negro people are suckers if they continue
to invest their spending dollars in Jim
Crow.
The Negro people of Philadelphia
have demonstrated what unity can do.
Under the leadership of their ministers,
the Negro community boycotted daily
newspapers which refused to hire Negroes.
It wasn't long before the papers gave in.
They couldn't stand the economic pressure.

Back Our Champs
NEITHER COULD the powerful AS&
chain which recently revised its hiring
policies after feeling the weight of a Negro - sponsored boycott in Philadelphia.
Our race should learn to support its
own. It costs a professional golfer a great
deal of money for travelling, membership
fees, equipment and caddies. Many of the
top white professionals are able to underwrite some of their expenses with fees
from appearances on shows.
Let's give our champions some real
backing by refusing to support businesses
which choose to Ignore our existence.

by NAT D. WILL1A
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WHAT'S A BOY WORTH?
Perhaps it might be well to be niek
specific: What's a Negro boy worth'r—
,
Back in the days of chattel slavery An
the United States a Negro boy . . . es
cially a healthy teen-ager, was a pre
valuable fellow . . money wise. Ev
back in the 19th century, a healthy young
male Negro slave . . variously referred
to as a "young buck," or "Sambo," or "Big
Boy" or the like ... brought a pretty penny
on the slave market. He could be sold at;
prices ranging from one to two thousatig:
dollars .. . especially if he was intelligent:,
and had some size on him.
The practice of putting a price on
man's worth isn't bad, at that. So, it's no.
novel that the market price for slaves was'
a routine matter. The practice still holdP
today. Men, regardless of race, are stilt
evaluated in terms of dollars and cents.
So ... what's a Negro boy of today worth?
IN TENNESSEE
Today, the Negro boy in the United'
States is categorically a free individual.
So, slave prices can't handily be quoted
on him today. But there are still relationships in which a monetary value may be
placed on him . . . however farfetched.
For instance, what is it worth to the COMmunity to educate a Negro boy? Boards of,
Education all over estimate the price °IC
education on the basis of the per pupil
... or per capita
cost to the community.
How much does it cost to educate a Net."'
gro boy in Tennessee? Ever thought about
it? It's wcrrth a moment.
Ever thought how much it costs to make,.n
a boy a man . . . a Negro boy? All their
cost can't be paid in terms of dollars and,
cents: There are a lot of other factors involved to train a boy to "walk like a man"
... and be a man.
But in terms of dollars and cents the
Boy Scout organization here in Memphi5':
has figured that an investment of around
$5 a year per boy has enabled them to
present something of a Boy Scout program
among the Negro boys of Memphis.
26,000 NEGROES
Now, that's woefully too little money to
pay for the benefits Boy Scout experience
renders a boy. But that's what Memphis.
folk have been paying for the Boy Scout
program among the more than 26,000 Negro boys in Memphis and Shelby Counti"
,
who are of Boy Scout age. And the fivW
dollars they pay takes care of only about
2,300 black, brown, and beige boys. What
becomes of the other 23 or 24 thousand?
The answer is . . . nobody's paying
anything for them. So they are left alone
... to roam the streets ... become bewildered . . to become frustrated ... becomeW
resentful . . . and become delinquents as
boys . . . and confused and denied an
essential discipline as men.
Currently the Chickasaw Council of
Boy Scouting in Memphis is in the midst
of a fund-raising drive. Last year the City
of Memphis contributed about $13,000 to
the Negro Boy Scouts. The Scouts should
have collected at least $10,000 for a minimum program. That's the basis of the
question ... what's a boy worth?
POLICY-MAKING
There is a handful of dedicated men in
Memphis, led by a fine executive director
of Scouting, Mr. P. V. McMillan( Mr.
Wendell Fant, and Mr. Norvel R. Powell,
who as professionals, know what they are
doing and need only the understanding
support of the community. Heading them
are two well-known and dedicated Memphis community leaders, Mr. J. T. Chandler
of Universal Life Insurance company, ancLi..
and Mr. Holis Price, president of LeMoynelIP
college, who have been elevated to the.
executive board of the council that phase ,
of community action that Negroes say
they so much crave, . . . membership on
the policy-making staff of community or-ganizations.
•• I
With men like these in the top echeloitg '
of local Boy Scout activities it become'
very much incumbent on the Negro community to meet them at least half day':
AT LEAST $10,000

ALFRED DUCKETT

Handling Race Queries
SOME YEARS back, singer Paul Robeson sparked an international journalistic
donnybrook in the wake of an unfortunate
attack upon the country for the benefit of
the European press.
Many Negro Americans who agreed
with Mr. Robeson's passion but not with
what apeared to be his politics, felt he
had violated a basic rule—that you simply
do not criticise your own country publicly
from foreign shores.
Ever since the ill-starred Robeson affair, European newsmen have been pouncing upon prominent Negro American visitors, seeking to get them to air their views
on the critical race relations picture in the
United States.
The visitor is placed in a two-pronged
dilemma. As a realistic matter, he cannot
deny the existence of the problem back
at home. Yet, as a conscientious and loyal
American, he cannot appear to ignore the
constant attemnts which Americans of
good faith, both colored and white, are
makina tn solve that problem.

Mahalia's Retort
GOSPEL SINGrR Mahalia Jackson's
innate eloouence of exnresqinn betipa the
fact that she never had a musical education. Her down-to-earth common sense
and deep, native intelligence belie the
fact that she had little education, neriod.
When Miss Jackson visited Europe
recently, there were some
journal-

eater

ists who sought to draw her into a bitter
condemnation of America with regard to
the race problem.
"Why, that's a family problem," the
New Orleans-born, Chicago-raised religious singer declared. "Just because there's
differences in the family, that doesn't
mean anybody has to leave home."
One journalist fired a sharp question.
Had not Miss Jackson, herself, faced racial
violence when she purchased a $40,000
home in a white Chicago neighborhood.
"Yes," she admitted. "It's true that
someone shot through one of my windows.
It's also true that Mayor Daley put a
guard outside my home for a full year.
And practically all the white neighbors
have moved away. But, you know what I
glory in?

Bright Light
"I GLORY in the fact that when Negroes moved in they did not run the
property dowp. In fact, it is an improved
neighborhood. There is a real pride In
keening things un. You know, God always
moved on time and — some day — those
same white neonle who ran away, will
awaken to realize that they don't have to
run from their brothers.
"That day is coming and its not going
to be an enternity. Sometimes, it makes
me feel good to realize that the simple
songs I sing ale making a small contribut.on tc neop161/ making them realize that

you can't say you love God whom you
have not seen and not love me, your fellow-human, whom you have seen."
Miss Jackson demonstrated her adeptT,
ness in fielding difficult questions in
other area unrelated to racial situationsJust before landing in England, shewas visited on the S. S. United States by IP
London newsman who had come aboard' '
from a press cutter.
"Miss Jackson," the reporter asked,,,
isn't it true that you are a Baptist?"
"Yes, that's true," the gospel singer
replied proudly.
"Well, isn't it also true that you are
going to visit Rome and have a private ,
audience with the Pope?" the questioner,
continued.

anio

Not Strange At All
THAT'S TRUE, too," Miss Jackson
answered with even more pride.
The newspaperman's forehead fuit"
los
rowed with puzzlement.
"Doesn't it seem bit strange to you''
„
he pursued, "being Baptist and having de”
audience with the head of the Itomatie
Catholic Church?"
Mahalia's retort was made in a tone lit14
almost tender consideration.
"Md," she replied slowly and sim`
"is note, Baptist."
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at,Furious And Fearless,
Thari Jazzman Norman Gran
By MORTON COOPER
(Special to the Defender)

NEW YORK — Norman Granz, the fleetfooted
jazz impressario, hops from Los Angeles to Europe with
the ease the rest of us employ to stroll from home to
the corner for a quart of milk.
The tall, blocky, 40-ish Granz who created the fabus "Jazz At The Philharmonic" tours nearly two decades

411r

go, stopped off In Manhattan for a few hours the other day,
having flown in from California wet morning to do some bustbefore flying to his home in Switzerland that. evening.
. In his Hotel Algonquin suite, he was pure whirlwind, as
active as he'd been active in the long ago, when he had inadvertently conducted the first Negro sit-ins, long before the
headlines discovered him.
The white Norman Granz has been called, by no less an
authority than Dizzy Gillespie, "a bad enemy, but a marvelous
friend." This can partially be understood when one views his
vehement movements over the past couple of months.
' Planning to fly from New York to Paris, he picked a pertiOlar airline only because he was guaranteed he would be
able to see the movie "The Manchurian Candidate" during the
flight. Checking in, he was told another movie had been sub-

stuted.
ASKS LAWYER TO SUE
Angered, Granz canceled his reservation then and there,
caught a limousine to a competitive airline, and flew all the
ay to Paris. In France he telephoned his attorney — at a
eminally expensive rate — to order the lawyer to sue the air.

d

lute for $7.10.
. $7.10 was the fare he'd paid for the limousine.
"I did more than that," he nodded, sipping a tall glass of
orange juice, "earlier, with Ella Fitzgerald, Artie Shaw, and
the other jazz stars I took on an Australian tour for Jazz At
The Philharmonic. Before we boarded, of course, I took care of
all the seat reservations. Once we got on, though, I found Miss
Fitzgerald had been assigned a tourist seat, even though I'd
specifically reserved a first class seat for her.
"I told them something could be worked out, this close to
departure time — that I would sit in tourist class, that Ella
would go first class — but their hemming and hawing and alibis convinced me they simply didn't want a Negro there.
"I made us all deplane. We lost an entire week's booking
In ,Syndey. I sued the plane company, and settled for $7,000.

NO SECOND CLASS
"You can't let people push you around, a rule I've always
maintained. In my tours I've employed probably every great
jazz artist of my time, Negro and white, and not one of them
has gone second class, anywhere. When Negroes worked for me,
!hey knew they would be accorded the dignity any human beelike should have — their only responsibilities being their talent
.
g their conduct. From the beginning I had non-segregation
clauses in all contracts; unless I was guaranteed my artists
would be treated right, there would be no show.
"And that non-segregation demand didn't apply only to
integrated audiences, north or south of the Mason-Dixon
Line; it insisted on proper respect from top to bottom. Let's
say we'd agree to play a concert at this or that theatre or audito,rium. The hall's owner would pay half the fee at time of
signing the contract. The contract assured him that if It turned
out there was any indication of discrimination during our stay
—from a stage hand or an usher—the owner would forfeit that
half fee. I demanded, too, that my artists would fly, not ride
by bus, that they would stay at the best white hotels, and that
their dressing rooms would be clean and comfortable; if ballet
artists could enjoy decent dressing rooms, why not jazz artiste?"
Granz referred to his "Jazz at the Philharmonic" tours in
the past because for several years he has concentrated on managing Ella Fitzgerald and on producing and staging other oneman concert tours he was responsible for the recent, successful
Yves Montand and Marlene Dietrich tours) Many regret that
isn't still banding together huge aggregations of Jazz stars
MEd taking them the world over, presenting them in areas
where they might not normal'y appear.
LIKES GOOD FIGHT
There was always terrific excitement in the air when Norman Granz was Us the center of those impressive mob scenes,
liegely because he was one of the very few impressarios who
could be counted on to loudly blast prejudice the instant it
reared its destructive head.
This is not to say that this restless, outspoken man has
forsaken aggregations; he is sure to come up again with big
projects involving anti-discrimination, especially if he smells
a good fight brewing.
"The reason I started the 'Jazz' concerts in the first place
was to hang one on prejudice," he informed. "Back in the early
1940's Billie Holiday came crying to me: she was highly regarded as a performer, but her friends couldn't come to see her
work. It's always been my impression that club and theatre
owners who want jazz honestly think they mean it when they
say, 'I'm not prejudiced, it's the next guy I'm worried about;'
but then the next guy, if you face him, will say the same thing
and he'll honestly think he means it, too.
.! "After I listened to Billie, I went to club owners and told
them, 'Let me have the use of your place on Sunday nights,
when you're closed anyway. I'll stage some Negro and white
ntesessions, at no cost to you.' And that's how it began. I
d Nat King Cole that way; I asked him to jam with us on
hie off nights. Well, the mixed sessions were a hit from the outse More and more people came to see and hear on those Sundays. Soon the bosses realized they were missing a good commgrcial bet, and they came to me. I told them, 'Let me play It
my way.' I did, and the customers, who'd been around all
along, flocked in. That ended the nonsense.
STANDARD CONTRACT
"Sure, I've always been interested in setting precedents.
You fight out-and-out bigotry one way. You fight flabbiness
another way. For years there were many contracts that in effeet gave the jazz artists and their representatives the option
to decide whether there would or would not be segregation, but
niri-one seemed to bother to even notice; the idea was that if
you were going to take Negro performers into so-called enemy
territory for instances, you just assumed you'd be segregated.
1. "Then I started to read those contracts. We seere going to
Play Kansas City, I remember, a border state which practiced
discrimination as custom rather than law. A sentence in that
•
standard contract read,'You will/will not segregate' and it was
up to the men in charge of the artists to check one. I underlined 'will not,' end when we arrived in Kansas City and still
ipid a sense of unwillingness to let us play for an integrated
dience. I got mad. As it happened, we were booked Into the
Mieleipal Auditorium, which meant that it wasn't a private
theatre; It was being supported by taxes. I fought it out and
we areeared there without an Incident. What I learned a long

.r

l

time back is that the white operators, no matter where their
halls and theatres, are far more interested in economics than
they are in what the neighbors will think."
Born in 1918, Norman Grans planned originally to be an
economist and, indeed, commenced his career as a quotation
writer on the Los Angeles Stock Exchange. He gravitated toward music, and in 1945 developed Clef Records which, with
several other labels, he merged into Verve. He had employed
Ella Fitzgerald as far back as 1949, and became her manager
in 1954, but, because she was under exclusive recording contract to Decca, he was unable to handle her as successfully as
either of them wished.
CHANGES ELLA
Miss Fitzgerald, who had been a star for decades, went into
revolutionary orbit as soon as the Decca contract expired. After 22 years of recording serviceable but unspectacular tunes for
them, she switched to Verve and placed herself completely in
the hands of Granz, who immediately went to work. He poured
a confidence into her that, for all the fame and admiration
afforded her, she had never really had before. He ordered her
to dress more simply and to lose a lot of the poundage which
professional frustrations had put on her over the years. Most
of all, he took charge of selecting the material she would sing
from then on in for his company. The result: her first album
for Verve — "Ella Fitzgerald Sings The Cole Porter Songbook," featuring 32 of the songwriter's best tunes — became
a runaway best seller. As did Ella, from then on.
"I don't think my taste to this day has focused on any one
thing," Granz remarked at the Algonquin. "I happen to like a
lot of things — bop, Dixieland, swing, boogle-woogle. My tastes
are probably more catholic than the tastes of the critics, a
good many of whom have axes to grind. I don't get excited and
embroiled in all these internecine arguments.
"It's curious, but the people who are at fault in these arguments are never — or hardly ever — no, I'll say never — musicians. I've never heard a musician put down another group.
It's the followers who do all the screaming. I've seen the kids
with the Brooks Brothers clothes in Greenwich Village arguing
with the characters in the beards.
PERSONAL TASTES
"I don't hire people because I think they're going to draw
people. I hire them on one standard only and that's if I like the
way they play. But I pay them according to how well they
draw. If they draw well, people infer that's the primary reason for their being on the show. That's not true, beause I can
defend anyone's being on any of my shows. His reason for being on it is very simple: I like him. I've adhered to rigid specifications for a musician. First and foremost, I like consistency
in a jazz artist. I can't give blind adulation to these peak-anddepth men. I know these guyeefOr what they are. I've seen them
over a 50-night tour and I got lastingly sick of that 'Boy-canhe-blow-when-he's-right routine.'
"I've always liked to see variety in an artist's style. That's
where some of the young guys fall by the wayside. They can't
adapt themselves to different musical conditions. Now take
Ella. She can run anyone out of a room — unequivocally. She
can do a ballad as well as the most commercial, non-jazz singer
there is today and she can scat with Louis Armstrong and she
can make the same harmonic changes any bopper can make
and you can tune up to her — she's got perfect pitch — and
she improvises. Which means that what she does is fresh. It's
not Just a set, pat thing.
"For me, a jazz man has to swing end he has to have
soul, which I define as a kind of feeling-cum-taste."
FIRST SIT-IN
Not one to hide his light under a bushel, Norman Granz
claims no responsibility for the first Negro sit-in demonstrations, but it is conceivable that he engineered the first one to
make a big newspaper splash.
"Oh, yes," he nodded, recalling the incident. "'That happened a long while ago, in Jackson, Michigan. The treatment
we received there made me particularly furious, because Jackson is practically in Canada; you could hardly call it the South.

ee:

"We were touring there. One night Helen Humes, her
drummer and I went into a restaurant for dinner. The woman
at the door — you know the kind, with the black dress and the
menus—asked us politely if we'd made reservations. I said no,
even though it seemed like a strange question; the restaurant
was less than half filled. The woman said we couldn't be seated
without reservations. I said, 'Fine. We'll stand here and wait.'
"As luck would have it, the door opened and a white couple
came in. The woman was about to seat them. 1 asked them if
they had reservations. They said, 'Of course not,' and I said
that we were here first. The woman with the menus arbitrarily
seated them, anyway.
SIT AT COUNTER
"I summoned every Negro in the band and got them all to
come and sit at the counter of the restaurant, where by no
stretch of the imagination could anyone request reservations.
"We weren't served, but we wouldn't leave, either. A policeman appeared and ordered us to get out. I said, 'I want your
name. We're not drunk and we're not disorderly.'
"He had to give me his name and badge number. The restaurant closed, and we were a half hour late for the concert.
But what counted was that we proved something."
Grans has never hesitated to prove something, to raise an
issue and raise it loudly if he believed his posture was a right
POULTRY INSPECTOR HONORED
one. Currently he is raising an issue about top notch though
Dr. David II. Fenney, of Cleveland, Ohio, $10,000-a-year
timid musicians who either accept segregated bookings or who
supervisory veterinarian poultry inspectors for the U.S.
wail later to the press, "I didn't know there was going to be any
Department of Agriculture, received award recently for
trouble."
sustained superior performance. The award consisted of
INDEFENSIBLE
certificate of merit and $250 each. Dr. Fennoy received
He finds this indefensible. "Remember the well known
training in veterinary medicine at Tuskegee Institute.
white bandleader recently who agreed to play a tour of Southern universities? After he agreed he found out there might be
a little trouble because he had a Negro bass player. He publicly
forfeited the date and got a heap of praise. 'Look at all the
money he gave up!' they said.
'Bunk! Why hadn't he taken the time to prepare his position properly beforehand? Why didn't he look for the color
Dr. Daniels was reared in
clause in the contract first, and then make his brave stateWASHINGTON — Two
ments? Come to think of it, if he was so stalwart, why didn't Tuskegee - trained veterin- West Palm Beach, Fla., and
rec!.ived his college and vethe raise public hell because the audience were all going to be
arians, who are $10,000-a- erinary medicine training at
white?
Tuskegee Institute, graduat"My complaint lodges against the bandleader and the mu- y ear supervisory poultry
ing in 1951. After an Army
sicians themselves — both Negro and white — more than inspectors for the U. S. De- stint as a veterinarian, and
against the bosses. I'm mad that the musician does so little, partment of Agriculture, were three years of private pracspeaks up so rarely, to see that his rights are honored. I'm not presented awards recently for tice, he joined the poultry difor a fierce revolution down to the last man. I don't expect a sustained superior perform- vision in 1956.
cripple to run; everything should be commensurate with his ance.
Dr. Fennoy did his college
The honorees are Dr. King work at the University of
talent. But as far as I'm concerned, the musicians are being
the
S.
Daniels,
who
supervises
passive when they ought to be militant.
Illinois and Prairie View A.
inspection of poultry in six and M. College. After four
At the same time, it defeats everything for the musician,
St. Louis, Mo., processing years of Army service folfowin this case the Negro musician, to have special treatment. You
plants, and Dr. David H. Fencan't have it both ways. When I was active at Verve, I fired a noy, who carries out a similar ing graduation, he entered
Negro. He charged race prejudice and threatened to go to the assignment in three Cleveland, Tuskegee's school of veterinary medicine in 1946.
NAACP. I told him to go ahead and also to tell them he was a Ohio, plants. Each received a
The veterinarian brought 10
lousy artist. I hadn't hired him because he was a Negro. Why certificate and $250.
years of private practice in
Dr. Daniels supervises three Zanesville, Ohio, to his inwould I fire him for that reason?"
Although Granz gets to the United States frequently, he other veterinarians and six spection work when he joinhas made his home in Breganzona, Switzerland, near the Ital- lay inspectors. He earned his ed the poultry division in
ian border, since 1959. "I wanted to live in Europe, per Be," he award through careful guid- 1960.
ance of those under his direcexplained, "because I like the life and the individuality there."
tion to assure St. Louis grocHe had long nutured a dream of eventually leaving his role
ery shoppers safe and wholeas the Sol Hurok of Jazz and opening a plush restaurant. But some poultry.
he remains something of a fire horse, who leaps into the midDr. Fennoy was cited for
dle of things when and where Jazz is concerned. The man who his outstanding work in trainWASHINGTON — (UPI) —
brought integrated jazz to places where it might otherwise ing new inspectors. He has one Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich.,
never have been brought, or brought at sensible prices, admits veterinarian and two lay in- plans to introduce legislation
he must be in charge of all his projects.
spectors under his supervision. to bar federal aid for construcThese two award - winning tion of hospitals that are segre"On the 'Jazz at the Philharmonic' tours," lie confided,
"I was the reference point, the identification. I suppose I'm inspectors are among 2,400 in- gated.
that now in these tours, especially the jazz ones. I like to talk spectors and graders employ- Dingell said he would proabout jazz and argue and I always make it a point to go down ed by the poultry division of pose an amendment to the Hillthe USDA's agricultural mar- Burton act to eliminate a secin the audience during the intermissions and argue.
keting service. They inspect tion that permits "separate but
"It's good first name stuff. I don't pretend to be taking a poultry processing operations
equal" facilities in medical
Gallup Poll, But If some kid says, 'I don't like your trumpet in nearly 900 plants throughconstruction built with federal
player,' it's a good thing for me to do some listening."
out the United States.
funds.

Two Chicken Inspectors
Honored With Awards

Bill Would Ban
Hospital Bias

Quaker Girl Brings Happiness To Youngsters
By ERNESTINE COFIELD vote

to these love-starved
So, besides giving the chil- ed out. "Most of them have tle girl. "Once they start com- There was a chorus of,
children.
dren a place to play, she also personality problems, prob- ing, they keep coming."
"I love you. Do you love It makes no difference to decided to teach them to read lems at home and problems in The same little girl whose But regardless of whether
her that they are Negro and or improve their reading school. No one gives a damn grammar she corrected, walks they want to go home or not,
me? Yes or no?"
she is white.
about these kids."
roughly 14 blocks every Sat- when they disobey, they are
Susan Duncan drew a "I need kids," she said. "I skills.
promptly told to leave.
Although, roughly 40 chil- Pointing to one little girl, urday to visit "her Sue."
big heart. Inside of it she don't care what kind of kids. dren attend the play program Sue said,"When she first start- The little girl laughingly Virtually a child's fairyland,
You feel needed down here." daily, Sue or one of her help- ed coming she wouldn't talk. told of pulling off her shoes the old parsonage has been
scrawled "Yes."
ers try to spend some time She'd sit off by herself. Now, when she entered Sue's home turned into light, airy playThe note had been written VOLUNTEERED
she's getting so she'll talk." and about the special games rooms. Potted flowers are in
Sue, as she is affectionately reading with each child.
on a legal size, yellow scratch
What Sue didn't add was she keeps at home for her the windows, books and picpad by a nine-year-old girl, called by the children, started MORE ARE NEEDED
who had shyly given the pad working with them in June, Even with the 12 volunteer that if the child sits in a little visitors to play with. tures drawn by the children
are on the walls and books
to Susan Duncan es she set 1961. A friend told her they workers from the University corner alone, she calls her TAKE FIELD TRIPS
over and puts her to work. In an effort to acquaint the are stacked everywhere — in
were going to have Bible
surrounded by youngsters.
differon
Chicago
coming
She may have her string a
Kenwood
Ellis of
windows and on shelves, Toys
On one side of her, she had school at
ent days, more are needed. cranberry necklace, play a children with the better things
in life, she takes them on are stacked neatly in boxes
been helping a six-year-old United Church of Christ. She Sue explained, "You can
game or look at pictures in a field trips. Recently
one in the rooms, one designated
read while she busily tied a volunteered to be one of the imagine what it's like when
book.
for girls, another for boys
string necklace of cranberries teachers.
you have five kids saying, 'I Some of the children are group was taken to the Folk
When the class ended two
Festival while another was and a third a community
for another tot who stood in
want to read with somebody' hungry while others do
not taken to see a gymnastic room.
front of her. Another child weeks later, Sue asked to re- and there's only you and one
have proper clothes to wear. event at the University of
Sue received her early trainon her other side, asked her'to main and supervise the play- helper."
One nine-year-old girl is al- Chicago.
ing in the public schools of
look at the picture he had ground. In September, when She had worked alone until
ready a drop-out of school. A
Expenses for all these things Winchester, Mass. She rejust finished drawing. A the new minister, the Rev. L. last October when the Unithin, vivacious child, she come from Sue's own pocket. ceived her B.A. in English
fourth asked, "May I have a Gandy, arrived, Sue asked if versity of Chicago students
stays home to help take care
from Smith College, Northcookie, I've finished my read- she could stay on.
volunteered to work with her. of her younger brothers and She buys them fruit and cook"The Rev. Gandy thought I
ies to eat during the hours hampton, Mass, and her M. A.
ing."
and even sisters.
There
was
a
time
was batty," Sue related. But,
they spend with her. When in English from the University
sometimes now, an angry or
Yet, Susan found time to he let her remain.
they visit her home, she feeds of Wisconsin.
hostile child will come up to GREATEST NEED
scrawl a note to the little
With a group of friends, Sue
For two years she taught in
These children have already them.
girl. Hugging the pad to her, painted the rooms on the first her and say, "I hate you be"One of the volunteers is the public schools of Clevebecome suspicious and afraid
, the little girl skipped across floor of the parsonage which cause you're white."
of the police. It is fears like attending the University of land, and for a year at South
the room. She picked up the was not in use.
This attitude doesn't last this that Sue is fighting to Chicago, "Sue said, "on
Making use
schol- East Junior College, here. Beblue and white teddy bear she of the furniture that had
been long though. "They know I'm overcome. Of the 12 volun- arships and has no money. sides working with children in
had been playing with and left when the
nursery school just like them," Sue explained. teers helping her now, only Yet, she buys things for the Germany for two Summers,
hugged it delightedly along moved out, she solicited toys "I make a point to know
she also worked at the Lake
two are men. She said one of kids."
with the pad.
each ones name," the volun- her greatest needs is a Negro
and furniture from friends.
The only religious note, if Villa, Ill, home for crippled
worker
"They're
all
said.
LOVED AND HAPPY
In no time, she had changed teer
you can call it that, is injected children for a Summer.
man to work with her.
She was loved by someone the empty, dirty parsonage individuals here."
"I need someone who loves into the afternoon for the MARRIED IN 1960
The reason Sue makes such kids. Most of the boys are 9 children when Sue has them
into a gay playroom for the
In June, 1960, Susan marand she knew it.
an effort to make each child and 10 years old and don't sit in a circle, and while their ried Starkey Duncan, who is
A ray of happiness, sprin- children in the neighborhood.
an individual is because most have a man in the family."
hands are folded think of nice a student at the University of
Sue wanted to offer more
kled generously with a large
of them are from large fami- Sue didn't have to go out things.
Chicago. She met her husband,
amount of love, has been than love and supervised
lies.
Their
mothers
are
on
ADC
and look for children to help. Then the children tell of a Methodist "but a Quaker at
brought into the lives of ap- play for the children, she
and in most homes there is no They came to her. One child their hostilities toward ekch heart" in a work camp in
proximately 40 youngsters at wanted to make sure they
father.
would come and then bring his other. Sue also takes this time Europe.
the Kenwood-Ellis Communi- could read.
Her greatest worry is that
While teaching at South LACK HOME ATTENTION or her younger brothers or to tell • them if she is angry
ty Center.
Bringing this happiness and East Junior College, it was In most of their classes at sisters or their friends. One with them. The only threat in another year her husband
love into the lives of these made painfully clear to her Shakespeare School, which is five-year-old girl brings her she ever uses is to tell them will finish school and she'll
she's going to send them horde. have to leave.
youngsters
is
28-year-old that many of the students across the street from the cen- four-year-old brother.
"You can see such huge
Since it was almost time "I don't want to leave the
Susan Duncan, a Quaker, who could not read. She decided ter, there are 45 students.
takes three and a half hours that the best time to do some- "They don't get individual changes in them," Sue said for the children to go home, playground," Sue laments.
away from her household thing about it was while the attention at home or school proudly es she patiently cor- Sue asked, "Do you want to "All this work needs to be
done."
and they crave it," Sue point- rected the grammarof one lit- go home now?"
chores six days a week ,to de- children were young.
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• Doll Exhibit
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JUGS.
Presents
LeMoy
.ne
International
Presents Living Ads Canadian In Used For Better Understanding
At
Auditorium Tonight, Piano Concert ,
.

Michigan's Congressman and
Mrs. Charles Diggs, the latter
more of the Negro Congressmen on hand; Mr. and Mrs.
•
Claude Barnett of Chicago
An International Doll Ex- Miss Roach followed wit . ,
(parents of Mrs. G. W. Stanley 1sh, Jr.), Judge and Mrs.
.hibit was displayed in the en-,prayer for unity among rag*,
Sidney Jones of Chicago; De•
!trance of Walker school. These'and Mrs. Leanther G. Wilktt
troit's Dr. and Mrs. Wendell In a setting of artistry and Brandon, ambassadress from, LeMoyne College will make dolls represented several coun- sang "Let Us Break :Bread T..p
Ireland,
representing
present
DATTEL
beauty,
J-U-G-S
will
1
a
presents
big
switch
when
it
Cox, recent guests or the Ishes
jtries and many were dressed gether On Our Knees."
the Canadian pianist, Marion
•
in Me mph is; Washington, "living ads" at their ninth an- REALTY CO.
in their native costumes. They Speakers were: Rabbi W
,
Miss
Ann
Burford,
be
staged
daughter
nual
charity
ball,
to
on
ThursBarum,
in
concert
D.C.'s Judge Marjorie Lawson
were lent to the school by the assistant rabbi at Temple
March
1,
in
the
meztonight,
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
P.
L.
Burford,
day,
March
8.
Usually,
an
artist
and her husband, Atty. Belford
Educ a tion Division of the rael. Rabbi Wolfe, a Jew, telt.
Lawson, he's a past president zanine ballroom of the city au- ambassadress from U. S. A.,performs in the evening, but American Red Cross.
a Jewish story which poi
one
of
UN
ER
AL'
The
occasion,
appearance
in
dtiorium.
S
Miss
representing
I
V
Barum's
FraterniAlpha
of Alpha Phi
As a climax of the exhibit, out the Important events t I
LIFE
INS.
CO.
will
be
held
elegance,
before
an'
formal
1Bruce
Hall
will
be
National
Bailey,
ty; Hon. John
several renowned personalities take place in the month oi
Chairman of the Democratic between the hours of 10 p. m. Miss Lydia Campbell, daugh- assembly at 1030 a. m.
spoke to the children in a gen. February and integrated these
E Party; Vice Chairman Marga- and 2 a. m., with Bill Harvey ter of Mrs. L. Campbell, am- The morning recital was at
,'
essembly.
,events with Brotherhood. ,.a
it ret Price; eight governors, in- and his 16-piece orchestra fur- bassadress from A r g e n t i n a, ranged for the benefit of Lea rla••••• 11111111111111••111111191811, 111111,1 cluding California's Gov. Pat rushing the music.
representing LUCKY HEART.,Moyne students who all live This exhibit and program Grady John, a guide at Om
Brown and California's Negro "Down Embassy • Row," the Miss Gwendolyn Cheatam,1off campus. The public is in- was following Race Relati-m Chttoalissa Indian Village, ..iti
Handsome prizes—luxurious
Though Asian Flu has cut a
miss Sunday and before Brother- Choctaw Indian, told of mak:
Congressman, Cong. Hawkins— theme of the ball, will be de- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wil-1vited.
hood Week and was intended of the old Indian customs end
wide swath of victims in RS comforters, linent, household these are just a few of the picted with living Ads serving lie Cheatham, ambassadressi A
native
of
Vancouver,
cyrrent onslaught, harbingers items including twin cease- guest list which drew guests ,as ambassadresses of good-will from Ethiopia, representing
to make these two occasions also brought along baskets
Barum received her first muof Spring are nevertheless roles, lazy susans, nested ash from all walks of life.
Ifrom the countries they repre- PEPSI COLA BOTTLING CO.Isical training from a student more meaningful to our stn. beads to show the clever hartholding sway . . . penchants trays, durilyte relish forks and
dicraft done by th,, Choctaw,
The menu. Shrimp Creole,!sent. Their costumes will noti Miss G ran v i 1 1 a Harris,'of the great English pedagogueikienta.
for Wight spring fashions . . . knives were warmly received curried chicken, ham, turkey,!only be colorful and beautiful,I daughter of Mr and Mrs
,
Theme for this special day Indians. He also brought ,a
.
,..
Shal-t
M
h
b.
upsurge of parties before Lent by SKC winners Alma Booth, relish platters, hot rolls and but will be patterned after the,lie Harris, ambassadress from 1
"tA
ter tiondteeirrstaTnodinCgon,,quer blow gun and demonstrate
•
n _wasBe
srchn
si•c)
)ci yoe
farNi
s oastic thie
. begins ... and bright tokens Harriet Davis, and Mildred punch . . . the serying pieces native costume of the country Italy, representing BLEACH studied fo
how they are used in huntin
of nature seen about our fair Crawford; special guests Lou- at our Memphis guests' table represented by the ads.
game. He spoke and san'
AND
GLOW.
The
she
Walker
El
e
m
en
t
a
r
y
small
1New
where
York
City,
city, in the form • of tender ise Ward, Ceneta Qualls and, that of the collection of Pres- , The ballroom itselfhas been
in his native language.
,
stud-ISchool
staff
feels
that
a
better
Miss
Rubye
Hawkins,
daughcompleted Post-graduate
shoots, soon to bud into color- Bernice Barber; and Fidelis ident McKinley.
into a scene of :
in- ter of Mr. and Mrs. George
George Z. Vivo, was the last
transformed
fellowship
understanding
of
S.1
other
races,
ies,
won
a
teaching
Bertha Ray, Mae Della Reeves
ful shrubs and flowers.
They visited the inner sane- ,ternational s p1 end or with Hawkins, ambassadress from for two consecutive years, and ,their customs, music, dress and speaker. He is a native of Cu..
PARTIES HERALD SPRING and Attie Mae Roberts.
tum
of the office wing of thelmulti-hued flags and streamers Haiti,
representing LAKE- was a scholarship student of the other things that make up racao, Venezuela. He talked
Others thoroughly enjoying
The dinner bridge party
White House, the courtesy of of the various countries en- VIEW GARDENS.
the distinguished artist and their culture will snake for bet- about his native South AmerJualine was never more inviting the posh evening were
some one with the right con- circling the ballroom.
Miss Beverly Hooks,. daugh- teacher, Mme. Rosina Lhevin- ter relationship among races. ica home. He showed his mas...for on last Friday evening nita's sister, Georgia Dancy, nections and while there saw
As an added feature, door ter of Mrs. Charles A. Hooks, ne.
I Stating further, "we further tery of languages by speaking
'
Mrs. H. W. (Katheryn) Thorn- Velma Williams, Charlesteen President
Kennedy, met his prizes, contributed by various ambassadress from China, rep- Miss Barnum presents a feel that by starting now many thrre and translating these in
ton entertained 40 guests at Miles, Julia Hopson, Ethel secretary_, Mrs.. Lincoln and, business firms will be given
resenting the MEMPHIS wide range of music from the .unfounded beliefs and preju- to English.
the Universal Life Insurance Tarpley, Marilyn Watkins, Em- glory Of glories, saw' little some of the lucky guests.
, WORLD newspaper.
seventeenth to the twentieth dices cm be corrected, and an The prbgram ended with reDining room in a beautiful ogene Wilson, Katherine John- C.ar line Kennedy running out Versatile A. C. "Moohah'
g
y
Miss Ave Hurd, daughter of centuries,
appreciation of culture which marks by the principal, Char-- -°.
decorative setting enhanced son, Mary Roberts, Cattle from
the break in her little Williams, whose name is al-,Mr. and Mrs. Leon Hurd, amShe presently is a member differ from ours can In devel-les W. Homer.
,
wiith pink camelias and snap- Stevens, Sallie Bartholomew kindergarten class straight to most synonymous with chari- I
i Mrs. DeAlean Beane was
dragons combined with state- and Vera Howell, the latter see her adoring daddy. They table endeavors, as well as be- sboanstsiandgress from Brazil, repre- of the faculty at Knoxville Col- loped," said the staff.
I Before speakers were intro- sponsor of this program and
the RICH PLAN.
a vivacious assistant to J"lege in Knoxville, Tenn.
.
also had the opportunity of ing one of the city's top radioiI Miss Bernice Johnson,
1 duced by James Christopher,r James Christopher was co.
Dinner was said to be of nita in supervising the scoring i seeing
the famed Cabinet personalities, will again be raughter of Mr. and Mrs. HoWherry read a scripture. sponsor.
gourmet delight prime roast for the bridge rounds.
'Room.
lemcee. His ability to dispel any bart Johnson, ambassadress
_
beef, parsley potatoes, tossed WHITE HOUSE INVITATION OTHER SOCIAL EVENTS
sign of nervousness in the ads.from Fr a n c e, representing
salad, almandine green beans, MEMPHIANS ATTY. AND IN
plus his ready wit and ad lib SOUTH
WASHINGTON
FUNERAL
garlic bread and congealed MRS. A. W. WILLIS, REV. Negro
Congressmen Adam has elicited the praise of the HOME.
' The Walker Avenue School
fruit mold, coffee, rolls, rel- J. A. McDANIEL AND ATTY.
many patrons who have attendClayton
Powell
(in
absentia),
Miss Carole Jones, daughter of 995 S. Lauderdale held its
RUSSELL B. SUGARMON,
ishes, etc.
William Dawson (in absentia), ed the ball through the years. of Mr. and Mrs. Preston Jones, annual tea, last Sunday. It was
yin- JR. were among the more than
Excellently selected
Charles Diggs and Califorina's The lovely "living ads" to ambassadress from Greece, rep- entitled "Tea Time Mound
tages were served during the 776 citizens throughout the naThe 1962 annual report of Age Benefit pensions.
Cong. Hawkins were guests at be presented are:
resenting W.L.O.K.
the World."
cocktail hour, which was a tion who were the guests of
emp isriousing Authority
The advisors also found
an interracial reception at the
Miss Juanita Branch, daughMiss Simone Mc A flu it y, A program featuring student,states "continued
scene of vivacious conviviality , President and Mrs. John F. Zeta Sorority's
efficient op- that during the last year the'
National House ter of Mr. and Mrs. Augustus daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam- talent was held in the auditoras the smart matrons savored !Kennedy's non-partisan cele_
'
eration
of
Public Housing in number of television sets in
.
on the day following the pres- Mavo, ambassadress from Li- uel McAnulty, ambassadress sum.
•
Tea was serveu in toe Memphis stems in a great part use was
the excellent hospitaity which bration honoring the Centen- idential
up to 4,214 as corrri'
dinner.
beria, representing BUSTER'S from Canada, representing the cafeteria.
I nial Celebration of the Emanabounded the scene.
from
the
co-operation between pared to 4,724 radios, Irons
Wednesday they were guests PACKAGE STORE.
TRI-STATE DEFENDER.
Mrs. Sylvia Powell was the management and maintenance continued to be the
Mrs. Thornton chose a cipation Proclamation, held on at
number.
the Embassy of Israel, there
Miss Car olyn Brandon, Miss Rickie McGraw, daugh- program chairman,
spring - inspired green silk Lincoln's Birthday, February
meeting Ambassador and Mrs.!daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Mc- Charles J. Patterson is the in keeping the apartments in one appliance with 4,912 being
print for the occasion. She was 12th at the White House.
good
repair.
Occupants
also
used.
The public housing ocHarman at a reception hon- 1
Graw, ambassadress from is- principal.
Between the hours of 6 to
assisted by three of her
maintain good housekeeping cupants own 2,569 washing
oring Dr. Beckey, who establumn "Notwithstanding," pan, representing SIMMONS
friends, Mrs. Emmitt (Eliza- 7 p.m. that evening, the large
i
habits.
During
last
year
more
machines
and 3,262 fans. They
lished the first school of social ' regular feature of this news- REALTY CO.
Simons whose dress was gathering of citizens assembled
than 98 per cent of the group also owned 703 automobiles
work in Israel, attending with a
schoolmate,
Miss
Vera
Merritt, daughter
'paper. Our former
of chic black . . . Mrs. Ernest in the famed East, Red, Blue the
rated excellent or good in and had 2,654 telephones.
1
Belford Lawsons.
1 Atty. Billy Jones of East St. of Mr. and Mrs. Sammie C.
(Bernice) Abron whose dress and Green Reception Rooms of
housekeeping."
"Statistics do not really tel
Thursday,
the
Memphians
Education
inBoard
of
from
Louis'
J o n e s, ambassadress
was of smart white . . . and our historic and magnificent were
Stating further, "there is an the entire story. These peor
the guests of Senator troduced the guest speaker, Egypt, representing U N I 0 N
Mrs. E. Frank (Jeannette) home of the Presidents of the
Estes Kefauver at The Senate
average of four persons per ple who occupy the modern
Sullivan,
Leon
H.
Rev.
The
PROTECTIVE INS. CO.
White whose dress was of USA.
Officers for 1963 were electapartments provided through
ion Baptist Church, Miss Gloria Miller, niece of ed when the Imperial Social apartment living in the public Memphis Housing
We are indebted to Mrs. A.!Restaurant, along with other pastor of Z'
handsome black threaded with
Authority
housing developments. ChitTennesseans.
thePhiladelphia.
Pa.
Willis
recap
of
Miss
Jacqueline
Flowers,
amfor this
gold — these three keeping W.
club met recently at the home dren average 2.3 per apart- are integral parts of the citg.
And, the Red carpet hospi- EVALUATES NEW JERSEY bassadress from
Mexico,
rephistoric
occasion,
that
was
bridge scores and other duties
of Mrs. Maggie Curtis at 1532 ment and adults average 1.6. Their work and their trade
a i y con inue
on Friday SCHOOLS
resenting CORNE-1m REAL- Cella Cl. Elected president was
-Mcicental to a large bridge highlighted by the report cif when
they were the guests of Former Memphian, Mrs. Er- TY
The total number of occupants are important to the economic
,the Civil Rights Commission's
CO.
scene.
Mrs. Alma Lee Thompson.
as the downtown area
— Memphis' recently departed
include 11,864 children and P4
ness Bright Brody, former
Her prizes were lovely, and "FREEDOM TO THE FREE
Miss Helen Prudent, daugh- Others officers are Mrs.
takes on a new look and a
Dr. Ross Prichard„ their lunchDouglass high music teacher. ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Pru- Jimmie Smith, vice president;,8,545 adults.
• high scorers Mrs. 11. A. (Le- ,1863 to 1963," made to the
eon l'ilirt at the Pen and now wife of Dr. Nathan
"Within the adult group, new life," stated the report.
ola) Gilliam won a petit point President earlier t h a t same
Brody. dent, ambassadress from India, Mrs. Ida Rice, secretary; Miss
Sword Room at the StatlerMemphis Housing Authority is
professor Psychology at Prince- representing W.D.I.A.
after five bag; Mrs. Joseph evening at a stellar press conFlorence Broome, assistant sec- particularly proud of the senHilton Hotel, where our Mem- on University, Princeton. N.Y.
(Othella) Shannon, a conversa- ference.
Miss Sandra Taylor, daugh- retary; Mrs. Margaret Mitchell,
phians stopped.
and daughter of Mrs. Maude ter of Mr. and Mrs. James treasurer; Mrs. Willie Mae ior citizens. There are 1,360 The Phillarette Social club
tion-piece compact and lip- This session was headed by
That same evening from 4 Bright, has been selected as
in the categories of women
stick case; Mrs. J. D. (Esther) presidential press secretaries,
Taylor, ambassadress from Brooks, business manager; Mrs. more than 62 years
Suesto 6, Mrs. Charles Diggs enof age and held its annual Tea last Sunone
of
14
experts
to
evaluate
Brown receiving a white straw Pierre Salinger , and Andrew
.
.
Spain,
representing
COC
A
Delcenia Lawske, asssitant bus- men more than 65. These sen- day. afternoon. During a recent
•
with a ea honoring
the Pennsbury Joint School COLA BOTTLING CO.
spring handbag; Mrs. Charles Hackett. The report had been
Mess manager; Mrs. Maggie ior citizens often belong to meeting the club membership
Mrs. Pegga Hawkins, wife of District's
Elementary Schools (See photos on page 5.)
(Ernestine) Johnson delight- eagerly anticipated in all quarsists
for otfhelr2 women..
Lee Curtis, sergeant-at-arms. chtbs
chss c
polanns
er
n
scio
the California Congressman.
wih
diwpfororariksteh.e projectselderly and
rectei
hevie
rd
1 ing to a bottle of "Miss Dior" ters concerned with the citifor the State of New Jersey.
Other members of the club
They also met the wife of the
Mrs. Brody is Research Asperfume; Mrs. Taylor (Fran- zenship rights of minority
Jefferson
high
are Mrs. Clearessa
of the year.
Liberian
Ambassador
who sociate at New York Univer- Probe Assassin Plot
ces) Hayes, equally delighted groups and is said to. express
wore full native costume,
LAGOS, Nigeria — (UPI)— and LeRoy Brown, club sweet- "Home Service Advisors, The next meeting was schedwith a bottle of "Arpege" and the declaration that . . . "The
sity's Experimental Teaching
chatted with Mrs. Thomas B. Center.
who visit all new residents uled to be held at the home of
The Lagos Daily Times re- heart,
the hostess' sister-in-law, Mrs. Negro had made more prog(Atty. Gladys) Shropshire of AMONG THE SICK
soon after they occupy a uni- Mr. and Mrs. 0. Griffin op
ported that police are investiMatthew (Alma) Thornton ress in the last decade than in
St. Mrs. Lucille Dot- 1t2;
Detroit (niece of Allie Mae
Recovering from surgery at gating attempts to assassinate appealed to Premier Sir Abu- ty, have found that 1,302 of Hunter
winning the consolation gift of all of the other decades of the
Roberts), Jet Mag's Fannie E. H. Crump Hospital is
draw Social Se- fins is president, Mrs. Willie
finger-tip towels and match- last 100 years."
Mrs. Finance Minister Chief Festus bakar Tafawa Balewa for po- the residents
curity and 592 receive Old Davis is the club reporter.
ing miniature imported soaps. I The protocol lineup of New 'Gaston. and Samuel Wester- , omega Hayes Shelto whose Okotie-Eboh. It said he had lice protection.
field of the Treasury Departmany friends are wishing her
MRS. ARNOLD ENTERTAINS Frontiersmen at the informal ment . . this
event also at- a quick recovery. Also, pert
Saturday night the manse , buffet dinner was headed by tended with Judge
Marjorie guidance counselor Frances D.
of MRS. JOHN R. (Juanita) President and Mrs. Kennedy: Lawson,
Hooks has returned home to
Arnold, 2046 South ParkwayI the beauteous first lady wear
Friday night was also the complete recovery from ana scarlet velvet suit with
East, was aglow with the high ,ing
:
spirits of members of SEMPER jet blouse and jet accessories,'Benefit Dance of the Urban other operation last week
, League Wives, held at the We hope that both will soon be
FIDEL'S and SKC BRIDGE Vice President and Mrs. LynCLUBS and several other don B. Johnson, Senator Ted Presidential Arms Ballroom, well and back at their duties
JuanitaK ennedy the President's which our friends did not at- at their respective schools.
guests
And we continue to wish Dr.
for the members of her two youngest brother and junior tend.
clubs. Here champagne corks senator from Massachusetts, Since the Legal Defense of W. W. Gibson the very best of
lent the familiar popping Sargent Shriver (head of the NAACP's Winter Conference our hopes for his recovery
was in session at the same from the laboratory accident,
sounds throughout evening Peace Corps) and Mrs. Shriver,
president's brother-in-law time at Howard University, also a happy and relaxful conwhere dinner consisted of deand sister; Atty. Gen. and Mrs. 1Atty. Willis and Atty. Sugar- valesCence before returning
licious Creole gumbo — just ;and
mon also had the opportuni- to his dear LeMoyne.
filled
with
lobster, crab,' Robert Kennedy; Dr. Erwin
shrimp, crayfish, chicken and Griswold, Dean of Harvard ty of attending some of the
sessions.
all the embellishments which Law School and Civil Rights
have made this dish an inter- Commission Chairman, and ' 'Twas altogether a grand
national favorite. Servcd with Mrs. Griswold; Dr. Robert G. and glorious week for Memphians Willis, Sugannon and
piping hot rice, tossed salad W ea v e r, administrator of
and completed with straw: Housing and Home Finance McDaniel. What's the formula
for such a coveted invitation
berry short cake,'twas a menu Agency, and Mrs. Weaver;
which received rave accolades. ' Ambassador to Finland Carl (which by the way, is almost
The bar provided scads of Rowan and Mrs. Rowan (He's likened to a command perforhors d'ouevres for the cock- ,the first Negro Ambatsador to mance)? And, remember too
PA",
'a European country); Georgia's that when the President and
tails.
his
lady
invite
a
guest
list
first
of
Negro
pudding
for
dessert!
Banana
congressman
since
Guests mingled throughout
family raves about this simple recipe." t
the inviting rooms of the Reconsruction, Cong. Leroy 1,000 from throughout the
country, just about 800 or
Mrs. Johnson admits."And I know it's!!
Johnson
of
Atlanta;
NAACP
home, with its white, blue and
nourishing because I make it with Carl
orchid and touches of gold executive director Roy Wil- more people are certain to be
nation. It's my milk for all my cooking
decorator colors in the living kins. Atty. and Mrs. James present—coming from "Tim-cocoa and cereals, too." Carnation in t
and'dining rooms and adjourn- Farmer and Dr. Spottswood buctu" if necessary! Unlike
red and white can is the world'aito
the
ing den, to the spacious up- Robinson III. Mr. Farmer and "How to Succeed in Business
favorite brand, by far.
stairs room and combination!Dr. Robinson, both Commis- Without Trying," this p 1 u m
•sion members who served in falls only to dedicated to
V
den.
r
;Here too, many familiar , the Memphis hearings, as Dr. , principle and party faithfuls.
recipe:
feces in the two clubs were Griswold, Atty. Farmer a Ne- So, dear readers, work for your
missing, including SKCers gro member; Mr. and Mrs. party—and you too may at
CARNATION double-quick ;I
Lbuise Davis, Minnie Woods,:John H. Johnson of Johnson least HOPE for such a bid to
A jet of live steam excome your way!
Marion Pride, Harriette Walk-!Publications.
BANANA PUDDING
Other VIPs--Secretary of De- CONGRATULATIONS
plodes, while the rice is
er—and Semper Fidelis
mem-Ifense McNamarra and Mrs. EDITOR
!
(Makes 4 to 6 sertingi)
ben.; Willie T. Jones, Adelaide
still in its husk, driving
,
V
Editor Thaddeus Stokes' ofRandall, Aretta J. Polk, Ar- McNamarra; Secretary of the
24 to 28 vanilla wafers
natural vitamins and miner' fice wall displays a handsome
dena Herndon. who were ill Interior Udall; Mrs. Daisy
Three happy, healthy little girls keep the David J. Johnson. Jr. home in Baltimore
.1 package vanilla pudding
or had illness in their families. Bates, Dr. Jeanne Noble, Dr. plaque, awarded for outals deep into each white
ringing with laughter and music. Here they enjoy a comparatively quiet "tea" party
and pie filling mix
SEC's Mellba Briscoe and Martin Luther King, Atty. standing Column Writing at
11,4
beside their doll house. Left to right Avis,
years; Marchell, 10: and Dana, 3.
grain. The result is a totally
Carter, Atty. and Mrs. the 12th Annual Awards Ban1 cup undiluted
"your scribe" were attending 'Robert
,
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
new rice ... high in food
the brilliant NDCC OFFICERS Jack Greenberg, he's the quet held at the Mound City
1 Cup water
MILITARY BALL at Carver Chief Counsel of NAACP; Press Club in St. Louis, Frivalue witti a fresh new
Ohio's
first
Negro
Congress- day, Feb. 22, at the Missouri
High School, where offspring
1 to 2 sliced bananas
flavor. Try it.
Diana Briscoe and Lynne Ulen man, Congressman Stokes of Room of the Statler Hilton.
a. 1-quart casserole with vanilla
Line
Cleveland;
New
York's
ConHe
was
an
honored
guest
and
were attending as Cadet sponwafers. Mix the pudding mix, Carnie
sors. Diana, also the Melrose gressman and Mrs. Watson; received the citation • for his
ton and water in a saucepan. Cook
High NDCC Queen vied, in
and plenty of Carnation-themilk with extra Vitamin D
according to package directions. Pour
.be field of seven talented,
half of pudding
for sparkling teeth, sturdy bones and glowing good health
beautiful contestants for the
crown of the 1963 Memphis
mixture into lined -..0111111MEM1111
NDCC Queen, and emerged as
casserole. Top
EndedParlsied RICE
"When they are good, they are very, of Fine Arts. He is sales supervisor for
the second alternate to the
Such Naturally Good
with banana slices.
very good," declares Mrs. Johnson. a leading Baltimore company.
Queen, Vera Merritt of CarPlace remaining
"And they often get a reward-banana "All my girls were Carnation babies,"
ver. We did not envy the lot of
wafers on top of
pudding for dessert!"(Recipe at right.)
•
the judges in such a close conMrs. Johnson points out. "The doctor
pudding. Cover
--N\t4f
test, where each of the seven
a.4
recommended it- and it's still their fawith remaining
"Marchell collects dolls and plays the
hying dolls had abounding and
pudding mixture.
vorite milk." Even when you add an
violin-and she and Dana are taking
distinctive talent.
Chill before serving.
equal amount of water, Carnation is
ballet." Mrs. Johnson studied voice and
.The glad tiding of Diane
4
music at Capitol University. Mr. John- richer than sweet, whole milk.•
e,*.re brought to the group of
NO.of Agriculture Handbook Stii.
avid dinner-bridge guests by
son studied at Pennsylvania Aestclemy
"Jr.,,, Contented Cave"
Composition of Foods
OUR 75th YEAR
(ADVERTISED IN
•Melbe just before they departed
the beautiful party.
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Merry
Go-Round

BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
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Walker School's Tea,}Mrs.
Civic League Meets Memphis

Housing Provides For
11,864 Children; 8,545 Adults

•

Imperial Club
Elects Officers

Club Gives Tea

•
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What are these little girls made of?
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Anna C Lok• A

The month of great events include: Misses Emma Jane.
has come to a close with many Beauregard and Annette Ferobservances being held. Let's guson, Bolivar; Peggy Barber:
'By CARLOTTA WATSON
,may help. Good luck in the try.
hope St. Valentine smiled on Grand Junction; Wilma Du.
•••
you with those tokens of love Pree, Ruby Plunkett, and NelCounselor
from loved ones. Every lucky lie Fuller, Madison County'
B. T. Washington High School /Dear Charlotta:
I My husband beats me all the
lady should be quite filled Dorothy Gentry and Erten(
MUSING:
with chocolates by this time. Jacoks of Humboldt; Madgie
Prolonged Brotherhood Week time. However, another womClimaxing Negro History Armstrong, Etta M. Chambers,
If any little word of mine may an has had him put in jail for
FLORITA M. NEILSON
GLADYS L. JONES
non support of her child. What
PEGGY BARBER
DELORES VAULX
Week, the social studies de- and Mary E. Blevins, and HoMake a life the brighter
partment of Merry Senior and sit L. Hughes, Selmer; Elsie
If any little song of mine may can I do?
Wife
Junior high school presented L. Puckett and Mary L. Rowe,
ifiake a heart the lighter,
an oratical contest in the Paris; Faye Joyce Weaver,
God help me speak the little Dear Wife:
Vaulx,
Delores
school auditorium. First place Memphis;
- word, and take my bit of You should have investigatGwendolyn
ed this before marriage. When
•singing
Federated Club,' Miss Neilson is the daugh- winner for the reading "The Gladys L. Jones,
Junior
Council,
Student
the
Ito
the
of
The
torney
—
Tenn.
JACKSON,
tied to anNegro Mother" was Martha P. Merry. Eleanor Grimes,
drop it in some lonely vale'you found he was
above pictured four beauties'choir member, and member of C.Y.F., Usher Board, and ter of Mrs. Beulah Neilson and
Florita Neilson, Gwendolyn
other woman by a previous
o set the echoes ringing
N.H.A. She enters the Youth Choir in her church. has been outstanding in dra- Shaw, 11th grade student.
conother
the
with
vying
be
will
have
matics and enters that divi- Second place went to Festus Long, and Paulette Willis of
Dramatics is also her talent.
If any little love of mine may marriage . . . then would
this year's title dramatic division.
for
testants
Jackson. Ail entries are high
been the time for you to make
' Make a life the sweeter
Vaulx, daughter of Mr. Miss Jones, the granddaugh- sion. A senior at Merry, she Freeman, 10th grade student
you do i cif "Miss Bronze West Ten-: Miss
14th school seniors, talented and
Ir6ny little care of mine makes a choice. Any thing
l and Mrs. Johnny Vaulx is a ter of Mrs. Ruthie Alley en- belongs to the dramatic club. who presented the 13th,
Amendments. In the academically bright students.
,now . . . someone is going to 'lessee.'
other lives completer
They are: Peggy Barber, senior at Merry high. She is ters the vocal division. A Mer- N.H.A., is a post deb, Sunday and 15th
Junior High division was Doro- Sorors on hand to make this
If any lift of mine may ease be hurt.
Grand Junction, Tenn.; and well known for her weekly ry High senior, she sings with School teacher, C.Y.F. mem9th grader as first an enjoyable affair were: Mrs.
the burden of another
Dolores Vaulx, Gladys Louise column of school news which the Quadtones and has re- ber, youth choir and Usher thy Fuller,
place winner and Victor Da- Alfreda Porter, co-chairman.
Gbd give me love and care and
Jones and Fiorito Marion Neil-'appears in the local daily. She ceived such special honors as Board member.
These are just four of the vis. 7th grade strident was Mrs. J. Pruitt, Mrs. L. Harristrength to help my toiling
also sings with the Quadtones, Best Singer in her class, "Miss
son of Jackson, Tenn.
place. They son, and Miss J. Reid.
brother.
Miss Barber, senior at Bol- is a cheer leader, past band Junior," Post Deb, first attend- attractive young ladies you awarded second
Music Members of the Vanity Fair
• ••
ivar Industrial high school is member, library student as- ant to Miss Hornet, 1981-82, is will see on March 22 in The each received a plaque.
Club met with Mrs. Vera
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. sistant, and music club mem- a cheerleader, treasurer of the Pageant, sponsored by the was furnished by the Merry
Dear Mrs. Watson:
under direc- Brooks for their last meeting
Johnnie Barber. An honor stu- iber. Also active in the corn-, N.H.A. and secretary to her Jackson Alumnae chapter of High Glee club
My brother-in-law is mean
which was held at the Kozy
Delta Sigma Theta sorority. tion of Mrs. E. C. Ramey.
dent, she is also defense at- munity, Miss Vaulx belongs I homeroom.
t'me. He tells my husband Citrus
In observance of Brother- Kitchen on Eastern Ave. Foleverything I do, and half of CHRISTIANSTED, St. Croix,
hood Week, the Student Coun- lowing the business session a
a% things I do not do. The bad Virgin Islands — (UPI) — The
cil at Merry high presented social hour was held at which
part of it is that my husband U.S. Agriculture Department
a program for the faculty and time a delicious dinner was
believes what he says and that will send a team of experts
student body at which time, served. Enjoying the fete
makes our home very unhappy. to determine whether citrus
Freddie
Mesdames
Franklin Kendrick, president were:
What can I do?
fruit can be produced in comof the Lane College Student Booth, Minnie Bush, Willie B.
Unhappy
mercial quantities in the VirSt. Luke Baptist Church, Government Assn. was the Hadley, Helen Jackson, Nancy
Unhappy:
gin Islands, the Virgin Islands
Williamson.
Ai
Stonewall St., has plan- keynote speaker. The theme Lyons, Etta B.
1280
ISIVI'he problem is with your Corporation announced.
used was "Brotherhood Be-'Misses Gladys Collins and
"Opentitled
a
ned
program
lusband and not your brother- If they report favorably, it
Johnnie Reid.
portunity Day." It is sched- gins with You and Me."
in-law. He certainly should be- was understood the Virgin Isuled for Sunday, March 3, Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll, presi- The Kozy Kitchen was also
lieve you before he believes lands government will purstarting during Sunday School dent of Lane College preached the setting for the meeting
his brother. I don't know what chase 1,700 acres of cane land
and continuing thru a 3 P.m. the sermon at Forrest Hgts.. of the Criterion Bridge club
the trouble is with your broth- from the Virgin Islands CorMethodist Church (white) to when Mrs. Rosetta McKissic
program.
ensin-law unless he is jealous poration and lease it to the
The church's pastor, Rev. T. a record crowd on Sunday,F served as hostess. Roast beef
of your husband's happy home. already formed Virgin Islands
H. Buckner, is expected to Feb. 17 in observance of Race was the main course of the
,Talk to your husband ... It Citrus Company, Inc.
! very tasty dinner that was
deliver a special sermon dur- Relations Sunday.
served preceding the game of
ing the 11 a.m. service. The CONTESTANTS FETED
featured speaker at the 3 p.m. The home of Mrs. A. L. bridge. Valuable prizes of
program will be Rev. James Cooke, Delta Sigma Theta sor- glassware went to Mrs. Vera
Trueheart, pastor of Prince Of or, was the setting for a lunch- Brooks for high score, Mrs.
Peace Baptist church. His eon honoring participants in Lula Bell Martin, second highannual "Miss est score and Mrs. Annie M.
choir and congregation are the fourth
expected to accompany him. Bronze West Tennessee Pag- Bond, consolation.
Among to appear on the eant" which will be staged at
Mrs. Charlese Golden was
program are the church's Merry High School on Friday, named regular sub for the
youth choir and deacons of March 22.
club at this meeting.
the church. The program is The attractive young ladies
by
the
being
sponsored
church's deacons and trustees. I. Reed, Jr. is chairman
of the deacon board.
• s -•sz.

Seek To Be Named 'Miss Bronze West Tennessee'
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Experts Study
Virgin Islands For
Growing

I

'Opportunity Day'
Celebrated At
SL Luke Church
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Announcing The
Formation of the

HARREL C. MOORE

To Give Music
Festival March 1

Realty Company

•

SPECIALIZING IN SALES, PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
AND REAL ESTATE LOANS.

PLEDGE: To give conscientious
personal service to each client.
Contact us for your Real Estate
needs.

schedome af
In op
DotWillie

Phon•s
1249% Thomas

525-3486
525-3487

GIRLS!!

GUEST AT MANSION

St. Andrew Nursery

A Music Festival has been
February 10. Miss Anderson was the Gov
planned by the Florence Mcernor's guest during a visit to Albany when
The St. Andrews Nursery Cleave
association
Music
she presented a concert at the Temple Israel recently sponsored a panel branch of the National Assofor the benefit of Welcome Chapel Missionary discussion: "A Better Home, ciation of Negro Musicians.
A Better Child, A Better Inc. Featured will be students
Baptist church of Albany.
Citizen."
of teachers in the association.
The discussion created so
Seventh Street Baptist Church,1 The Singing Union is under
The festival is scheduled for
1231 N. Seventh St., Sunday, the direction of Mrs. Willie much enthusiasm the director Friday, March 1 at Owen coldecided to continue it With lege, starting at 7:30 p.m.
March 3, at 3 p.m. On the Becton and Hosie Bell. Mrs.
r
htlisteptaopb
mrs ER ilvaeters
ere announced
ti nhetd
Students of the following losame day at 8 p.m., it is sehed- Eillian Warford will be the
cal music teachers are expected
uled to appear at St. Mark mistress of ceremony.
is the director.
to participate. Leatrice Bell,
The United Singing Union Baptist Church, 1804 N. Hol- -Mattie Bell, Dorothy T. Brown,
has made plans to meet at the lywnod St.
Elmertha Cole, Martha Flowers, Kathleen Irby, Mable
You who are hereinafter named ore hereby notified that the
Jones, Hattie Moseley, Seltun
time for payment on storage charges secured by lien upon
Ragsdale, Omar Robinson, Minyour property boo expired after due notices thereof hove
nie Slaughter, and ooMattie
you,
your
in
given
or
be
to
attempted
or
been given you
Swearengen.
rown in the Ace Movers and Storage Warehouse at 1260
The program will be a comand North Hollywood, Memphis, Tennessee. Said property
memoration of the organizawill be sold to the highest and best bidder at 12 3'Clock
tion's founder the late Mrs.
noon on Monday --March 11, 1963 and continuing from day
to day if necessary until all the goods are sold or until
Florence McCleave.
all the goods of our storage lien claims are satisfied.
Tickets can be purchased at
Owen College's business office.
The names of the respective individuals here notified toAdults 50-cent; children 25gether with a description of their respective lots of furniture, household goods, etc., following to wit:
cent.
The following accounts hove been notified at their last
known address of forclosure on said lots.

Miss Marian Anderson, the noted singer,
'and Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller of New
York chat at a reception given for Miss
Anderson by Governor Rockefeller at the
Executive Mansion, Albany, N. Y.. Sunday,

Singing Union
Meet March 3

GIRLS!,

HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT THE

MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST

•
A
\-\

Sponsored by
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
YOU MAY WIN PRIZES GALORE!
HAVE FUN WHILE YOU RUN IN THE MID-SOUTH'S
MOST EXCITING BEAUTY AND POPULARITY CONTEST

HERE ARE THE RULES READ THEM
RULES OF CONTEST
If you or• that young lady, r•sisal yours•If by entering th• "Mi•s
Mid-South" Contest which is being
th• Tri-State
by
sponsored
Wonder.
Here ai• the qualifications for
•ntering this contest.
(1) Any singl• young woman
' between the ages of 16 to 22
' leers of age, who has never been
married.
' (2) Must be of good reputation.
(3) Must be a member of som•
civic, social eir religious organl:ellen
(4) Must hoc., written content of
parents or guardian.
(5) Must hnv• ettein•d at least
two years in high lichee!.
Rules ef the popularity conPast include,
must register
Contestant.
with the Tri-State Defender not
lister than January 19th, 1961.
TIY• starting date for Cont•stants
to register is at 10 a.m., Saturday, Dec. 15, at the Tri-State
Defender office, 236 S. WellingOen AV*.

•

.1. Fneh contestant must pots the
official entry qualifications.
2. Must obtein entry qualification
quota of 200 °Hickl voters by
February 1, 1063 te continue in
contest.

•

3. Official starting dat• is D•c•rnbar 15, 1963 at 10t00
4. Ballots will Isis counted each
Saturday at 500 P.M., during the
entire t,rn• of contest. Ballots can
be brought or inoil•d to the Tr State Defender's office, at the
above address. Each week votes
will be counted, and ran in the next
issue of the 1,1-State Defender.
5. Each co.ite•tant must submit •
recent photoornoh of herself preferably (black & white, glossy,
5 v 71, bust.
6. Official ballots (votes) will appear in the Tri•Stet• Defender only.
7. For sinch new subscription of
the Ini-State Defender s•id by
contestant, bonus votes will be
awarded. For a 1 year's subscrie•
be
tien (66.00) 100 votes
awarded; 6 menthe subscriplien
(63.001 50 notes will be award•d
end for n 3 menthe subscription
(61.75) 25 yetis' will be owerd•d.
B. Each cotttttant Is eligible to
be 9m:sneered by business firm,
religious, secinl Or civic ergrrniz,
flan.
9. Contest ends April 13, 1963 at
5:00 P.N.
10. Winner will be nrinaunc•d April,
20, 1063, In the Tri•Stete Defender.
11. Coronation Bell will be held
May 4, 1963.
12. Decision ef judges final.
13. Entry fee 51.00.

SEND THIS FOR APPLICATION TO THE
MISS MID -SOUTH CONTEST
Memphis, Tennessee
—
236 S. Wellington

Please Send Ms An Application and Other
Information For The
MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST

Lot No. 1676 — Mrs. W. B. daggaley, 3066 Robbiedon St.,
1 complete '2 Bed.
Lot No. 1719 — Berry E. Barnes, 571 Lipford, City - 1-3
piece Bedroom suite, 1 cornplete Bed, 1
metal Dinette table and 5 chairs, Circulator Heater, Admiral Radio, 1 end Table, 1
Porch Chair, 2 Arm Chairs, 1 Window Fan
and all personal belongings.
Lot No. 1730 — Audrey Baker, 1620 Lake Grove, City • 4
piece Bedroom Suite, 1 Couch ond Ottoman.
Lot No. 1548 — Doyle Hamilton, 580 A.N. Seventh, City , 1 Gos Ranp,
1 Chest and Double Dr
Lot No. 1717 — June Parks (Curtis J. Firth), 911 E. Washington, Jon•sboro, Arkansas - 1 — 3 Pi•ce,
complete Bedroom suite, Couch & Chair,
2 Lamp Tables & Coffee Table (1), 1 Baby
Bed, Table and Three Choirs, apartment
Gas Range, 1 Norge Refri tlerator.
Lot No. 1697

Williams, 1543
Mr. or Mrs. T. 0. (L
S. Loramie, Cicero, Ill. - Gas Rang•,Buffet, 1 Metal Dinette Chair, 1 complete Bed.

ACE MOVERS & STORAGE CO.
Memphis, Tenn.

1260 North Hollywood
NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

HOLLAND APPLIANCE
SERVICE

726 E. McLEMORE
WH 8-8121

FACTORY AUTHORIZED —
PHONE

Call Us On All Your
Small and Large
Appliances

AGE

SCHOOL OR COLLEGE

OUR
WORK
IS
GUARANTEED

ALSO
4569
SUMMER
MU 5-8241

HOLLAND
APPLIANCE CO..

Manassas Chorus
To Give Musical
The Manassas Choral Group
has been engaged to present a
concert at Friendship Baptist
church, 1355 VollIntine St. at
3 p.m. Sunday. March 3. The
concert is being sponsored by
the church's Correspondence
Committee.
The musical program is open
to the public. Thomas Franklin is chairman of this year's
annual program. Rev. W. S.
Suggs is the pastor of the
church

Don't Sell Yourself Short!
RE:CESSION-DEPRESSION PROOF BUSINESS
EXCEPTIONAL HIGH EARNINUS
PART - TIME - WORK
FOR ADDED INCOME
Reliable party or persons, male or
female, wanted for this area to handle
the world famous R. C. A. and Sylvania
1 ELEVIS1ON and RADIO TUBES sold through
our latest modem typo tube testing and
merchandising units. Will not interfere with
your present employment.
To 'qualify you must have:
$3,495.00 Cash Available Immediately,
Car, 5 spare hours weekly. '
Should net up to $500.00 per month in
your spare time. This company will
extend financial assistance to full
time if desired. Do not answer unless
fully qiialified for the time and
investment.
.• • Income starts immediately.
• 0 Business is set up for you.
* • We secure locations.
• • Selling, soliciting or experience .
not necessary.
For pereonal interview in your citv,
write, please include phone number.
'ITLEVISION
P. 0. Box 3373
. Youngstown 12, Ohio

WEEK OF FEBRUARY 23. MARCH 1, 1963
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ASK YVETTE CHANTE:

DONALD DUCK

GLAMOR GIRLS

•

Hospital Patient Seeks
Male Friends 25 To 30

THE CISCO KID
RIDE TO THE FORT ANO TELL
EL CAFTAN &INN Wg4T WE
HAVE SEEN! I'M GOING TO
TRY TO RE5CuE CHIEF ,
6TANDIN6 BEAR!) -

ETTA KETT
IF ETTA PLAYS THAT
NUMBER ONCE MORE,
- I'LL GO STARK,
RAYING MAD..

You KNOW WRITERS
GET PAID A ROYALTY
EVERY TIME THEIR
SONG IS PLAYED
ON RADIO OR TV.!'

*
L.•

I'VE GOT A
HEADACHE
AND MY
STOMACHS
DOING THE
TWIST.'

IT'S WINGEY!
DO YOU FEEL
WELL ENOUGH
TO TALK
70 HIM

Dear Mme Chante:
;old and would like to meet a
I have read in your column young lady, 20-35, interested in
of instances where you have marriage and companionship. I
helped so many lonely men prefer a Christian type workand women, and I am writing ing girl who likes to dress
with hopel that you can help nice. She may have one or two
me.
children. Her weight should
I am a very lonely young not be over 180 pounds.
A. L. Moore
lady, seeking a companion. I
1727 Park Place
am 24 years of age, medium
brown skin, black hair, 5 feet
Apartment 5
tall, weigh 140 pounds. My
Brooklyn, N. Y.
• • •
hobby is reading, movies,
dancing, church and cooking. Dear Mme. Chante:
I would like to correspond I have been a reader of your
with men from 25 to 30 years column for some time and now
of age. I will answer all let- I wonder if it will help me.
ters.
I am a young man in my late
I am a patient at the West 30's, brown skin, black hair, 11-1_34,
Tennessee Hospitailooking to weight 198 pounds who would
C Xing Feature Syncl*atn, Inc .1143. World nets marvel
be discharged soon. I will give like to meet women around 25
to
35.
They
must be neat and
my forwarding address after I
"You've been checking up on me with another
receive mail. Please write to clean and looking for a steady
sum."
friend.
this address.
Jessie Williams
I will answer all letters. rear pets. Last
but not least, I Dear Mme. Chante:
842 Jefferson ave.
Please send picture. Thank
am a Christian.
I am a working woman
Memphis 3, Tenn.
you.
•
•
•
I'd love to correspond with ,ing in New York City. I am 51
Chuck Johnson
someone between the ages of years of age and would desirt
6641
/
2 Hayes Street
Dear Mme. Chante:
San Francisco. Calif.
I am a very lonely woman
43 and 50. One who is finished to meet a man, working or re.
•
•
•
in her early &I's. I have heard
running around and is anxious I tired. He must have good habthat you work wonders and Dear Mme. Chante:
to settle down; a Christian- its.
Being a newcomer to Chicawould like for you to work a
hearted person, decent and re-'
Sarah Palmer
wonder for poor lonely me. go, where I am studying law, I
I would like to correspond find it very lonely and desire spectable, loving and affection..]
525 W. 151st Street
with a Mexican man between to meet a sincere young lady ate, must like to go to church. 1
New York City
the ages of 29-31. I will an- who wishes to acquaint me Don't forget to state that II
• • *
swer all letters. He must be with the city and most of all, look much younger than
my
I
Dear
Mme.
Chante:
considering marriage. Thank create an everlasting friendI am a very lonely woman.
ship. Age or looks do not mat- age.
you.
ter, but a sincere intention I'll be living in Brooklyn I am 25 years old, 5 feet,.
Rosa Mae Cammel
does. All serious letters will when I get there but I am not inches tall, weigh 195 lbs.
Route 2, Box 141
be acknowledged.
Independence, La.
quite sure how soon. My let- have black hair, brown eye
meAdithimighbroswchnooclomgpraledxulaotren.t
• • •
Juan Rivera
ters can be sent to the ad1230 W. Adams
Dear Mme. Chante:
dress below,
am attending night school to
Chicago
I should like to become a
become a secretary.
*
*
*
Thanking
you
in
anticipaHow
IMAGINE I-10W
member of your Pen-pal club.
/
711L PAY YOU FOR
tion.
I would be very much iaTHE MONEY
My name is Ruby Dale. I am Dear Mme. Chante:
ABOUT L NOT PLAYING Ir."'
Veda Henry
terested in meeting some nide
iN!
ROLL
"-MUST
2.,. . OKAY? 39 years of age, brown com- Hope the New Year has
A DEAL?
2 A Delacree Road
fellow who means to do the
plexion with dark brown eyes, found you in perfect health,
Kingston, 13, Jamaica, W.I. right thing and who wants*
black hair, 5 feet, 4 inches tall, also enjoying life at its fullest.
•
•
•
marry. I am free to travdl.
1
weighing 145 pounds. I have
This is my second letter to
Dear Mme. Chante:
The fellow should be between
you, but I am afraid the first
never been married.
1 am writing concerning a the age of 30-45 years of age.
I am very lonely and would was not properly stated.
correspondent. Please direct I will exchange photos.
be overjoyed to correspond
I would like to become a me in finding a wonderful
Dorothy Turner
with any other lonely person. member of your Pen-pal Club.
friend.
477 C.P.W. No. 31
Thank you.
Is there a possibility of getting I am 42 years
New
..
Yor
.k 25, N.Y.
of age, 5 feet
Ruby Dale
me a pen pal without advertis- 4 inches tall, light brown corn11 Y Tower Street
ing my name in a magazine?
n'caO•n•••
plexion. I wear glasses. My
i
Kingston, Jamaica; W. I.
This is my position: I'll be profession is beauty culture. I Dear Mme. Chante:
• • •
coming to the U. S. A. shortly am looking for a sincere cornI would be happy if yob
to visit relatives and I do not panion with a kind disposition. would be kind enough to pubDear Mme. Chante:
want
appreciate
I
would
them
greatly
it
to
know
I
have
Thank
you.
WINGEY ISN'T TAKING DEBBY
kVI-IEN SHE
lish my name and address in
if you would get me in touch written for a Pen-pal, at least
Esther Summers
TO THE DANCE,
GETS OFF THE
your pen-pal column.
nice
middle-aged
not
with
yet.
a
If
it
womcould
be
kept
ALL—HE
conAFTER
3042 East 83rd Street
PHONE,CALL
I am a woman 40 years old,
ME!
JuSTASIcED
California.
fidential,
from
an;
preferably
I
would
appreciate
Cleveland,
Ohio
THE DOCTOR!
light brown complexion.
descent.ap
I
Please have her send photo it.
• * •
o Cuban and Irish
arf
,-47;•-•1
in first letter.
My name is Veda Henry. I Dear Mme. Chante:
am approximately 5 feet tall,
'II
a
Johnnie Ray Taylor
am a Panamanian by birth, but I would like to meet and weight about 145 pounds.
4918 S. Indiana Ave.
I grew up in Jamaica. I was write to both men and women. I would like to have male
Chicago
born June 2, 1919. I am a small I am a lonely widow of two and female correspondents.
?
•
•
*
person, height 4 feet, 111
/
2 in- years.
Many thanks. I am orginalches barefooted, weight 100
Dear Mme. Chante:
I will answer all mail ly from the British West inI am an employed brown- pounds, bust 33, waist 26, hips promptly.
dies Jamaica.
skin man, six feet, 180 pounds, 37, color, dark brown or light
(Mrs.) Rose Patterson
Mae Walstine
good health, wife recently died black. I am a dressmaker, hob900 W. Federal Street
1128 E. Fayette St?
:
by
is
reading,
long
years
illness.
and I love to
after
I am 38
Youngstown, Ohio
Syracuse 10, N.Y.

THE FLOP FAMILY

POPEYE
Po'N...ht-L t.Otl NI,1b t-sk-tt_q
ne- 5EE5 AL1-‘400 f50064-4T, flotl
NO
t-Joi.IT

5eErsi0N(.- t•101,
1e4 L\KE..
WATER -1',..s5T Wet‘T•LIt5t-kF_. GETS

THIS WILL LET goLi OoT TWO 416liT5
P, WEEK foR P MONTH FoR
POKZR , OEFNR

_
ASK HIM! I COMMAND
YOU TO ASK HIM!!
PLEASE ASK HIM!
DON'T WAIT! ASK HIM!
GOON! ASK HIM!
ASK HIM!

..1„ws4A-r DOES HE WANTS?
HE ASKED
TO TALK
TO You!

DID YOU BRING A
LUNCH WITH YOU')
7
'

oitE4
69A.T

-5..r41.4--•

BRICK BRADFORD
AccoizoiNIG iti
THAT'S rr, FATHER! INSTRuMENTATioN,
How" Ti-it AIR
PLENTy OF
ourrsiPE?
OXYGEN...COMPARABLE
TO OUR Own!
PLANET!

WE'LL GET ABoL,T
BUT You CANT
cue BUSINESS!
GO ALONE,
YOU STAY wro-i THE
PRINCESS!
SHIP AND OPERATE
COmPuTEzs!

FATHER, DON'T WORRY
ABOUT ME! ACTIVATE
THE AUTOMATON
't IT WILL ACCOMPANY

1-ALL I 14AS (A
.1•1 APPLE!
TO EAT IS
AN APPLE!

THE FIST REAL FOOD
MUCKOVIA IN SIX
MONTs-J.
S2)
GIVE IT
TO ME!

BLOW ME DOWN! I DIDN'T
- N;e4w
MEAN TO START INTERNAL HE GAVI
IT TO
p
TROUBLES IN
j•
MUCKOVIA!

PREMIE
YOU GE
-sus a
CORES
RZN,

4.
14
•
--t
•

4
•

SECRET AGENT X9
WE'LL START WITH THESE,
mAeSE
CATI-tEe.
St-touLD BE TRANSPARENT
REDEEMABLE IN AMERICAN CRYSTALLIZED
CARBON HAS
CURRENCY!.
NO VALUE
HERE-

Ono
50uN7E GOOP
YOU KNOW,I'M WINS
BUT I'M NOT GOING
To TAKE A VACATION! /
ANY FARTHER THAN
HAve A FRIEND WHO OWNS DR.EASTLAND'S
A FtANc44 OUT viesr!
i-A6.... I'm GOING
TO St-CEP Foe
PANS

EANWHYLE THE 7/ME-Ti:10
OF/TS RETLIEN 70 eAR7H,

"41FAE/eVa

SPLAT

(CS-

------

213

SEVERAL OF TIE EsIus
THAT 0ANK RCeeERY WERE
/AARKEO, PHIL-AAD THEY'RE
1E6INNIN6 lb SNOW UP
RE6ULARLWIEFIa. THEN
HERE. AND HERE!

•-ren4 NO VALID DESCRIPTICN
OF THEM OR THEIR CAR-THEY
CVULD OPE IN RleHTANOGR
OUR NO606!

WINN
The]
it

0

tiP• o
clisktip

ht'
t41 hat
tie ju
Gene
t1441
strong
ta
ee,p I
Ti
wn
M'orm
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involv
ship
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the 1
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day
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IN PREP LEAGUE

SPORTS
HORIZON

woman'.
feet,
lbs.,
n eye,
K ion.
irate, I
boo! to

Ich ione nide
do the
ants to
travel.
etween
of age.

31
N.Y., ;

if yob
to pubress in

ars old,
1. I
icent.
.et, tall,
)ounds.
.? male
ints.
rginalest In-

st.,
.Y.

From Behind To Overrun

Melrose pulled two more Sandridge with 11 points but
stirring comebacks to finish'Smith took up the slack with
the season in second place one•20 markers. Roosevelt Shelton
' game behind pennant winning kept the flu hampered Red
Lester. The Golden Wildcats Devils in the game by meshisecond place Melrose before a
WINNER WITH DRAW
came from deficits of 24-8 at ing 17 points.
so
crowd.
It
or,near-capacity
win
say
you
can
'they
the end of the first quarter arid
In a non-league game Wes
'happened that the biggest
let it all in the desert city of
35-23 at halftime to overtake ley Mitchell threw in 28 points,'
a
fireworks
erupted
with
just
Vegas, with one revoluI;
Lester, 69-64. Rangy Bobby to allow Manassas to avengel
'few hundred fans in the gymti‘• of the fists. Middleweight
Smith took dead aim on the an earlier defeat to Geeter,
a
possible
nasium.
To
avoid
champion Dick Tiger didn't
baskets from all angles to score downing the Shelby Countians
clash between the followers of
ti or lose in last Saturday
a near record 43 points to lead 82-76. The District I tourney is,
rivals,
the
Mel
the
two
heated
14 ht's title scrap but managed
Melrose to an undefeated rec- slated for February 27, 28, and
rose management ordered all
te bang on to his crown after
,ed on its home floor. On last March 1.
the
Melrose
students
to
leave
the judges voted his tussle with
Wednesday night Melrose LEAGUE STANDINGS
premises first.
Gene Fullmer a draw. Being
wiped out a 39-38 Douglass School
W L Pct.
learned
that
a
It
was
later
me defending champ, thel
,lead to defeat the Red Devils , Lester
12 2 .857
few known troublemakers
strong Nigerian was allowed to
on the latter's home court, 55- Melrose
11
3 .786
Utah'were kept in the gym for safe
keep his 160 pound title.
50.
Washington
9 5 .643
'keeping. However, when one o
Tiger had wrestled the
Against Lester Melrose was Douglass
7 7 .500
them wandered over in .a
wn away from the
nearly helpless against the'Carver
7 7 .500
,crowd of Lester players and
Mormon last year in San Fran-i
taller Lions before sophomore Bertrand
7 7 .500
fighting broke out
cisco. Ironically, Fullmer was Ifollowers,
Smith took personal charge of Manassas
2 12 .1431
Ion the gym floor. The fan was
involved in another championCHAMPION BASE STEALER MAURY WILL
his team's offense in the third Hamilton
1 13 .071 1
was
accused
of
agitating,
and
ship bout which ended in a
TIGERBELLE MEMENTOES
period. Smith, a steady perlquickly mauled by some play- Champion base stealer Maury Wills, chosen male athlete
stalemate. In both cases, it 5p-1
former all season but went un- TOP SCORERS
Tennessee Slate's Russian-American meet and AAU 200
year in a natIon-wide poll, receives the Frederick C.
ers
and
fans
before
police
and
of
the
peered Fullmer did little to
noticed because of the early,Jones, Lester
14 305 21.9 meter sprint champion. 'titian Brown, presented blond
faculty members could break it Miller Memorial trophy from Walter S. Driskill, director
gain an even break. Joey Giarseason high scoring of team- Sandridge, Mel. 13 278 2.78' .lutta Heine, European 200 meter champion, a monogramed
up.
the
Miller
marketing
for
Brewing
Company,
at
a
banof
dello and the bull rushing Full.
male James Sandridge, gar- Smith, Mel.
13 247 19.0 University sweater, a University crest charm bracelet and
The entire Lester team, all, quet In Milwaukee. Last season, Wills broke Ty Cobb's 47
mer fought to a draw when'
nered 16 of 21 points credited Mitchell, Man.
14 229 16.5
not
guilty,
was
placed
pennant on behalf of her teammates and
stealing
old
record
by
104
Los
Angeles
bases
for
the
year
the latter reigned over the
to Melrose in the third quar- Todd, Bertrand 13 188 14.7 a Tennessee State
under police custody. Onel
th University during the Louisville-staged Mason-Dixon
Dodgers. A similar trophy was awarded to Dawn Fraser,
middleweights.
145
ter.
177
Melrose
13
Thomas,
, ,The Fullmer camp claimed along with the heckler, was
Despite Smith's hot night I Shelton, Doug.
13 183 14.1 Games last Saturday night. Tigerbelle Edith McGuire won
fined the mixt day in court. Australian swinuning star who was named female athlete
that a case of dysentery was
in
appeared
to
be
Lester
still
of
the
year.
The
14
188 134 the 70 yard dash over the touring German sprint.
Frederick
('.
Miller
Memorial
Trophy
is
BTW
Weakley,
Many feel this situation was
the reason for the first fight
charge. However, the prep'
I mishandled. Ill feeling was named for the late president of the Miller Brewing Comloss. Most of the evening, bechamps never really regained
prevalent between Melrose and pany who Was famed as a sports patron and also for his
fore an audience sprinkled with
their first half edge. showing'
—
Golden own athletic achievements as a football star at Notre Dame.
Hollywood celebrities, Fullmer .
signs of being slightly demorwas busy back-pedaling away Wildcats had protested because
alized because of the ineffec-i
l of rough play in the first meet.1 game, the Orange Mounders
Cham-,felt sorry for Goliath. He was 'places as the biggest player. If
from the stalking Tiger.
tiveness of its defense against NEW YORK -- Wilt
i killed by a smaller man. What I Wee 6-8 or 6-9 and scoring 50
biggest
berlain,
basketball's
CAGERS TURN PUGILISTS !ing of the squads at Lester. have been instalieci as co-taa one man adversary.
IThe Lester contingent felt that vorites with Lester to gain
(fans, sportswriters) do id points it would be different. I
Lester High Lions, basketLester had four players in star, considers himself one of,theY
they
take a little bit a w a y would be regarded with more
bill champions of the Prep the Melrose officials sided with berths in the Regional DI tout
by
Richard
double figures led
the game's outstanding underthe outsiders when a goodliney that follows next week at
what he does and give it respect. I hear people say, 'All
Ifrom
got
'
league for this season,
Jones' 26 points. Charles Bow- dogs — and because of his size
fellow who is inferior he has to do is dunk the ball.'
the
to
Wrightl
ught in the middle of an on- word in their behalf could, w odstock,
Charles
ers had 15 with
The San Francisco Warriors;
gone a long way toward!I Both will receive byes and
height and weigbt, never I don't see how they can think
of.in
incident
last
week'
Itirtunate
and Charles Paulk scoring 10 center blames "the image
magnifying an al- be idle the first nigh, taking
realizing what the big man'that. I've got a lot of shots.
at Melrose. The Lions had just,easing, not
each. After a slow start Sand- bigness" for the casual attitudel
nasty :tit:ration.
has t° go through. This is hu- They don't see that."
on
two
quarterfinal
winners
dropped a close 'decision to ready
ridge finished with 16.
of sportswriters and fans to
The Chamberlain interview
man nature. No one roots for
...,_
TOURNEY AT BTW
.1hursday. Their opponents will
In'
TOURNEY BEGINS TONIGHT wards his accomplishments.
,is titled "No One Roots for Gopub.!Goliath."
Because of thr. incident, it is come from two games that will
Douglass tried desperately to a tape-recorded interview
Complaining that his seven- liath." Sport devotes its entire
"MEN AND WOMEN
believed that all of the District involve Washington, Douglass,
. upset Melrose and avoid a lished in the current (April)1'foot, one-an-three-sixteenth- : April issue, released, today, to
,
READ THIS"
I tournament games will be ! Carver and Bertrand. The last
Sportmagazine,
,
fourth place tie with Carver issue o
to!inch frame is considered the.the theme of "The Underdog."
Thousands of men and women to. played at the Blair T. Hunt three are tied for fourth place
and Bertrand but failed after berlain compares himself
.primary reason for his scoring'
dey f••I young and actly• up to Gym on the Washington cam- and a flip of the coins will be
Philistine:
legendary
carrying a scant one point lead the
75. That tir•d, weak and rundown pus. Originally, just the open- needed to decide positions.
says
"It's like David and Goliath. success, Chamberlain
into the final quarter. The Red
feeling, may only be from th• need
Lester
bracketed
will
be
fort
ing
night
action
was
slated
of a supplement. Try RUNOTE X,
:Devils were able to bottle up David killed Goliath, No onei"I've been billed in so tnanv
MONROE CURRIN
natur•s •w n A P E RTIF today. Washington (Wednesday) to- with the third and fifth place
Mon•y brisk f not completely night. Thursday and Friday finishers, while Melrose heads
satisfirsd aft•t 3 bottl”. Only
for Ithe fourth and sixth place'
$3.00 for a two week supply. night sites were scheduled
,
Send C.O.D., Ch • k of Ni*".Y- the gymnasiums of the second teams.
place and first place teams ini There could be some real
Ord., now.
that order. Thus, the semi-fl- spoilers among the six particiDefeating tough Alabama LeMoyne 59, Alabama State 57
LeMoyne's sophomore flash battle.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
nals would have been at Mel- pating teams. Lester is the,from Halls, Tenn., high-scorState, and holding the high-scoring Fisk 69, South Carolina 65
Against
Alabama
239 EAST 115th STREET
rose, and the finals for Lester. defending champ.
'The
United States protested to
Currin,. was named here's how the individual scor- Benedict to a tight score Tuskegee 80, Lane 79
iins,
Monroe
I
P. O. BOX 204
The way Melrose rallied to!LE MOYNE PLAYS WELL in , to the all-conference first five ing went for the Magicians: within seven hours is a credit Clark 67, Bethune-Cookman 60 Somalia against the stoning of
NEW YORK 29, N. Y.
73'the U. S. embassy in Mogadia, beat Lester in the Lions' last LeMoyne was defeated ' of the SIAC basketball tour- Currin, 22; Gordon, 14; Gaines, to Coach Jerry C. Johnson Benedict 77, LeMoyne
ithe first round of action last
cio, the African nation's capinament just completed at 9; Wright and Hambric, 4 and his Magicians. Again it FRIDAY
week in the S.I.A.C. tourna54,
Tuskrgee
45
Clark
that
LeMoyne
tal.
Tuskagee. Fisk of Nashville each, and Dumas and Heren- was obvious
dp••••••..........s.....inimmininips ment at Tuskegee, Alabama,
It also said it had "under
lacks adequate bench strength, Fisk 102, Benedict 66
won the meet, defeating the ton 3 each.
•
but not before putting up
SATURDAY—(Finals)
remembered
must
be
study" Somalia's request for
In the losing fight against and it
II
a highly touted Clark machine
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
II gallant fight.
Benedict, Currin got 20; Da- too that Benedict sat on the Fisk 62, Clark 54 (Champion- military assistance. The Sofrom Atlanta, 62-54.
0:
Faced with the task of playship)
malis were angered at the
nationally by mes, 19: Gordon, 11; Gaines, sidelines sizing up the MaCurrin,
ranked
" ing an afternoon and night
NAIA and NCAA as a top 10; Bankston, 9, and Wright gicians as they went against Tuskegee 112, Benedict 87 United States for giving arms
•
game, the Magicians edged
(Consolation)
to Ethiopia, but not Somalia.
Alabama State.
corer, was the floor-burner and Herenton, 2 each.
Alabama State, 59-57, in the
•
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
The tournament went this
LeMoyne's iron-man role
LeMoyne played bang-up
•
day match only to fall later in in
Sat. or Sun. $1.25
Monday
of playing two games within defensive games in both con- way:
• Sat. Open AM, to 6 P.M.
• the evening to Benedict of Co- seven
hours at the outset of tests and more or less resort- THURSDAY
thru
ll!
Sun. Open 11 A.M. t• 2 P.M.
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
lumbia South Carolina, 77-73.
tournament
last Thursday. ed to control ball. They were Bethune-Cookman 93, Knox•
the
Friday
• With a little luck in the draw- LeMoyne, seeded
ville 78
•
No. 1 un- cautious and were determined
OK LIABILITY INSURANCE — EVERYBODY
ings, the Purple Waves might
Dickerson rating sys- to make every shot count.
der
the
•
CAREFUL DRIVERS — LOWER RATES
II have bettered their 1961 - 62
•
players
Benedict
defeated Alabama State, Three
!fourth place finish in this an- tem,
•
3100 Summer at Baltic
in the sccond opener pulled up lame after the en1
1 %••xemmanummisme•••••••••E nual conference hoop festival. 59-57,
starting at 2:30 p.m., and lost gagement with LeMoyne and
77-73 to Benedict in the sixth did not appear in other BeneCOLUMBIAN TOWER
IA B8971
contest which got underway dict contests during the remainder of the meet. This acOK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
at 9 p.m.
Currin got 22 points in the counted for high scores posted
first tilt, and deposited 20 against Benedict's charges in
more in LeMoyne's second their last two games.

•

nan liv
I am 51
d desire
.g or rehab-
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Chamberlain Says 'Size Makes Him An Underdog'

LeMoyne eager Named All-Conference By SIAC

U.S, Protests
Embassy Riots
•
In Somalia

THE RUMOTEX COMPANY

:CAR WASH $

• SUMMER AVE CAR WASH •

OK Automobile Insurance
WILT
CHAMBERLAIN
SOUNDS OFF! 1Call: CHARLES WASHBURNi

John Ronza's

CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS
2159 CENTRAL AT COOPER

BR 6.7573

MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
HUNKY DORY

CANE COLE

7 to 8:30 A.M.

12:30 to 1:30 P.M.

11 to 12:30 A.M.

3 P.M. to Sign Off

AREA
LARGE PAR/0 \
"SHOP CENTRAL — AND SAVE"

RAMBLER FOR 1963
"THE CAR WITH THE PERSONAL APPEAL"
If you trade a '58, '59 or '60 Rambler, Ford or
Chevy in average condition, your payments will
equal those on chart below

0
GOLDEN

GIRL

WILD BILL
4 to 7 A.M.

8:30 to 9:30 A.M.
2 to 3 P.M.

WLOK
Catt.
BRO. BOB
9:30 to 11 A.M.

1 480

1:30 to 2 P.M.

880 AMBASSADOR
'60 - $49.39 per mo.
'59 - $57.41 per mo.
'58 - $62.99 per mo.
550 CLASSIC '60 - $30.00 per mo.
'59 - $34.00 per mo.
'
'58 - $41.14 per mo.
220 AMERICAN '60 - $23.36 per mo.
'59 - $29.59 per mo.
'58 • $33.49 per mo.

SECURITY
RAMBLER
695 UNION

/A 5-6391

NO ONE ROOTS FOR GOLIATH in a hard-hitting
exclusive interview in April
SPORT magazine, now on
sale. Find out why basketball's biggest star considers
himself the game's biggest
underdog ... why his height
is his disadvantage ... what
he really thinks about other
NBA stars like Russell and
Cousy and many others. Plus,
in the same exciting issue enter
SPORT'S GIANT $7,000
SPORT QUIZ
Test your sports IQ and make
your know-how pay big dividends! First prize $2500 and
many other big cash awards
and valuable prizes. Complete
details and entry rules in the
April issue of SPORT
PLUS: Articles on Ernie
Banks • Stan Musial • Althea Gibson • Ed Mathews,
and many more!

SPORT

Magazine

NOW ON SALE EVERYWHERE!

Buy Your
1963
Cars Or
Used Cars

From Us
FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE

HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD
WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
DEALERS

THIRD & CMS°
!A 6-8871

at BILL SPEROS
For The Best Deal
CHRYSLER: 4 Door Newport...52,68P
PLYMOUTH: Beat Ford & Chevrolet
8 out of 10 (First Places).s1,995"
VALIANT: Nobody beats Valiant for
S1,79500"
Value

BILL SPEROS,Inc.
CHRYSLER, PLYMOUTH, VALIANT
309 Union Avenue

Rho 525-0581

YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND THE GRAND OPENING OF THE

HARREL

C.

MOORE

REALTY CO.

SUNDAY, MARCH 3,1963 at 3.00 P.M.

12 191
/
2

T11011.k,

,

DEFENDER

t'at' 1!

CATURDAY, MARCH 2, 1963

Court Upset Of
Sit-In Fines
Upsets S.C.

Classified
Apts. For Rent

COLUMBIA, S. C. — (UPI) FIJRNISHEI) RODE wiTti Hal V411 lights Arraigned Phone
".
— South Carolina Atty. Gen. BRbid61154,
aniel ii. McLeod said he had
REMODELED
NEWLY

Ads

Help Wanted

Situation Wanted

RAGSDALE EMPLOY MEINT
Lit.. ileauty Operator to Work In
Whit. Beauty Shop
Maid Comb
1128 Wk.
Short Order Cook
fat up
Cok,k
M•ids
JA 5-4589
WOMAN 1tENiRJ4,8 JOB AS MAID OR
tarry-enter five days a week. Call.
IlL 8-4551

EXPERIENCED
BEAUTICIANS
wants 500 as shampooer In white
shop or as seamstresa. JA 3-2464.
Kerep

children

in

home

for

woyaps

- BEDROOM • L R. KITCHEN mothere—by the day, week. or mdlIth.
kpected a better result" than 3Bath
- 1158 Gauen° - PRONK
Can FA 4.5166 for Information. e
WH 2-5537
Rev end St s 1. W. Si .re
the U.S. Supreme Court's overruling of breach of peace con- NEWLY DECORATED TWO ROOM
APARTMENT FOR RENT AT 605
victions against 187 Negroes S. WELLINGTON, UPSTAIRS, $25.00.
Special Services
Water furnished. Call BR 2-2115.
WOULD LIEN WORK AS COMMON
here.
Ironer or keep cruiriren.
3-ROOM APT. BRICK DUPLEX VERY
HOMEWORKERN WANTED
"The judges expressed great NICE. 840.00. CALL WH 6.6645 or Call. WH /4-21111.
We will send you the names end
addreasee of 50 U.S. Berns that URinterest in this case," McLeod JA 6-281111. Mr. E. L. Young.
Hom•workfirs Wantod: GENTLY NEED HOMEWORKERS for
UNFURNISHED ROOMS
said. "Every judge on the
Rush your name,
,,,v• will sena you rite complete names only 25candpostpaid!
35- today to Farmer 210
bench except (William O.) 2 1ge, unfurn. rm& for rent end add... of 50 LES. firms that address.
TS Fifth Ave, New York 10, N.Y.
Wit 2-3937. call after 5 P.m.
URCIENTLY NEED HIIMISWOltEERN
Douglas asked me a question. 1.-,ISFURNIRNRII
postpaid' Roan your Piano Tuned. Have your piano tuned
ROOMS FOR RENT tor only 25c
Leading counsel argued the 2 Ige. unfurnished
and 25e today to like new C•II BR 2-7644 for service.
rooms for rent. name. ecidr elm
FARMER 211)1'S kilts Ave. New York Only 810 00
WH 2-3937, call after 5 p.m.
case for the NAACP."
10 N.Y.

Frank Powell, the magistrate

who tried the cases here, said
"the court's ruling is the law
of the land and we will abide

by the law."

Hold Mother Of
5 In Slaving
Of Her Husband
"FLY BLACKBIRD"

JANESVILLE, W i s.—(UPI)
—Lois Jackson, 35, rural Benot to protest racial discrimination, and let well enough loit, was held on a open charge
alone. Dr. Crocker is portrayed by Professor James W. in the county jail in connecButcher of the department of drama. Adapted from a book tion with the fatal shooting of
by James Hatch, the play won the Oble Award for the her husband.
Jim Henry Jackson, 39, was
best musical in New York City last season. It opens Thursdead on arrival at a Beloit
day, February 28.
Hospital with 38 caliber bullet
wounds in his head and chest
Police said Mrs. Jackson apparently shot him during an

Washington, D. C. — Members of Howard University's
student dramatic group The Howard Players) are shown
as they rehearse a scene from their forthcoming play, "Fly
Blackbird," a musical satire about racial conditions in
America. In this scene college students are interrupted by
Dr. Crocker (right), a pseudoliberal who admonishes them

LAKEVIEWING WITH GERRI

argument in their home.
The couple and their five
children recently moved to
Beloit from East Chicago
Heights, Ill.

DELIGHTFUL SPRING

!their Annual Charity Ball
which will be held this Friday
IS NEAR
BallOnce again, the season of night in the Mezzanine
sackcloth and ashes is upon us, room of the Municipal Audiand thougn by religious con- torium. Lakeviewites are co-

notation, it is a time for pray- operating beautifully inasmuch
ers and penance, rigorous r,,p- as Bill Harvey's mod from

aration and stringent self dis- Club Handy (Stine and Suncipline, it is no, without i ts beam Mitcrielp will play for
affair, Lakeview Managet
compensation. Springtime and the
Realty cornall the promise of Inc haster-!ment and Peace
panics are sponsoring a "Livp
tide lie at the end of the 40 ing
Ad" and many residents
days and 40 nights wnich foilow Ash Wednesday — reward are planning to attend and
for any temporary ascaticism. . support this annual affair.
"'Twas The Best Party
•••
Dilipnt workers f-r Heart Ever," said the younger set
Sunday were Mrs. Henry A. which attended a lavish Val- ,
Neale, Mrs. Harold Galic,way, entine Party at the lovely Hon- 1
Mrs. Joseph P. Atkins, Mrs. duras Drive abode of Zita
Maurice owlio. Mrs. Russell Jackson. charming daugnter of
Burnett, Mrs. Leonie Taylor, Dr. and Mrs. H. Ralph Jack - •
Mrs. Evelyn Rogers, Mrs. Hat- SOC.
tie Alexander, Mrs. A. Keys, Those who voiced their opinNASHVILLE
Mrs. Marvin Totes, Mrs. Anna i ons in attendance were
J. Gordon Bennett, TVA executive of Paris and West TenRose Brown, Mrs. William nice Luellen, Sheila Grant,
Patricia Applewhite. Carolyn
nesKe R^gional Cancer Crusade chairman is shown disWeeks, Mrs. Charles Burnet), P
Mrs. Thomas P. Miller and Mrs. Clayborne, Janet Dixon, Fran- cussing plans for the 1963 American Cancer Society's anMildred C. Harrison, with your c•t: Mormon. Patricia Jones,
nual Crusade with Ralph Edwards television and entertanBeverly Smith, Ophelia Jones,
scribe serving as captain for B
ment personality and who is serving as the National Crusade
Bettye Sartin, Bettye Crowe,
Lakeview.
Chairman for the 1963 Crusade. Bennett said, "It is cerThese volunteers did a re- Dorothy Buckley, Larry Woodtainly a privilege to be able to work with Ralph Edwards,
markable job in their march aril, Charles Ballard, Marrio •
who expected to appear in Memphis, April 8 onbehalf
for funds and so did the donors Givens, James Johnson, Lu- of theisCrusade."
in their giving to destroy the verna Boyd, Donald Sherman,•
nation's "Number One Killer." Jacqueline McCauley, Lacy —
Our appreciation is extended McCauley. Robert Woodard, William L. (Leona) Jamison,
to all who served in whatever Beverly Gilbert, Elliot Gilbert, who was recently injured in an
Michael Gilbart, Cassandra accident.
capacity.
John L. Smith, a member of
Victor James, Beverly Newcomers to the Gardens
J
Inspite of the "flu bug," our James,
St. Stephens Baptist church,
Rowland,
Simmons,
Thomas
recently are Mr. and Mrs. Lucommunity was most
Dickee Burns. Billy Jackson. cic:!s Howard and Mr. and Mrs. was the main speaker during a
sive.
Gary Foster, ..12.7kie Swift and P. V. Macmillan. Mr. Macmil- program of the ACE League at
• ••
lan is an executive with the St. Andrew AME church, last
Lakeview J-U-G-S members. Janet Jones.
Hester Miller, Nedra Smith To all those who have been Boys Scouts and the Madam Sunday evening. He addressed
stricken
by the flu, Gerri wish- is
with the Memphis City himself to "Youth Today In A
and your scribe, are busy
hurrying and scurrying hither, es you a speedy recovery from School System. We are delight- changing Society."
thither, and yond in the Gar- this culprit. Also, get-well ed have these very fine famiU. Grant Harvey is the
dens, seeking patronage for wishes are extended to Mrs. lies in our midst.
church's youth minister.

Addresses League

ABC
MAIDS
Guaranteed Job in New York
Transportation & Meals
Advanced

305-M & M BLDG.-MEMPHIS

JA 5-3131

TAILORS
TUXEDO RENTALS
NEW SPRING WOOLENS
ARRIVED

525-9395
129 Beale

STUDIO -1
"THE BEST IN
PHOTOGRAPHY"
by

ERNEST WITHERS
319

BEALE STREET

I

WAYNE
'
S

SHOE STORE BEST.
PORTO-PED Reg.
Men Shoes s2295
Medium lAir Cushioned)
ONE WEEK SPECIAL
[A Wyenberg
Shoe )

$1495

M & CLEANERS
& HATTERS

"ALTERATIONS
WHILE YOU WAIT"

5

We Han.. Been In Business 1
Years, Borcaus• We Ar• Sp•clalIsta In Our Field.

NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems With a Small, Low Cost

Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Approx.
Mo.
Payments
$ 12.90
$ 23.70
S 34.50
$ 45.50
S 56.20
S110.82

Cosh You
GetS 500.00
$1,000.00
S1,500.00
$2,000.00
$2,500.00
$5,000.00

Be Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON

Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
— It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

NEED—MONEY? e
AT YOUR INCONVENIENCE,
MEET ME AT

PAPE'S
MEN S SHOP

NEW SPRING STYLES
IN
STETSON SHOES
159-61 Beal St
IA 1-6151

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

MERICAN
LOAN CO.
108 Beale
Or
182 So Main St.
MONEY LOANED ON
ANYTHING OF VALUE

Business Carde - Letter Heads - Envelop. - Wedding Anne. Reasonable
prices - 24 hour lb rvIce. All kinds
of printing dr Publishing. Office, School
le Church suPPliee
Stanback PrInting & Publishing Co.
2477 Deadrick Ave.
FA 7-9127
or
324-5449
VITAL STATISTICS — NOW Available. Do you know what records
may prove useful in eetablishing date
of
ftebiwas
birth, =ceof
and
oot recorded? Ten
proven waye to establish place of
birth. Only .25 Bury's, Brentwood,
Maryland.

Furn. For Sale
LEAVING CITY. SACRIFICE HOUSEhold items & Furniture at Bargain
Prices for quick sale. Too many item.
to het. Most like new. At Fraction
of original cost. BR 6-3072.

WANT TO BUY ANY TYPE
CLOCKS REGARDLESS OF CON
D1TION.
Also. Any Make Clock Repaired
Will Pick Up And Deliver
J. A. Hickey

Salesmen
and
saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis maiket.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wallington Strew
Memphis., Tann.
GOOD MAN NEEDS WORK AS FORtin or restaurant worker.
WH 6-0687
WOMAN EXP, IN HOSPITAL WORK
CALL:
452-1831
NEGRO WOMAN EXP, FACTORY OR
BABY SITTING, CALL:
IA 5-7919
NEGRO WOMAN WANTS FIVE DAYS
work-private home.
948-1273
EXPERIENCED
MAID,
NURSE,
ironer. City references. 5 days •
week. JA 7-9043.

APITOL LOANS
Diamonds, Watches,
!ewelry, Golf Clubs,
Shotguns, Tools
and Ail
Articles of Value.

READ

MONEY LOANED ON
ANYTHING OF VALUE
SHOTGUNS—
TOOLS
LUGGAGE — GUITARS
CLOTHING — JEWELRY

1

ONE BOOK CASE. BED, COMPLETE
mattress and spring, one dresser,
2 chest of drawers, one washing machine. One dinette set, one sewing
machine, CALL BR 4-2370. 2152
Piedmont It.

MENU:
To
sell
appliance, and
furniture.
Would like intelligent men. Egosr. In
selling. Must like people. Call FA 34551, 2259 Park Avenue,
The Goodyear Appliance & Furniture
PRIVATE PARTY WOBLD LIKE TO
Co
purchase • home are. III fair condiGUARANTEED N.V. LIVE-IN
tion. Call JArkeon 6-5397.
lobe. S35-555 wk. Fere advanced.
FOR SALE
Mallory Agency, 576 Ferrick Rd . LynBY OWNER
brook. N. Y.
3 BEDROOM! CAR PORT, CONHIGH SCHOOL BOY DESIRES EVECRETE PORCH. PATIO
BIGGEST
inns work. Exp. hotel — restaurant.
LOT IN SUB-DIVISION GI or FHA
Call FA 7-3160.
Loan accepted or will sell
Egolty.
EX 7-7116--South of Alley on Judson.

Houses For Sale
WHY?

Buy New Home With Muddy Yard
3108 N. Germantown Road north of We're Offering House. In New Condition
Highway 64 nr. Ettenrieie can he With Established Lawn — Fenced Backshown by owner. Anytime. Mrs. George yard -- 3 Bedrooms -- Combination
Kitchen And Family Room With Broken
Gibbe. Jr.
Red Tile Floors. Separate Living Room
— Car-port — GL 8-5255 — 398-7682.
54 MERCURY - ONLY $65
In good condition. Radio, heater, good
tires, new battery. MU 5-1666.
RAINES RD.
1960 THI. NDERBIRD POWER AND
air conditioned. Real leather. By
original owner. Beautiful. $2,450, Gold
1796
Battery and Radiator Service, 340
NEAR HIGHWAY
Union.

RAINES REALTY CO.
575

PATTRICIC
51 SOUTH
OWNER ASSUMES

DAILY

3 Bedroom, Tile bath-Fenced Backyard
(IL 8-525.5
Office 398-7682

Instructions
PI AN O.
VOICE
AND
CHARM
claw.. Private or groups. Special
rate to school children. Z. Lois King.
1616 South Parkway East. Pho.275-0435

ummommer
MAKE BIG MONEY
SELLING....
THE TRi-STATE
DEFENDER

1963

YES

.52.95

HIGLEYS Sunday
Commentary

Scheel

THIS

$2.95

BAPTIST STANDARD HYMNAL
Padre Sis• Paints has Esnpho•i•

345 BEALE STREET

Phone' JA 7-4732

SPACE IS

Re, C. M. LEE, OMR.,

Uncle Sam Says...
MONEY

TO LOAN!
ON ANYTHING OF VALUE

UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SHOTGUNS - CAMERAS - DIAMONDS
RADIOS - JEWELRY - CLOTHING

FOR
AN

,BARGAINS IN

UNCLE SAM
'
S

176 & 176 BEALE STREET

PAWN SHOP

122 BEALE
emmemeweerp

HAVE
PULLING
POWER

--"1411

---e—

You can earn cash selling the Tri-State
Defender meekly. Cali us or come in
today. We deliver to your door.

NEWSBOYS, MEN OR
WOMEN who are interested in
making money. Call Jackson 6-8397
r Jackson 6-8398
Call or come to:
236 South Wellington Street

LOAN OFFICE
152 BEALE ST

ADVERTISER

TRY
ONE.
TODAY

MADAM BELL
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi State Line. MAI/AM BELL ie
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad health: Are you discouragerW
If any of these are your Problems, come let NIADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have failed n the rest come see MAI/AM HELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State Line on the way to Ilernando. Iler home
Is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right as:tle
the DeSoto Motel. Ile sure to look for the 1114:1) HRH%
1101ISE and you'll find her there at all limes. (She
Catch 3ellow bus marked Whilehaven Stale Line
and get WV State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)
MADAM IIF.LL'S HAND SIGN.

1

_311111

•

Vol

ADS

NEW LOOK
CHECK OUR ADS

.tnd

might,
Life .
Linde:

CLASSIFIED.

41', percent V. A. Loan - 883.22 Monthly
Notes, Nothing Down. Or New FHA
Loan With $300 Down Ph. Closing Cost.

MORRIS'

BAPTIST BOOK STORE
1963 Standard Sunday Scheel
Commentary.. ..

TRI-STATE
DEFENDER

fhen

MEN WANTED
Make Up To S2.50 Per Hour
Contact or Call Mr. Hale, 948-0774
Part or full time. Mr. Hale, 1108
S. Lauderdale.

PH: EX 7-6742

For Sale Misc.
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(English Lady)

iENN.
REGULAR

138 BEALE STREET

Visit M & H BARBER SHOP

'NATHAN'S
LOAN FFICE

BUSINESS CARDS

..:1•ZWPOMEMIftr

s))..oia

Money Loaned on

151 Beale St.

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

5 ACRES FOR SALE

The Famous
Beale St. Shopping Center
COLETTA'S

Business Services
IF YOU HAVE RUGS OR CARPETS
that you would like installed wall
to wall or cleaned. Call Bob Miller
for a free estimate, (IL 8-0702.
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JACKSON
6-8391
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